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Abstract

Cooperative diversity provides a new paradigm in robust wireless re-

lay networks that leverages Space-Time (ST) processing techniques to

combat the effects of fading. Distributing the encoding over multiple

relays that potentially observe uncorrelated channels to a destination

terminal has demonstrated promising results in extending range, data-

rates and transmit power utilization. Specifically, Space Time Block

Codes (STBCs) based on orthogonal designs have proven extremely

popular at exploiting spatial diversity through simple distributed pro-

cessing without channel knowledge at the relaying terminals. This

thesis aims at extending further the extensive design and analysis in

relay networks based on orthogonal designs in the context of Quasi-

Orthogonal Space Time Block Codes (QOSTBCs).

The characterization of Quasi-Orthogonal MIMO channels for cooper-

ative networks is performed under Ergodic and Non-Ergodic channel

conditions. Specific to cooperative diversity, the sub-channels are as-

sumed to observe different shadowing conditions as opposed to the

traditional co-located communication system. Under Ergodic chan-

nel assumptions novel closed-form solutions for cooperative channel

capacity under the constraint of distributed-QOSTBC processing are

presented. This analysis is extended to yield closed-form approx-

imate expressions and their utility is verified through simulations.

The effective use of partial feedback to orthogonalize the QOSTBC is

examined and significant gains under specific channel conditions are

demonstrated.

Distributed systems cooperating over the network introduce chal-

lenges in synchronization. Without extensive network management



it is difficult to synchronize all the nodes participating in the relaying

between source and destination terminals. Based on QOSTBC tech-

niques simple encoding strategies are introduced that provide compa-

rable throughput to schemes under synchronous conditions with neg-

ligible overhead in processing throughout the protocol. Both mutli-

carrier and single-carrier schemes are developed to enable the flexi-

bility to limit Peak-to-Average-Power-Ratio (PAPR) and reduce the

Radio Frequency (RF) requirements of the relaying terminals.

The insights gained in asynchronous design in flat-fading cooperative

channels are then extended to broadband networks over frequency-

selective channels where the novel application of QOSTBCs are used

in distributed-Space-Time-Frequency (STF) coding. Specifically, cod-

ing schemes are presented that extract both spatial and mutli-path

diversity offered by the cooperative Multiple-Input Multiple-Output

(MIMO) channel. To provide maximum flexibility the proposed schemes

are adapted to facilitate both Decode-and-Forward (DF) and Amplify-

and-Forward (AF) relaying. In-depth Pairwise-Error-Probability (PEP)

analysis provides distinct design specifications which tailor the distributed-

STF code to maximize the diversity and coding gain offered under the

DF and AF protocols.

Numerical simulation are used extensively to confirm the validity of

the proposed cooperative schemes. The analytical and numerical re-

sults demonstrate the effective use of QOSTBC over orthogonal tech-

niques in a wide range of channel conditions.



Statement Of Originality

The novelty of Chapter 3 is in the derivation of closed-form expres-

sions for the characterization of Quasi-Orthogonal Rayleigh flat-fading

MIMO channels with partial feedback under ergodic and non-ergodic

channel conditions. Chapter 3 presented novel closed-form expressions

for the MIMO capacity of flat-fading Rayleigh distributed cooperative

channels under the constraint of distributed-QOSTBC. For the first

time closed-form expressions were derived to evaluate the effects of

quantization of the feedback phase rotators on the degradation of

the achievable channel capacity. Following on in a similar manner,

Chapter 3 extended the analysis of QOSTBC for the case of non-

ergodic channels. Whilst exact closed-form expression of the outage-

probability for a given SNR and communications rate proved elusive:

tight approximations verified using numerical simulations were de-

rived using the Mellin transform for flat-fading Rayleigh cooperative

channels.

The contribution of Chapter 4 is the development of robust single- and

multi-carrier Distributed Quasi-Orthogonal Space-Time Block Codes

for use in Rayleigh flat-fading cooperative networks under Decoding-

Forward (DF) and Amplify-Forward (AF) relaying protocols. Asyn-

chronous distributed-QOSTBC schemes were developed that utilize

both single- and multi-carrier transmission for flat-fading 2-stage co-

operative relay netorks. Both single- and multi-carrier block based

transmission demonstrated decoding complexity comparable to syn-

chronous symbol based implementations. As was the case with the

characterization of the cooperative quasi-orthogonal channel in Chap-

ter 3; feedback was introduced to orthogonalize the channel. Several



time- and frequency-domain processing techniques to apply the re-

quired phase rotation at the r-MT to orthogonalize the MIMO channel

were illustrated.

The contribution of Chapter 5 is the analysis and design of robust

multi-carrier Distributed Space-Time-Frequency codes based on Quasi-

Orthogonal Space-Time component coding for use in broadband co-

operative networks under Decoding-Forward and Amplify-Forward re-

laying protocols. Pairwise-Error-Probability analysis was performed

under the assumption of DF and AF protocols to determine available

multi-path and spatial diversity and coding gains from a frequency-

selective 2-stage cooperative netork. A full-distributed asynchronous

cooperative-STF coding scheme was developed that leverages QOSTBC

as the ST-component code for deployment under both the DF and AF

protocols. Numerical analysis demonstrated the utility of QOSTBC

enabled cooperative-STF coding as a robust solution with and without

limited feedback available.
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Chapter 1

Overview

1.1 Motivation

For over a decade traditional wireless networks, in the form of cellular networks,

have provided end users with the ability to communicate on the move. These

networks enabled information to be transferred from a source to destination ter-

minal usually via controlling Base Stations (BSs) or access points. Terminals

wishing to transmit and receive information usually do so over a single wireless

point-to-point link with a controlling BS with data packets routed between BSs

over a fixed wireline infrastructure.

In contrast to traditional wireless networks, Ad-Hoc networks do not uti-

lize fixed network infrastructures; an attractive characteristic for applications

deployed in settings where traditional infrastructure based networks are not fea-

sible. Rather than utilizing a fixed infrastructure, nodes in Ad-Hoc networks self-

organize through the use of decentralized routing and control algorithms which

cooperate using peer-to-peer communication to enable information to be trans-

mitted between source and destination nodes. Although this emerging technology

has its origins in the military sphere, real commercial and civil applications are

emerging; one of the most widespread examples of a one-hop Ad-Hoc network is

the Bluetooth piconet[1].

The real challenges and opportunities of Ad-Hoc networks can only start to

be realized when considering network topologies where multiple hops between

network nodes are utilized to forward information between the sender and re-
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cipient. Unlike point-to-point channels which have been widely researched and

characterized [2], researchers are only just starting to evaluate the performance

limits of wireless Ad-Hoc networks and realizable implementations.

The challenges faced by communication engineers when mitigating the effects

of the wireless environment with respect to a single point-to-point link, such as

path-loss and fading are however still pertinent to researchers today investigating

Ad-Hoc networks. The traditional problems in wireless channels of shadowing

and fading were usually unilaterally tackled within a single layer of a network,

i.e. the physical layer. Today researchers still face the same challenges in dis-

tributed systems in the form of Ad-Hoc networks, but the arbitration between

network layers appears to be diluting and creating a cross fertilization of ideas

from the information theoretic community to signal processing and communica-

tion specialists. It is in these new approaches to solving old problems that User

Cooperation has been established as a network solution to a typically physical

layer problem.

1.2 User Cooperation

In practical wireless communication systems incorporating cellular handsets and

wireless sensor nodes, it may not be practical or even feasible to employ multiple

antenna elements on the host due to the physical size of a device and power

constraints. To overcome these constraints researchers have been investigating

User Cooperation, also referred to as Cooperative Diversity, inspired by the papers

[3, 4], as a novel technique for extracting spatial diversity in situations where

network nodes may only employ a single transceiver antenna element.

Essentially, User Cooperation is enabled by multiple signal copies originat-

ing from a source and overheard by other nodes due to omnidirectional mobile

antennas. The additional signal copies effectively come at no additional cost in

transmit power therefore taking advantage of the broadcast nature of wireless

channels. By cooperating and forming clusters with partnering nodes which are

closely located geographically, as illustrated in Figure 1.1, source and destination

nodes can exploit the power of joint encoding and decoding. This form of coop-

eration is usually referred to in the literature as Virtual Antenna Arrays (VAAs)

[5], due to the distributed nature of the array processing. The use of VAAs to im-
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plement MIMO like transmitter and receiver arrays enables cooperative diversity

strategies that can tap into the vast knowledge already available on Space-Time-

Coding (STC)[6]. However, unlike STCs which are typically implemented on a

single communications platform, User Cooperation is complicated further by the

fact that the interuser channel is noisy and unreliable between distributed nodes.

Figure 1.1: User Cooperation enabled Ad-Hoc Network

Early theoretical and practical results within the area of User Cooperation

look promising with many interesting results neatly summarized in [7] for a va-

riety of two-transmitter, two-receiver cooperative channels using DF1, AF2 and

Compress-and-Forward (CF)3 relaying schemes. Cooperative schemes have subse-

1DF: this scheme fully decodes the received signal ideally without error, then optionally
processes the signal before relaying.

2AF: this scheme amplifies the signal without additional processing before relaying.
3CF: this scheme compresses the received signal within specified distortion limits before
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quently demonstrated substantial benefits over non-cooperative systems in terms

of a multitude of network performance metrics including; sum rate capacity im-

provements [3, 4, 8], resistance to fading in the form of increased spatial diversity

[9, 10], increased network coverage [3, 4] and superior power saving performance

[3, 4, 5].

Although Figure 1.1 demonstrates what may appear to be a simple relaying

structure, there are significant research challenges still to be addressed in this

topology. A select few of the challenges are addressed in this thesis; namely, in-

creasing the robustness of the relaying stages to fading observed over the wireless

relaying links and synchronization issues encountered with distributed systems.

This thesis is primarily concerned with extending and realizing the potential of

cooperative relay networks through the use of QOSTBCs which are shown to

demonstrate high-diversity gains and low-complexity encoding and decoding in

traditional point-to-point deployments [11, 12].

1.3 Outline of the Thesis

In Chapter 2, a review of the relevant literature as well as necessary background

information will be given to provide a basis for the understanding of the theoreti-

cal concepts introduced later in this thesis . Initially an overview will be provided

of the fundamental concepts of information theory in regard to Gaussian and fad-

ing channels. The categorization of channels into ergodic and non-ergodic based

on statistical properties will be explored and associated concepts such as channel

capacity as well as throughput will be discussed and used as a basis for the char-

acterization of distributed-MIMO channels in Chapter 3. For completeness these

ideas are briefly extended to analyze deterministic and non-deterministic tradi-

tional MIMO channels where the antenna arrays are co-located. Later in Chapter

2 the classifications of communications channels will be defined under the um-

brella terminology; time-selective, frequency-selective and spatial-selective. The

understanding of the properties of channels with these characteristics will be fun-

damental in the design of distributed coding schemes for wireless relay networks.

Specifically of interest early on in the thesis presentation is the idea of spatial-

relaying.
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selectivity and the ensuing diversity gain offered by channels with this charac-

teristic. These concepts are fundamental in the ideas and analysis discussed in

Chapters 3 & 4. As a prelude to the novel coding designs documented in this the-

sis the ideas of diversity are introduced through a review of the literature behind

some of the main contributions in this interesting and actively researched area.

Some of the coding examples illustrated form directly the foundations which are

extended to the interesting area of distributed coding for co-operative wireless

relay networks in this thesis.

Chapter 3 provides the fundamental analysis and characterization of flat-

fading Quasi-Orthogonal MIMO channels for exploitation in co-operative wireless

relay networks. Although incapable of achieving the channel capacity as eluded

to by Shannon in his breakthrough memo [13]; the same analytical techniques

used to derive the capacity of communications channels can be utilized under

the constraints of specified coding schemes to provide insight into their achiev-

able capacity and throughput. Using the framework illustrated in Chapter 2 the

performance of Quasi-Orthogonal MIMO channels can be measured in ergodic

and non-ergodic scenarios. This analysis provides valuable insight and guidance

into the deployment of QOSTBCs under such channel conditions and direct com-

parisons, both analytically and numerically, are made against their orthogonal

counterparts. Fundamentally, the chapter investigates the subtle but substantial

differences that are inherent between traditional Quasi-Orthogonal MIMO chan-

nels and those observed in distributed implementations where distinct differences

in shadowing and path-loss are observed between sub-channels1. This contribu-

tion leads to closed form analytical expressions that define both the capacity and

throughput of QOSTBC in cooperative wireless relay networks. The contribution

is extended by applying partial-Channel State Information (CSI) at the transmit-

ter to orthogonalize the effective2 MIMO channel which demonstrates significant

gains for some channel classifications.

Chapter 4 builds upon the theoretical ideas developed in Chapter 3 to con-

sider ST code designs for asynchronous distributed-QOSTBC in flat-fading co-

1Sub-channels are defined as the channels observed between individual transmit/receiver
antenna pairings.

2Effective channel: defines an equivalent channel model after pre-ccoding at the transmit
and/or receiver.
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operative wireless relay networks. Although the problems of channel correlation

associated with co-located antenna arrays are known to degrade the capacity and

diversity gains of more traditional communication systems these are mitigated in

distributed implementations; however the added complexity of synchronization

both in time and frequency is introduced between all the participating communi-

cation terminals. Chapter 4 proposes a novel asynchronous distributed-QOSTBC

that overcomes the problem of temporal synchronization. As a prelude to the

presentation of the coding scheme a simple network architecture is introduced

which leverages a virtual array of relay nodes. Initially, a multi-carrier scheme

is developed to showcase the simplicity of the novel distributed-QOSTBC and

demonstrate several receiver structures. It is well known that multi-carrier en-

abled communications systems suffer from high PAPR which imposes significant

cost and complexities in the RF design of the power amplifier at the source and

relaying terminals. In some deployments this may become a limiting constraint so

the fundamental ideas introduced using multi-carrier transmission are extended

to a single-carrier scheme which is known to constrain the PAPR. Finally, full-

rate full-diversity asynchronous distributed-QOSTBC is demonstrated through

the use of a low-rate feedback channel and efficient processing at the relay nodes.

Chapter 5 extends the asynchronous multi-carrier distributed-QOSTBC devel-

oped for flat-fading channels to channels that display multi-path characteristics.

Fundamentally, the network architecture between Chapter 4 is reused in Chapter

5 enabling many of the coding insights gained from the previous chapter to be

leveraged and recycled. However, multi-path channels introduce additional diver-

sity which can be harnessed assuming proper design of the pre-coder. The pro-

posed asynchronous broadband designs adopt a two-stage scheme that distributes

the pre-coding between both the source and relaying terminals. Through mini-

mal knowledge of the distributed-MIMO channel the source node implements an

efficient pre-coding strategy that extracts the multi-path diversity at the destina-

tion mobile terminal. The basic processing developed in the previous chapter is

then implemented at the relaying terminals to extract the spatial diversity offered

by the distributed-MIMO channel. At the receiver Maximum Likelihood (ML)

combining followed by an efficient decoding process renders the proposed scheme

suitable for use in high data rate networks. Finally, the scheme is exploited in a

point-to-point as well as a relaying architecture under both DF and AF protocols.
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Optimum performance is demonstrated under the design metrics specified using

PEP analysis.

This thesis is concluded with a summarizing chapter that discusses the con-

tributions made and opportunities for further research.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review and

Background

2.1 Channel Capacity Basics

2.1.1 Gaussian Channels

The Gaussian channel model has its origin in many practical channels for exam-

ple satellite communications where the additive noise in such channels can be

approximated as the cumulative effect of a large number of independent noise

sources; therefore by virtue of the central limit theorem the Gaussian assump-

tion is valid for multiple communications scenarios. A simple expression for the

channel is given by,

Y = X + Z (2.1)

where the random variables X, Y and Z are associated with the transmitted,

received and noise signals respectively. Shannon introduced the maximum mutual

information between the transmitted and received signals as the channel capacity,

C = sup
fX(x)

I(X;Y ) (2.2)

where sup{·} denotes the supremum. The mutual information is based on the

principle of entropy H(·), which for a particular continuous random variable x

with associated probability density function (pdf) fX(x) is defined as,
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H(X) := −
∫
fX(x)log2(fX(x))dx (2.3)

Based on the definition of entropy (2.3) the channel capacity can be evaluated by

expanding (2.2),

I(X;Y ) = H(Y )−H(Z) (2.4)

for which H(Y ) and H(Z) define the entropy of the source signal and the noise

entropy respectively. It is interesting to observe the scenario when H(Y ) = H(Z),

then zero mutual information is conveyed by the channel and a receiver is unable

to determine which realization of x was transmitted. In the absence of noise, i.e.

H(Z) = 0, then it is possible to detect the realization x based on the observation

y without error. In addition, with no further conditions the channel capacity

maybe considered infinite assuming X can undertake any arbitrary real value and

no errors are introduced by the channel. By imposing a limitation on the input

signal in the form of a power constraint, Shannon demonstrated [13, Theorem 16]

that the normal distribution maximizes the entropy of a random variable for a

given variance. Therefore to maximize (2.2) it is assumed X follows a Gaussian

distribution, i.e. x ∼ N(0, σ2
X), with entropy,

H(X) =
1

2
log2 2πeσ2

X . (2.5)

Assuming X and Z are independent and Z follows a Gaussian distribution, z ∼
N(0, σ2

Z), then an upper bound on the mutual information can be derived,

I(X;Y ) ≤ 1

2
log2 2πe(σ2

Z + σ2
X)− 1

2
log2 2πeσ2

Z (2.6)

=
1

2
log2 (1 + σ2

X/σ
2
Z). (2.7)

Shannon then linked the mutual information bound (2.6) to channel capacity

using the Nyquist rate which determines that approximately 2WT symbols maybe

transmitted on a band-limited channel with bandwidth W over a time duration

T . Since the capacity per channel use is governed by (2.6) the capacity of a

bandlimted channel over duration T is given by,
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2.1 Channel Capacity Basics

C := WTlog2 (1 + σ2
X/σ

2
Z) [bits] (2.8)

Assuming that each codeword, where we refer to the ensemble of codewords as a

code-book, is infinite in length then the normalized channel capacity defined in

[bits/s/Hz] simplifies to,

C := lim
T→∞

WTlog2 (1 + σ2
X/σ

2
Z)

WT
(2.9)

= log2 (1 + σ2
X/σ

2
Z) [bits/s/Hz] (2.10)

Shannon subsequently proved that error free transmission cannot be guaran-

teed when signaling above the capacity of a given channel.

2.1.2 Ergodic and Non-Ergodic Fading

Wireless channels where the transmitted signal experiences multi-path propaga-

tion can generally be characterized by large, medium and small-scale fading [14].

Large scale fading can be considered a deterministic effect attributed to path-loss

and reflections from the Earth’s surface. Shadowing, a medium scale effect, oc-

curs in the presence of large reflecting or diffraction objects which are located at

a large distance relative to the motion of a communications terminal. It is as-

sumed that in low-mobility scenarios the effects of large and medium scale fading

can be incorporated into a single parameter γ and assumed to be deterministic.

Small-scale fading can create dramatic fluctuations in the received signal power

when a mobile terminal is moved over a relatively small distance comparable to

the carrier wavelength. This stochastic effect, represented by λ, is manifest in

the temporal and spatial dimensions and is generally categorized into slow or fast

fading and frequency- or flat-selective fading. In this section the analysis focuses

on the achievable capacity and throughput of flat-fading channels.

The channel is referred to as ergodic if λ varies over the transmitted codeword

so that over an infinite length codeword the ensemble of λs are realized according

to a given distribution. For ergodic channels with deterministic shadowing effects

the capacity is evaluated as,

C =

∫ ∞
0

log2 (1 + γλρ) fλ(λ)dλ (2.11)
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In scenarios when the channel realizations are fixed for the duration of the

codeword then it is assumed that λ is drawn at random from the ensemble defined

by the pdf fλ(λ). These channel characteristics are referred to as non-ergodic.

Therefore using the definition for the channel capacity of deterministic channels,

C = log2 (1 + γλρ) (2.12)

there is a non-zero probability that such a channel cannot not support error free

transmission at a specific rate φ. This probability is referred to as the outage

probability and is calculated as,

Pr(C < φ) =

∫ λ̂

0

fλ(λ)dλ (2.13)

where (2.12) is rearranged,

λ̂ =
2φ − 1

γρ
(2.14)

to determine the necessary realization of λ to guarantee error-free transmission

for a given transmission rate.

2.2 Capacity of MIMO channels

In this section the fundamental capacity limit of a MIMO wireless channel that

can support error-free transmission will be considered. Several different cases

of MIMO channels are reviewed: CSI known and unknown at the transmitter,

together with deterministic and random fading channels. The fundamental limit

on the spectral efficiency of MIMO communication discussed here will provide a

benchmark upon which to compare the various proposed coding schemes later in

the thesis.

2.2.1 System Model

Consider a generic MIMO channel H with Nt transmit antennas and Nr receive

antennas,

11



2.2 Capacity of MIMO channels

H =


h1,1 h1,2 . . . h1,Nt

h2,1 h2,2 . . . h2,Nt
...

...
...

...

hNr,1 hNr,2 . . . hNr,Nt

 (2.15)

where the channel between the ith, i ∈ {1, . . . , Nt}, transmit antenna and the jth,

j ∈ {1, . . . , Nr}, receive antenna is denoted by hi,j. Equating Nt = 1 or Nr = 1

reduces the MIMO channel to either Single-Input-Multiple-Output (SIMO) or

Multiple-Input Single-Output (MISO) channels which are noted as particular

sub-sets of the MIMO case. From this channel representation a typical MIMO

transceiver model can be expressed using the input-output relationship,

y = Hs + n (2.16)

where y ∈ CNr×1 is the observed signal vector at the receiver array, s ∈ CNt×1 is

the transmitted codeword and y ∈ CNr×1 is the Zero Mean Circularly Symmetric

Complex Gaussian (ZMCSCG) noise with covariance matrix E{nnH} = N0INr .

Assuming S defines the total transmit energy, then the covariance matrix Rss =

E{ssH} must satisfy Tr{Rss} ≤ S.

2.2.2 Deterministic MIMO Channel

In the following it is assumed that the MIMO channel H is deterministic and

known without error at the receiver. In this scenario the capacity of the MIMO

channel has been defined by taking the supremum [15],

C = sup
Fs(s)

{I(s; y)} (2.17)

where it can be shown [15],

I(s; y) = H(y)−H(n) (2.18)

Therefore the problem of maximizing the mutual information I(s; y) reduces

to maximizing the observation entropy H(y). In [16] it was shown that the

12



2.2 Capacity of MIMO channels

differential entropy H(y) is maximized when y assumes a ZMCSCG distribu-

tion, which links into the analysis performed by Shannon for Single-Input-Single-

Output (SISO) channels. The differential entropies shown in (2.18) are given

by,

H(y) = log2 det(πeRyy) (2.19)

H(n) = log2 det(πeN0Ir) (2.20)

where the covariance matrix of y, Ryy = E{yyH}, satisfies,

Ryy = HRssH
H +N0INr (2.21)

assuming Rss = E{ssH} is the covariance matrix of s in addition to the noise

and data sources being independent E{sHn} = 0. Then substituting (2.18)-(2.20)

into (2.17) results in the MIMO capacity expression [15],

C = arg max
Tr(Rss≤S)

log2 det

(
INr +

1

N0

HRssH
H

)
(2.22)

Channel Unknown Assuming the MIMO CSI is unknown to the transmitter

then no statistical advantage in pre-coding is available thus reducing (2.22) to,

C = log2 det

(
INr +

S

N0

HHH

)
(2.23)

where Rss = S.INt and S denotes the transmit power. Expression (2.23) is

not the Shannon channel capacity since there exist capacity achieving source

covariance matrices Rss that outperform the capacity achieved without CSI at

the transmitter.

Channel known at the transmitter When the CSI is available at the trans-

mitter Rss can be designed to achieve the channel capacity. To simplify the design

the channel is firstly decomposed into a set of orthogonal SISO channels using

the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and determinant properties,

log2 det

(
INr +

1

N0

HRssH
H

)
=

Nr∑
i=1

log2

(
1 +

λi
N0

γi

)
(2.24)

13



2.2 Capacity of MIMO channels

where UHHV = diag{
√
λ1, . . . ,

√
λNr} and γi is the power allocated to the

ith sub-channel (singular value). The optimisation problem (2.22) can now be

expressed as,

max .
Nr∑
i=1

log2

(
1 +

λi
N0

γi

)
(2.25)

s.t.
Nr∑
i=1

γi ≤ S (2.26)

The optimization problem can therefore be solved iteratively using the celebrated

water-pouring algorithm [17, 15, 18, 19] or convex optimization techniques [20].

2.2.3 Frequency-Flat Ergodic Fading MIMO Channel

The ergodic channel capacity is the ensemble average of the error-free trans-

mission rate over the distribution of channel realizations H utilizing a capacity

maximizing codebook covariance matrix Rss. The ergodic channel capacity when

each individual sub-channel of the MIMO channel H experiences uncorrelated

Raleigh fading has been derived by Telatar [15]. The derivation itself is rather

involved so the examination is restricted to the important results for brevity.

Telatar demonstrated that a ZMCSCG codebook was the optimal strategy to

maximize the ergodic channel capacity,

I(s; y) = EH{log2 det
(
INr + HRssH

H
)
} (2.27)

Since Rss is positive definite, then eigenvalue decomposition yields Rss = UssDssU
H
ss

where Uss is a unitary matrix and Dss is a diagonal matrix. Therefore the search

for the optimal covariance matrix can be restricted to a non-negative diagonal

matrix Dss,

I(s; y) = EH{log2 det
(
INr + (HUss)Dss(HUss)

H
)
} (2.28)

noting that the distribution of HUss is the same as that of H. Telatar then

demonstrates that Dss must be of the form aI which subject to the transmit

power constraintm yields the channel capacity when a = S/Nt,
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2.2 Capacity of MIMO channels

C = EH

{
log2 det

(
INr +

S

Nt

HHH

)}
(2.29)

= EH

{
log2 det

(
INt +

S

Nt

HHH

)}
(2.30)

To evaluate the expectation the matrix W is introduced such that,

W =

{
HHH , Nr < Nt

HHH, Nr ≥ Nt

(2.31)

where W is referred to as an m ×m Wishart matrix with the parameters n :=

max{Nr, Nt} and m := min{Nr, Nt}. The capacity expressions (2.29)-(2.30) can

now be reformulated in terms of the eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λm of W,

C = Eλ

{
m∑
i=1

log2

(
1 +

S

Nt

λi

)}
(2.32)

where the joint pdf of the order eigenvalues of a Wishart matrix is known to be

[21],

fλ(λ) := K−1
m,n

∏
i

λn−mi e−λi
∏
i<j

(λi − λj)2 (2.33)

and Km,n is a normalizing factor. Telatar conjectures that the channel capacity

only depends on the distribution of one of the eigenvalues,

Eλ

{
m∑
i=1

log2

(
1 +

S

Nt

λi

)}
=

m∑
i=1

Eλi

{
log2

(
1 +

S

Nt

λi

)}
(2.34)

= mEλ1

{
log2

(
1 +

S

Nt

λ1

)}
(2.35)

Thereby yielding the landmark MIMO capacity theorem derived by Telatar [15],

C = m

∫ ∞
0

log2

(
1 +

S

Nt

λ1

)
fλ1(λ1)dλ1 (2.36)

where the marginal pdf for λ1 is given by [15],
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2.2 Capacity of MIMO channels

fλ1(λ1) :=
1

m

m−1∑
k=0

k!

(k + n−m)!
[Ln−m

k (λ1)]2λ
(n−m)
1 eλ1 (2.37)

and Ln−m
k (λ1) is the Laguerre polynomial of order k. Associated closed form and

iterative solutions for the MIMO capacity integral (2.36) are derived in [5].

SIMO channel capacity Consider then a SIMO channel HHH = ‖h‖2
F with

Nr receive antennas (Nt = 1). The SIMO channel exhibits a single spatial data

pipe λ1 = ‖h‖2
F rendering the parameters m = Nr and n = Nt, therefore reducing

(2.36) to,

CSIMO =
1

Γ(Nr)

∫ ∞
0

log2 (1 + Sλ1) .λ
(Nr−1)
1 eλ1dλ1 (2.38)

where Γ(·) defines the Gamma function and the associated pdf is a central chi-

square distribution with 2Nr degrees of freedom. Note that channel knowledge

at the transmitter provides no additional improvement in achievable channel ca-

pacity.

MISO channel capacity Alternatively, a MISO channel HHH = ‖h‖2
F with

Nt transmit antennas (Nr = 1). The MISO channel exhibits similar characteris-

tics to the SIMO channel, i.e. a single spatial data pipe λ1 = ‖h‖2
F , yielding,

CMISO =
1

Γ(Nt)

∫ ∞
0

log2

(
1 +

S

Nt

λ1

)
.λ

(Nt−1)
1 eλ1dλ1 (2.39)

Here it is assumed that CSI is unavailable at the transmitter and in conjunction

with the MIMO case we assume Rss = S/Nt.INt . Clearly, without CSI, CMISO <

CSIMO, by observing the 1/Nt factor in (2.40) and that logarithmic functions

are monotonically increasing. If for every channel realization the transmitter has

knowledge of the CSI then a beam-forming approach may be used to transmit

through λ1,

CMISO =
1

Γ(Nt)

∫ ∞
0

log2 (1 + Sλ1) .λ
(Nt−1)
1 eλ1dλ1 (2.40)

Therefore MISO with transmit CSI achieves SIMO capacity with the same ‖h‖2.
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2.2 Capacity of MIMO channels

2.2.4 Non-Ergodic MIMO Channel

In the case of non-ergodic MIMO channels the Shannon [13] channel capacity is

zero since there is a non-zero probability that the fixed channel realization cannot

support error-free transmission at a predetermined rate. As stated previously in

Section 2.1.2; a more meaningful metric for the analysis of such channels would

be the achievable tradeoff rate for a given outage probability and vice versa. An

interesting open problem is to determine the optimal code-book for any given

rate R and SNR ρ that minimizes the total probability Pout(R, S) that a channel

realization H does not support the desired rate R,

Pout(R, S) = inf
Q�0,T r(Q)≤S

{
Pr
(
INr + HQHH < R

)}
(2.41)

where inf{·} denotes the infimum. Telatar conjectures that the Q which mini-

mizes the outage probability (2.41) utilizes only a subset of the available transmit

antennas and has the form,

Q =
S

τ

[
Iτ 0Nt−τ

0Nt−τ 0Nt−τ

]
(2.42)

where τ defines the size of the subset of transmit antennas selected Adopting

this coding strategy by substituting (2.42) into (2.41) and performing eigenvalue

decomposition yields the outage probability,

Pout(R, S) = Pr

(
m̃∑
i=1

log2

(
1 +

S

τ
λi

)
< R

)
(2.43)

where m̃ = min{τ,Nr}. Clearly, if all the eigenvalues λ1, · · · , λm̃ are independent

the evaluation of (2.43) requires an m̃-fold convolution of the pdf log2

(
1 + S

τ
λi
)

according to the unordered distribution fλ1(λ1) (2.37). The evaluation of the out-

age probability is greatly simplified in the SIMO or MISO case which is considered

next.

SIMO Outage Probability As stated in [15, Example 6], the outage proba-

bility is minimized for any given rate and SNR region for S = S, yielding,

Pout(R, S) = γ
(
Nr, (2

R − 1)/ρ
)
/Γ(Nr) (2.44)
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2.3 Channel Characteristics and Classification

where γ(·) denotes the incomplete Gamma function defined as γ(a, x) :=
∫ x

0
u(a−1)e−udu.

As in the case of ergodic channels, CSI at the transmitter does not improve the

link performance.

SIMO Outage Probability Using Telatar’s conjecture (2.42), transmitting

equally over τ antennas out of the Nt available the outage probability of the

MISO case is expressed as [15, Example 7],

Pout(R, S) = γ
(
Nt, Nt(2

R − 1)/ρ
)
/Γ(Nt) (2.45)

Telatar’s conjecture in this case is substantiated by the observation that in the low

rate region a higher τ , i.e. using more of the available transmit antennas, reduces

the likelihood that the channel cannot support the rate. However, in the high

rate low reliability region it is acknowledged that reducing τ and transmitting

over fewer antennas with more power yields a reduction in outage probability.

2.3 Channel Characteristics and Classification

Unlike simple Gaussian channels that are only impaired by Additive White Gaus-

sian Noise (AWGN) at the receiver, other wireless channels suffer additionally

from random fluctuations in the received signal level across space, time and/or

frequency. This effect is referred to in the literature [14, 6] as channel fading and

can be classified into two main categories. Each is briefly summarized below:

• slow fading - caused by a large reflecting object or diffraction effects which

are geographically distant from the receiver. These fading factors only

induce small perturbations in the signal strength when the distance travelled

by the receiver is small compared to the propagation distance from the

objects concerned.

• fast fading - caused by reflectors close to the receiving terminal and the

movement of the receiver with respect to these objects. Each reflector ef-

fectively creates a copy of the transmitted signal, which introduces a multi-

path effect. Each path differs in length and introduces phase perturbations

in the transmitted signal, therefore multiple copies of the receive signal

superimpose in either a constructive or destructive manner.
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2.3 Channel Characteristics and Classification

The main method to stabilize a wireless channel exhibiting fading is to in-

troduce diversity, especially if the channel is experiencing fast fading. Diversity

introduces multiple copies of the information bearing signal over ideally indepen-

dent realizations of the fading channel. In the literature each copy is referred to

as a diversity branch. It can be proven that increasing the number of diversity

branches sharply reduces the probability that all branches will be in fade and

therefore stabilizes the wireless link in the limiting case to that of an equivalent

Gaussian channel [6].

A communication system can only extract diversity that is intrinsically avail-

able in a channel. The diversity available in a wireless channel can be simply

categorized as follows:

• Temporal Diversity - redundancy is introduced in the time domain through

the use of temporal interleaving and channel coding. To ensure the trans-

mitted signal experiences independent fading, replicas should be spaced at

intervals no less than the coherence time of the channel (Section 2.3.1).

• Frequency Diversity - the information bearing signal is transmitted to the

receiver using multiple carrier frequencies. Selecting carriers that are spaced

greater than the coherence bandwidth (Section 2.3.2) in the frequency do-

main ensures that the transmitted signal undergoes independent fading.

• Spatial Diversity - using multiple transmit and/or receive antennas at the

source and destination terminals ensures that replicas of the signal are avail-

able at the receiver. To maximize diversity gain antenna elements should be

separated by a distance greater than the coherence distance (Section 2.3.3)

so that correlation in received signal copies are minimized and the fading

channels are independent.

Temporal or frequency diversity traditionally have additional cost factors asso-

ciated with introducing redundancy, in the form of additional channel utilization

and bandwidth consumption. The wireless medium is a scarce resource, therefore

the majority of this thesis shall focus primarily on spatial diversity techniques,

limiting the costs to additional complexity of the transceiver design.
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2.3 Channel Characteristics and Classification

2.3.1 Time Selective

Time-selective channels show fast-fading characteristics as a result of self interfer-

ence from local reflectors. This type of selectivity assumes that the multiple paths

displayed in the channel are observed at the same instance in time and the channel

has no memory. Wireless channels are extremely complicated three-dimensional

systems, therefore engineers have devised statistical models [14] to simplify the

analysis. For small-scale fast fading effects without a Line-Of-Sight (LoS) compo-

nent the random channel gains can be modelled fairly accurately by the Rayleigh

distribution [14], where each channel realization h(t) models the impulse response

at continuous time t and follows the distribution,

Channels classified as time-selective, can be modeled using a Rayleigh dis-

tributed complex gain term h(t) (2.46), for the impulse response at time t.

h ∼ NC(0, 1) (2.46)

The input-output relationship of a time-selective SISO channel is shown as,

y(t) = h(t) s(t) (2.47)

Modern communication signal processing techniques are typically implemented in

the discrete-time domain, therefore the equivalent sampled signal model of (2.47)

can be expressed as,

y[k] = h[k] s[k] (2.48)

where k represents the sampling index with normalized unity sampling period.

This simple SISO signal model can be extended for MIMO type channels,

y[k] = H[k] s[k] (2.49)

where y[k] is the received signal vector of dimension Nr×1 ignoring the effects of

additive noise at the receiver, s[k] is the transmit signal vector of dimension Nt×1

and H[k] represents the matrix form of a channel with dimension Nr ×Nt. Each

element Hi,j[k] represents the sampled impulse response sequence of the SISO

channel between transmit antenna j and receive antenna i, the MIMO channel is

represented in matrix form as,
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2.3 Channel Characteristics and Classification

H[k] =


h1,1[k] h1,2[k] · · · h1,Nt [k]

h2,1[k] h2,2[k] · · · h2,Nt [k]
...

...
. . .

...

hNr,1[k] hNr,2[k] · · · hNr,Nt [k]

 (2.50)

By definition a time-selective channel implies that the channel is more favor-

able at some moments in time than others. In real channels with mobile termi-

nals and/or mobile objects that cause scattering effects, the fading process will

introduce Doppler spread of 2fD, where fD is defined as the maximum Doppler

frequency. The time period over which the channel remains strongly correlated

can be defined by (2.51) and is referred to as coherence time [14].

Tc ≈
1

2fD
(2.51)

To extract maximum diversity, replicas of the transmitted signal should ideally

observe i.i.d. instances of the channel from the distribution (2.46). Although

temporal spacing at greater than the coherence time does not imply the channel

realizations will be i.i.d., it does provide useful guidance for mitigating temporal

fading.

2.3.2 Frequency Selective

Frequency-selective channels introduce a delay spread TM caused by the received

signal propagating through multi-paths of different lengths. Constructive and

destructive interference is a function of received signal wavelength therefore the

channel responds as a filter in the frequency domain. The input-output relation-

ship of a time-varying frequency-selective SISO channel in the continuous time

domain can be represented as,

y(t) = h(t, τ)⊗ s(t) (2.52)

where ⊗ represents the convolution operator. For analysis in the discrete-time do-

main the channel can be simplified and converted to an equivalent time-invariant

sample signal model,
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y[k] =
L−1∑
l=0

h[k − l] s[l] (2.53)

where L denotes the length of the channel in sampling periods (usually sampled

at the baud rate). For frequency-selective time invariant channels h[l] can be

modeled using ZMCSCG variables distribution according to (2.46). A power

delay profile may be applied to model the attenuation of paths with longer delays.

A MIMO sample channel model is easily derived by expressing the multiple SISO

channels (2.53) between the ith receive and jth transmit antenna, shown in matrix

notation as,

y[k] =

 h1,1 · · · h1,Nt
...

. . .
...

hNr,1 · · · hNr,Nt


 s1[k]

...

sNt [k]

 (2.54)

where,

hi,j = [hi,j[L− 1] · · · hi,j[0]] (2.55)

and,

sj[k] =

 sj[k − L+ 1]
...

sj[k]

 (2.56)

To extract diversity from a frequency-selective channel one needs to determine the

coherence bandwidth Bc, the bandwidth over which the channel fading remains

strongly correlated. Coherence bandwidth can be expressed as a function of the

multipath delay spread TM [14],

Bc ≈
1

TM
(2.57)

To maximize diversity in real channels it should be ensured that the frequency

spacing of any information bearing sub-carriers is ideally greater than the coher-

ence bandwidth.
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2.3.3 Spatially Selective

Channels where the received signal amplitude is dependent on the location of

the antenna can be described as spatially selective. The cause of this spatially

selective fading, is the angular spread or spread in Angle Of Arrival (AOA) of

the multipath signal components at the receive antenna array.

The coherence distance Dc of the channel characterizes the spatial selective

fading process, and defines a separation distance for which the normalized auto-

correlation coefficient falls to 0.7. The relationship between the angular spread θ

and coherence distance Dc is clearly shown as [6, Eq.2.16],

Dc ≈
1

θRMS

(2.58)

where θRMS defines the Root Mean Square (RMS) angular spread. To maximize

diversity the aim should be to achieve uncorrelated fading across the diversity

branches and therefore an appropriate rule of thumb should be to position antenna

elements at a minimum spatial separation defined by Dc.

2.4 Techniques for Extracting Diversity Gain in

Fading Environments

Several techniques are reviewed to demonstrate how diversity gains can be lever-

aged to increase the robustness when operating in the classifications of fading-

channels presented in the previous section. Codes and techniques that extract

diversity from the channel both at the transmit and receiver side will be pre-

sented. In the case of receiver-side processing it will be assumed that CSI is

available as a byproduct of the channel estimation process used in the operation

of the decoder. At the transmit side the qualification of CSI cannot always be

assumed and may be dependent upon the availability of a feedback channel and

how static the fading processes is to evaluate the information content from the

feedback channel. In scenarios where it is prohibitive to use feedback or the chan-

nel cannot be estimated at the transmitter techniques are presented that extract

the full-diversity gain available from a spatially-selective channel in the absence of

CSI. These techniques will form a foundation for the novel processing techniques
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developed in this thesis for application in cooperative wireless relay networks.

2.4.1 Diversity at the Receiver

To extract receive antenna diversity, multiple receiving antennas are used to form

an array. If the antennas are spaced at a distance greater than the coherence dis-

tance (approx several radio wavelengths) then each copy of the broadcast trans-

mitted signal can be assumed to be uncorrelated or essentially independent from a

fading perspective. The independent copies from the receive antennas can then be

combined using linear processing (or non-linear Square-Law Combining (SLC)) to

improve receiver performance. Four such combining techniques are summarized

below:

1. Square-Law Combining - a non-coherent form of combining that does not

require CSI, however this technique is only applicable to particular modu-

lation techniques such as FSK.

2. Selection Combining - selects the antenna from the receive array with the

highest SNR output signal.

3. Equal-Gain Combining - multiplies the received signal from each antenna

with a constant magnitude complex weighting parameter α that corrects

for the phase introduced by the channel.

4. Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC) - uses a similar approach to equal-gain

combining, however the weighting parameter α is assumed to be the complex

conjugate of the estimated channel gain. This technique is optimal amongst

all linear diversity techniques therefore further analysis is outlined below.

Consider a communication system with a single transmit antenna and a receive

antenna array (SIMO) for the purpose of illustrating receive antenna diversity in

the form of MRC. Also assuming the channel is i.i.d. Rayleigh distributed (2.46)

and flat fading, therefore omitting the sample index k, the channel vector h can

be expressed as,

h := [h1 h2 · · · hNr ]
T (2.59)
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where Nr denotes the number of receive antenna elements. The received signal

including noise perturbations can therefore be expressed in vector form as,

y = hs+ n (2.60)

where s denotes the transmitted signal from a finite constellation with average

energy Es and n denotes AWGN at each receiver branch with covariance matrix

E{nnH} = N0INr denoted by the power spectral density N0. Assuming perfect

CSI at the receiver, MRC can be performed,

z = ‖h‖2s+ hHn (2.61)

where z is the combined output of the receiver and ‖h‖2 = hHh, i.e. the squared

Euclidean norm. In the same way that matched filter techniques provide op-

timal reciever performance for AWGN channels using temporal processing [2],

MRC optimizes SNR by matching the channel in the spatial domain, where the

instantaneous SNR γmrc at the receiver is given by,

γmrc =
Es
N0

NNr∑
j=1

|hj|2 (2.62)

Assuming i.i.d. Rayleigh faded complex channel gains with unity variance, then

the expected SNR can be expressed as,

γ̄mrc =
Es
N0

Nr∑
j=1

E{|hj|2} (2.63)

= Nr.
Es
N0

(2.64)

Clearly, (2.64) shows that the receive antenna array provides a gain in the average

SNR of the received signal, this gain is referred to as array gain, and is shown to

be proportional to the number of receive antennas Nr. Using MRC and assuming

ML detection at the receiver the average probability of error in the high SNR

scenario was shown to be upper bounded by [6],

P̄e ≤ N̄e

(
Es d

2
min

4 N0

)−Nr
(2.65)
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where N̄e and dmin are the number of nearest neighbours and minimum distance

of an underlying scalar constellation S. The diversity order of the system is clearly

represented in (2.65) as the exponent and is shown to be equal to the number of

adequately spaced antenna elements at the receiver. To summarize, benefits of

diversity at the receiver are clearly illustrated through increasing the number of

receive antennas as presented in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: BER performance of an MRC scheme in Rayleigh flat-fading channels

2.4.2 Exploiting CSI for Transmit Diversity Gain

In the same way multiple receive antennas can be utilized to extract diversity from

a channel, there are algorithms to achieve transmit antenna diversity. Considering

a MISO channel with Nt transmit antennas and one receive antenna, using the

same assumptions that formulated (2.59), the channel can be expressed as,

h = [h1 h2 · · · hNt ] (2.66)

Pre-processing the transmitted signal with a weighting vector w produces a re-

ceived signal y expressed as,
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y =

√
1

Nt

hws+ n (2.67)

where s is the symbol from a finite constellation with constant energy Es and n is

ZMCSCG noise at the receiver with variance N0. With full CSI available at the

transmitter the problem is remarkably similar to the MRC case (Section (2.4.1))

and is referred to in the literature as transmit-Maximal Ratio Combining (t-

MRC) [22]. Thus it can be shown that the weight vector that maximizes SNR is

given by,

w =
√
Nt

hH

‖h‖
(2.68)

the scalar normalizing coefficient
√
Nt/‖h‖ ensures that the transmit energy is

constrained to Es. The instantaneous SNR at the receiver can then be calculated

as,

γt−mrc =
Es
N0

Nt∑
i=1

|hi|2 (2.69)

Assuming i.i.d. Rayleigh faded complex channel gains with unity variance, then

the expected SNR can be expressed as,

γ̄t−mrc =
Es
N0

Nt∑
i=1

E{|hi|2} (2.70)

= Nt.
Es
N0

(2.71)

This result (2.71) clearly shows that t-MRC offers increased SNR performance at

the receiver through pre-processing at the transmitter in the form of array gain

which is proportional to the number of transmit antenna elements Nt.

Adopting a similar approach used to analyze the MRC scheme the average

probability of error for t-MRC, assuming ML detection at the receiver and a high

SNR regime, can be upper bounded by [6],

P̄e ≤ N̄e

(
Es d

2
min

4 N0

)−Nt
(2.72)
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when N̄e and dmin are the number of nearest neighbours and minimum distance

of an underlying scalar constellation respectively. Consistent with MRC at the

receiver, t-MRC also extracts a diversity order equal to the number of antennas

t in the transmit antenna array, which is clearly illustrated in the exponent of

(2.72). For completeness the Bit Error Rate (BER) performance of t-MRC is

included in Figure 2.2 where the similarity to MRC Figure 2.1 is demonstrated.
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Figure 2.2: BER performance of t-MRC in Rayleigh flat-fading channels

Although this technique extracts full diversity gain from the channel, as well as

array gain, there is still the additional problem of estimating the CSI. Usually

this is achieved by channel estimation at the receiver employing feedback to the

transmit side, which requires a strong stationarity assumption on the channel.

The next section introduces a transmit diversity technique which extracts full

diversity from the channels without the additional complications of feedback.

2.4.3 Transmit Diversity In the Absence of CSI

2.4.3.1 Orthogonal Space-Time Block Codes

Considering a MISO channel with two transmit antennas and a single receive

antenna, expressed as,
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h = [h1 h2] (2.73)

where hi is again denoted by ZMCSCG random variables with unity variance.

There exist techniques that extract full diversity without CSI at the transmitter.

A simple method to extract full diversity, but not the most spectrally efficient,

would be to use a simple repetition based STBC,

G =

[
s1 0

0 s1

]
(2.74)

where the transmission matrix G(z1, · · · , zk) is formulated by the number of trans-

mitted symbols Nx, i.e. Nx = 1 in the above example (2.74), the number of

transmit antennas Nt (columns) and time slots in a data block Ns (rows).

Alamouti Coding Alamouti [23] devised the first full-rate Orthogonal Space

Time Block Code (OSTBC),

S =

[
s1 s2

−s∗2 s∗1

]
(2.75)

In the case of Alamouti coding the set of complex symbols {si}2
i=1 is linearly

mapped to form a transmission matrix (2.75) with dimension Ns = Nt = 2, where

Nt and Ns denote the spatial and temporal dimension size respectively. In the

first time-slot k simultaneous transmission occurs with the symbol s1 transmitted

from the first transmit antenna and s2 transmitted from the second antenna. In

the proceeding time-slot k + 1, −s∗2 is transmitted from the first antenna and

simultaneously s∗1 from the second antenna. From (2.75) it is obvious that the

code-rate, defined by the ratio Nx/Ns, is unity (one data symbol per time-slot).

For a simple system with a single receive antenna the following input-output

relationship is observed,[
rk

rk+1

]
=

[
s1 s2

−s∗2 s∗1

][
h1

h2

]
+

[
nk

nk+1

]
(2.76)

r = Sh + n (2.77)
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where nk denotes the additive ZMCSCG noise component incident at the receiver

and rk denotes the noisy copy of the transmitted signal at time-slot k. Conjugat-

ing the second row of (2.76) allows for an equivalent system representation that

formulates the system of equations using an effective channel matrix,[
rk

r∗k+1

]
=

[
h1 h2

h∗2 −h∗1

][
s1

s2

]
+

[
nk

n∗k+1

]
(2.78)

r′ = Heffs + n′ (2.79)

Without loss of generality we can translate (2.79) to new co-ordinates using the

unitary matrix HH
eff/

√
|h1|2 + |h2|2,

HH
effr

′√
|h1|2 + |h2|2

=
HH
effHeff√
|h1|2 + |h2|2

s +
HH
eff√

|h1|2 + |h2|2
n′ (2.80)

r′′ =
√
|h1|2 + |h2|2I2 s + n′′ (2.81)

where we have used the substitution HH
effHeff = (|h1|2 + |h2|2)I2 in (2.80) to

derive (2.81). In addition it is worth highlighting that the statistics of the noise

term n′′ areN(0, N0I2) and are equivalent to the underlying noise n incident at the

receiver. As a result of the unitary matched filtering operation the noise remains

spectrally white. Maximum Likelihood (ML) symbol-by-symbol estimation can

now be performed using the decoupled observation by performing a search over

the finite alphabet As the transmitted symbols were generated from,

ŝk = arg min
∀ŝk∈As

(
r′′k −

√
|h1|2 + |h2|2ŝk

)
(2.82)

In the absence of CSI at the transmitter it has been shown [6] that distributing

equally available transmit power over all transmitting antenna is the optimal

strategy from a capacity achieving perspective, therefore yielding an average SNR

at the receiver,

γ̄Alamouti =
Es

2. N0

2∑
k=1

E{|hk|2} (2.83)

=
Es
N0

(2.84)
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Equation (2.84) demonstrates a penalty in not utilizing the available array gain of

approximately 3dB (i.e. 1/Nt) against the averaged-SNR of the transmit diversity

scheme (2.71).

Using a similar analytical approach to the previous section the average probability

of error for the transmit scheme (2.75) was shown [6] to be proportional to (2.72)

when Nt = 2, i.e. full order diversity.

The design of the transmission matrix can be classified into two categories:

• Complex Orthogonal Design (COD) - which must satisfy the condition of

complex orthogonality in both the spatial and temporal sense,

GGH = GHG =

(
k∑
i=1

|zi|2
)

I, zi∀C (2.85)

• Generalized Complex Orthogonal Design (GCOD) - the spatial orthogonal-

ity constraint is relaxed,

GGH 6= GHG =

(
k∑
i=1

|zi|2
)

I, zi∀C (2.86)

In [24] it was proved that the only full-rate (rate of unity) OSTBCs must satisfy

(2.85) and only exist for Nt = 2. Satisfying only (2.86) permits OSTBCs to be

designed for Nt = 3, 4, however the code-rate performance is reduced to half-rate

for a constant power envelope. Sporadic OSTBCs, defined in [24], can achieve

a 3/4-rate therefore increasing the bandwidth efficiency. However, this may in-

crease the linearity required of RF power amplifiers because of increased transmit

power fluctuations.

Generally, there are three properties that all OSTBCs possess which makes for

an extremely powerful STC technique, namely:

1. Simple linear processing of the encoded symbols to generate the transmit

OSTBC as shown in (2.75).

2. Full spatial diversity extracted from a MIMO channel without the trans-

mitter having any knowledge of CSI, i.e. feedback unnecessary so long as

the channel remains static over block transmission. In [25] a criterion for
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the construction of space-time codewords to achieve full spatial diversity

was set out and referred to as the rank criterion.

3. Simple linear processing at the receiver can generate a ML estimate of the

transmitted symbol sequence, due to the orthogonalization of the MIMO

channel [23].

Additionally STBC can be extended to MIMO channels as was shown in [23]. In

MIMO channels however, only array gain at the receive side can be leveraged as

shown in Figure 2.3. Note, MRC techniques have been included for comparison

to demonstrate the effects of unutilized array gain at the transmit side. As

demonstrated in Figure 2.3, without knowledge of the CSI at the transmitter,

STBC cannot leverage the array gain available at the transmit-side resulting in

an 3dB SNR to meet the BER of an equivalent order MRC scheme. However the

gradient of the plots demonstrates that diversity gain is extracted where available

from the channel.
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Figure 2.3: BER performance of Alamouti STBC scheme in Rayleigh flat-fading

channels
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2.4.3.2 Quasi-Orthogonal STBCs

Quasi-Orthogonal Space Time Block Codes (QOSTBCs) have many of the attrac-

tive properties of orthodox OSTBCs, such as; full-rate transmission1, simple linear

processing at the transmitter and low complexity ML decoding at the receiver

side. Initially, both Papadias [12] and Jafarkhani [11] proposed an extension to

the Alamouti scheme for four transmit antennas by relaxing the orthogonality

constraint. Illustrated below are coding examples of QOSTBCs,

S =


s1 s2 s3 s4

s∗2 −s∗1 s∗4 −s∗3
s3 −s4 −s1 s2

s∗4 s∗3 −s∗2 −s∗1

 (2.87)

S =


s1 s2 s3 s4

−s∗2 s∗1 −s∗4 s∗3
−s∗3 −s∗4 s∗1 s∗2
s4 −s3 s2 −s1

 (2.88)

where (2.87) refers to the Papadias implementation and (2.88) refers to the Ja-

farkhani derivative. Clearly, QOSTBCs exhibit a code-rate of unity, i.e. four

complex data symbols are transmitted over four time-slots. It can be shown that

although the codes (2.87) and (2.88) vary in the implementation, the properties

of both codes are identical therefore this thesis proceeds without prejudice on the

basis of the Jafarkhani scheme (2.88).

For the purposes of brevity the input-output system representation is omitted

and instead focus on the effective system representation where it should be noted

that the observed symbols at the second and third time-slots have been conjugated

to represent the system with an effective MIMO ST channel matrices,
rk

r∗k+1

r∗k+2

rk+3

 =


h1 h2 h3 h4

h∗2 −h∗1 h∗4 −h∗3
h∗3 h∗4 −h∗1 −h∗2
h4 −h3 −h2 h1



s1

s2

s3

s4

+


nk

n∗k+1

n∗k+2

nk+3

 (2.89)

r′ = Heffs + n′ (2.90)

1Note: Only feasible for the two-transmitter Alamouti coding when restricted to OSTBCs
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Performing spatial matched filtering with HH
eff renders a sparse system represen-

tation,

HH
effr

′ = HH
effHeffs + HH

effn
′ (2.91)

r′′ = ∆ s + n′′ (2.92)

Note: After matched filtering is applied the noise observed at the receiver is

colored according to n′′ ∼ NC(0, N0∆). What makes QOSTBCs so interesting is

the sparsity pattern of the matrix ∆,

∆ =


γ 0 0 α

0 γ −α 0

0 −α γ 0

α 0 0 γ

 (2.93)

where,

γ =
4∑
i=1

|hi|2 (2.94)

α = 2.<{h1h
∗
4 − h2h

∗
3} (2.95)

The operator <{·} returns the real component of the argument. In (2.93) the

loss of orthogonality is clearly demonstrated by the presence of α terms in the off

diagonal, which generate interference between the coupled symbol pairs {x1, x4}
and {x2, x3}. Later in this section a simple phase rotation at a subset of transmit

antennas based on CSI will demonstrate interference nulling (i.e. α = 0) and

provide equivalence in diversity gain to that of higher order (Nt = 4) OSTBCs.

Observing (2.93) it is possible to decouple the system representation into two

parts, for simplicity the ensuing presentation shall only consider the pair {s1, s4}
however it is possible to deduce the pair {s2, s3} from the following steps,[

r′′1
r′′4

]
=

[
γ α

α γ

][
s1

s4

]
+

[
n′′1
n′′4

]
(2.96)

r′′14 = ∆14 s14 + n′′14 (2.97)
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Interestingly, ∆14 can be decomposed into the following matrix multiplication

HH
14H14 where H14 is constructed from the columns of (2.89) associated with

{s1, s4},

H14 =


h1 h4

h∗2 −h∗3
h∗3 −h∗2
h4 h1

 (2.98)

The equivalent sub-system (2.97) is still a MIMO representation although the

dimensions of the coupling matrix no longer reflect that of space and time. When

eigenvalue decomposition is performed on ∆14, i.e. ∆14 = VΛ14V
H , it is straight-

forward to verify that the unitary eigenvector matrix V is,

V =
1√
2

[
1 1

1 −1

]
(2.99)

The important concept to note is that unlike uncoded MIMO systems, QOSTBCs

condition the effective channel matrix so that the eigenvectors are constant and

independent of the underlying channel realizations. The eigenvalues can be shown

to be,

Λ14 =

[
γ + α 0

0 γ − α

]
(2.100)

Λ23 =

[
γ − α 0

0 γ + α

]
(2.101)

.

If the assumption about no CSI at the transmitter is relaxed then it has been

shown [26] that it is possible to cancel the interference arising due to the presence

of the α term in (2.93) through the use of phase rotations at a subset of transmitter

elements. To illustrate this concept the phase rotation is introduced as a matrix

operation Φ = diag(ej(θ1), . . . , ej(θ4)) where the set {ej(θ1), . . . , ej(θ4)} denotes the

phase rotations applied across the four transmit antennas. This basic linear

transform generates a new set of effective channel coefficients according to,

h̃ = Φh (2.102)
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Including the effects of the phase rotations the new transformed decoupling term

α′ can be expressed as,

α′ = 2<{%ej(ψ) − ϑej(φ)} (2.103)

= 2 (|%| cos(ψ + ∠%)− |ϑ| cos(φ+ ∠ϑ)) (2.104)

where Euler’s formula is employed in the second line and for simplicity in notation

% = h1h
∗
4, ϑ = h2h

∗
3, ψ = θ1 − θ4 and φ = θ2 − θ3. Note that the transformation

does not affect the received path gain γ (2.94),

γ′ =
4∑
i=1

|h̃i|2 (2.105)

=
4∑
i=1

|hi|2 (2.106)

= γ (2.107)

It can be shown by evaluating the following equality,

|%| cos(ψ + ∠%) = |ϑ| cos(φ+ ∠ϑ) (2.108)

that there are an infinite number of solutions to ψ and φ that obtain the desired

α′ = 0. However, the original problem can be reformulated to reduce the solution

space to two by casting the problem as,

φ =
π

2
− ∠ϑ (2.109)

and correspondingly ψ. Observing either (2.108) or (2.109) it was shown that by

selecting an arbitrary θ1 and θ2 to satisfy α′ = 0, the phases of the signals at the

third and fourth antennas are rotated by θ3 = θ2−ψ and θ4 = θ1−φ, respectively.

Setting either θ1 = θ2 = 0 or θ4 = θ3 = 0 demonstrates that phase rotations need

only apply to two, i.e. {θ4, θ3} or {θ1, θ2}, out of the four transmit antennas.

In the preceding analysis infinite precision in the phase rotation was assumed.

However, in a practical implementation a more accurate assumption would be

a band-limited feedback channel between transmitter and receiver which results
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in a quantized implementation. If it is assumed that only K bits are used to

quantize then the permissible set can be computed as {{ψ̃, φ̃} ∈ Ω{ 2πk
2(K−1)}, k =

0, 1, . . . , 2(K−1) − 1}, where α′ is minimized according to [26],

{ψ̃, φ̃} = arg min
{ψ̃,φ̃}∈Σ

(
|%ej(ψ̃) − ϑej(φ̃)|2

)
(2.110)

Various tradeoffs in error performance, bandwidth efficiency and decoding

complexity are offered by OSTBCs and QOSTBCs. However, the design flexibil-

ity is limited partly because the designs involve difference matrices between all

possible distinct ST code matrices. A different class of ST codes, namely Linear

Complex Field Codes (LCFCs), are intrinsically more flexible in their design be-

cause of the systematically constructed code matrices. These are introduced in

the next section.

2.4.3.3 ST Linear Complex Field Codes

What are now termed LCFC were first studied for use in SISO flat-fading chan-

nel using lattice codes that rotate Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) or

Phase Amplitude Modulation (PAM) constellations to increase what was then

termed signal diversity [27, 28, 29, 30]. Independently, Giannakis et al. were in-

vestigating (non-) redundant linear pre-coders using (square) tall Vandermonde

matrix to increase what was then termed symbol detectability of block trans-

missions over SISO, MIMO and Multi-User MIMO (MU-MIMO) irrespective of

the channel zero conditions and underlying constellation [31, 32, 33, 34]. The

link came when it was established [35] that Vandermonde matrices can be used

to implement lattice codes and complement Galois Field (GF) codes; therefore

enabling maximum diversity and coding gains in flat-fading, frequency-selective

and time-selective SISO channels [36, 37, 35]. For MIMO flat-fading channels

Space-Time LCFC (ST-LCFC) were researched independently by [38, 39] for one

symbol per channel use and any transmit antenna configuration.

Designing Linear Precoding Matrices In ST-LCFC the symbol re-mapping

is assumed to be a linear mapping corresponding to,

xLCF = ΘLCF s (2.111)
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where the pre-coded symbol vectors xLCF ∈ CNt×1 are related to the input symbol

vectors s ∈ CNs×1 via a linear pre-coding matrix ΘLCF ∈ CNt×Nt assuming Nt

and Ns denote the number of transmit antennas and time-slots used respectively.

Constraining Nt = Ns equates to a code design of one symbol per channel use.

To understand the code properties XLCF (s) is introduced according to,

XLCF (s) = diag(θT1 s, θT2 s, . . . , θTNts) (2.112)

with θTi s denoting the ith row of ΘLCF . The design of the LCFC pre-coder can

now be explored to maximize both diversity and coding gains. A difference matrix

formulated from two distinct information blocks s 6= s′ is illustrated,

∆LCF = [XLCF (s)−XLCF (s′)][XLCF (s)−XLCF (s′)]H (2.113)

as a basis for evaluating the diversity and coding gain. Recalling (2.112), (2.113)

can now be expressed as a diagonal matrix,

∆LCF =


|θT1 (s− s′)|2 0 0 0

0 |θT2 (s− s′)|2 0 0
...

...
. . .

...

0 · · · · · · |θTNt(s− s′)|2

 (2.114)

The design for LCFCs can now be summarized with the following criteria [40]:

|θTi (s− s′)| 6= 0, ∀i ∈ [1, Nt], ∀s 6= s′ ∈ SNt×1 (2.115)

to achieve maximum available spatial diversity and [40],

d2
min = min

∀s6=s′∈SNt×1

Nt∏
i=1

|θTi (s− s′)|2 (2.116)

to achieve maximal coding gain with the LCFC design constraints which generally

depend on the underlying constellation S. Note that once the maximal coding

gain is achieved then the diversity gain will be achieved by default.

Logically, the maximum coding gain can then be expressed as [40],

d2
min ≤

Nt∏
i=1

|θTi (s− s′)|2 ≤ ∆2Nt
min

Nt∏
i=1

|θip|2 (2.117)
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where ∆min is the minimum distance among constellation points ∈ S and p de-

notes the column position of the different symbols in s−s′. Using the arithmetic-

geometric inequality yields [40],

d2
min ≤ ∆2Nt

min

(∑Nt
i=1 |θip|2

Nt

)Nt

≤
(

∆2
min

Nt

)Nt
(2.118)

an upper bound on the coding independent of the linear pre-coding matrix ΘLCF

assuming the power constraint
∑Nt

i=1 |θip|2 = 1 [40]. Briefly the construction of

LCFCs using parameterization and algebraic tools is discussed next.

Construction based on parameterization Constraining the LCFC design

to that of unitary matrices ensures that the Euclidean distance amongst Nt di-

mensional constellation points is preserved: a useful property when the wireless

channel varies between AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels. Fortunately there

always exists at least one unitary pre-coder [39] that satisfies (2.117) for a finite

constellation S therefore achieving the maximum possible diversity gain of order

NtNr in a flat-fading MIMO channel. To reduce the non-linear optimization over

N2
t complex entries; the search space is reduced by expressing ΘLCF as a product

of Givens matrices G[41],

ΘLCF =
Nt−1∏
p=1

Nt∏
q=p+1

Gpq(ψpq, φpq) (2.119)

where the Nt(Nt − 1)/2 parameters ψpq and φpq take values over [−π, π]. The

Givens matrices G elements are defined as an identity matrix with the following

elements replaced for a given p and q index: Gpp = cos(ψpp), Gqq = cos(ψqq),

Gpq = e−jφpq sin(ψpq) and Gqp = −ejφqp sin(ψqp), which in the Nt case results in,

ΘLCF =

[
cos(ψ) e−jφ sin(ψ)

−ejφqp sin(ψ) cos(ψ)

]
(2.120)

An exhaustive search over small Nt and S becomes feasible as is the case with the

example when Nt = 3 and Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) is employed

[40],
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ΘLCF =

 0.687 0.513− 0.113j −0.428 + 0.264j

−0.358− 0.308j 0.696− 0.172j −.0.11− 0.513j

0.190 + 0.520j 0.243− 0.389j 0.687

 (2.121)

Introduced next are construction methods suitable for large Nt and S.

Construction based on algebraic tools Two algebraic construction meth-

ods proposed in [39] are presented which yield closed-form pre-coders with near-

optimal coding gains. The mathematical derivation in this specific algebraic

construction of LCFC is left to the excellent presentation in [39], only a basic

overview is offered within the scope of this thesis.

1. LCF-A: This encoder constructs ΘLCF according to,

ΘLCF =
1

λ


1 α1 · · · αNt−1

1

1 α2 · · · αNt−1
2

...
...

...

1 αNt · · · αNt−1
Nt

 (2.122)

where {αk}Ntk=1 are the roots of mα,Q(j)(x)
1. The design parameters for

the set of transmit antenna orders Nt = {2, 3, . . . , 6} is clearly stated in

[39, Table 3.3] with example ST-LCFC designs for Nt = 2, 4 illustrated

respectively as,

ΘLCF =
1√
2

[
1 e

−j5π
4

1 e
−jπ

4

]
(2.123)

ΘLCF =
1

2


1 e

−jπ
8 e

−j2π
8 e

−j3π
8

1 e
−j5π

8 e
−j10π

8 e
−j15π

8

1 e
−j9π

8 e
−j18π

8 e
−j27π

8

1 e
−j13π

8 e
−j26π

8 e
−j39π

8

 (2.124)

1According to [39]: mα,Q(j)(x) is the minimum polynomial of α over Q(j) by choosing α

as an integer over Z[j] such that deg(mα,Q(j)(x)) = Nt where Q(j) is the smallest subfield
containing both Q(j) and j.
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2. LCF-B: Constructs a unitary pre-coder for any Nt according to,

ΘLCF = FH
Ndiag

(
1, α, . . . , αNt−1

)
(2.125)

The choice of α is clearly defined in [39] and when Nt is a power of 2 leads

to,

α = e
jπ

2Nt (2.126)

In the case when Nt is not a power of 2 an heuristic rule is presented in

[39]. An example ST-LCFC designs using the algebraic technique LCF-B

for Nt = 2 is,

ΘLCF =
1√
2

[
1 e

−jπ
4

1 −e−jπ4

]
(2.127)

The construction of ST-LCFCs is established on the premise of ML decoding at

the receiver. Observing the input-output relationship,

y = HΘLCF s + n (2.128)

then ML decoding involves a search over |S|Nt possible vectors1 to evaluate,

ŝ = min
ŝ∈S
|y −ΘLCF ŝ|22 (2.129)

In a practical implementation this may prove computationally prohibitive; there-

fore [40] suggests using the Sphere Decoding Algorithm (SDA) which can decode s

with ML or near-ML performance which is polynomial in Nt. However in a range

of practical settings the average decoding complexity generally is cubic [40].

2.5 Equalization

The observed signal at the receiver y is generally a non-deterministic function of

the data symbols s that has been corrupted by noise and perturbations introduced

1| · | denotes that cardinality of the set.
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when passed through the physical channel. Therefore channel equalization is

necessitated to invert these effects by combating fading and interference from

symbols other than those of interest at a particular decoding stage by the receiver.

Equalization techniques have been widely studied after Lucky’s pioneering paper

[42] and can be generally categorized into serial or block based. Serial equalizers

generally are computationally simpler with the tradeoff that channel invertibility

is not always guaranteed. By contrast, block equalizers do guarantee invertibility

and better performance at the cost of increased complexity [34]. A thorough

review of this broad area in telecommunications is beyond the scope of this thesis,

therefore only techniques that are used directly in the development of new schemes

in the ensuing chapters are explored.

2.5.1 Transmitter Equalization

Channel equalization techniques are generally thought of as processing imple-

mented at the receiver side to combat the effects of the physical channel. Channel

equalization can also be performed at the transmitter, also referred to as pre-

equalization, to remove interference caused by the channel. This pre-processing

generally requires knowledge of the CSI at the transmitter which imposes some

limitations on the temporal coherence time in the case of feedback from the re-

ceiver, or invariance properties of the channel so the estimate from the reverse

channel can be applied to the forward channel. Assuming CSI is available at the

transmitter pre-equalization can aid in avoiding noise enhancement if the channel

is ill-conditioned.

A combination of pre- and post-equalization techniques have been popular-

ized in the now mature field of MIMO communications; with a pertinent ex-

ample illustrated in the execution of a SVD of the MIMO channel to yield as-

sociated eigenvectors to create orthogonal parallel spatial data pipes between

the transmitter and receiver [6]. An example of a balanced equalization tech-

nique with no requirement of CSI knowledge at the transmitter is Orthogonal

Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM). This balanced equalization tech-

nique relies on the insertion of a CP to convert the linear convolution of the

Channel-Impulse-Response (CIR) with the transmitted signal into that of a cir-

cular convolution. Channel independent processing at the transmitter in the form
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of a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) transform and associated Inverse Discrete

Fourier Transform (IDFT) at the receiver is known to diagonalize a channel rep-

resented with a circulant matrix. This particular form of balanced equalization

has gained wide attraction due to the efficient implementation of the DFT and

IDFT with the much celebrated Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).

2.5.2 Zero Forcing Equalization

The Zero-Forcing (ZF) equalizer operates on the observed signal to perfectly

recover the input signal and eliminate Inter-Symbol-Interference (ISI) altogether

[2] in the absence of noise. Although ISI is eliminated the primary disadvantage

of the ZF is the possibility of noise enhancement in ill-conditioned channels which

degrades the performance of the receiver.

The basic functionality of an Nr sample block-based ZF equalizer is illustrated

with the example of a MIMO system in which the observation y ∈ CNr×1 is

expressed as,

y = Hs + n (2.130)

where H ∈ CNr×Nt , s ∈ CNt×1 and n ∈ CNr×1 denote the channel matrix the

symbol vector and noise vector respectively. The ZF solution QZF that perfectly

recovers the symbol vector in the absence of noise satisfies the following criterion,

QZFH = IN (2.131)

Assuming that the noise is i.i.d. white noise the ZF solution reduces to,

QZF =
(
HHH

)−1
HH (2.132)

which is the Moore Penrose pseudo matrix inverse projecting the observed vector

y onto the signal subspace.

2.5.3 MMSE Equalization

In scenarios where the channel matrix is ill-conditioned there is the possibility

of noise enhancement when executing a ZF equalizer at the receiver which will

significantly degrade the decoding performance of the receiver. Another linear
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equalizer design, namely Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) equalization,

retains many of the advantages characteristics of the ZF equalizer, such as low

computational complexity, whilst accounting for the noise distortion observed at

the receiver.

To compare with the ZF, the basic functionality of an Nr sample block-based

MMSE equalizer is illustrated using the MIMO communication system model pre-

sented in (2.130). Assuming MMSE equalization is performed using the following

matrix operand QMMSE, the observed signal post equalization can be described

by,

ŝ = QMMSEy (2.133)

Instead of minimizing the peak distortion, as was the criterion of the cost function

in ZF equalization, the MMSE equalization objective is to minimize the Mean

Square Error (MSE) defined as,

J := E{|ε|2} = E{|ŝ− s|2} (2.134)

where E{·} denotes the statistical expectation operator. According to the or-

thogonality principle that dictates the equalization error is uncorrelated with the

data used [43], E{εsH} = 0, the MSE is directly achieved when,

QMMSE = RssH
H
(
HHRssH + Rnn

)−1
(2.135)

where Rss := E{ssH} and Rnn := E{nnH} denote the autocorrelation matrices

of the data and noise respectively.

2.6 Summary

The objective of this work is to derive novel ST coding techniques for use in

cooperative wireless relay networks. In order to fully contribute in this area it is

important to understand some of the more established ST coding techniques that

are applied to tradition transceivers that operate a co-located antenna array. This

chapter has reviewed some of the fundamentals of the field of information theory

in the context of SISO in addition to MIMO systems and derivatives thereof.

This will prove a significant foundation in quantifying the channel capacity and
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achievable throughput of cooperative channels of candidate ST coding designs.

The review extended to the characterization of communications channels with

respect to the selectivity of the channel. This basis will provide valuable insights

into the design of the ST codeword and the mechanism of diversity offered by the

channel which can be exploited to create robust combinations in wireless fading

environments. Next a review of diversity techniques was undertaken to exploit

the diversity offered by the various channel classifications already introduced.

Specifically, two methodologies were reviewed; transmit antenna diversity and

receive antenna diversity. Many of the schemes discussed in this review will form

the basis of more complicated novel coding schemes developed in this thesis to

provide solutions to problems particularly encountered in cooperative systems.

Finally, for completeness a brief review of equalization techniques is presented for

use in the decoding of schemes presented in this thesis.
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Chapter 3

Characterization of

Quasi-Orthogonal MIMO

Channels for Cooperative

Networks

3.1 Introduction

In the context of communication systems the maximum error-free transmission

rate that a given channel can support is referred to as the channel capacity. Chan-

nel capacity and the problem of data compression are two of the most pertinent

questions in communication theory and some of the solutions lie in the vast field

of information theory.

Previous to the publication of Shannon’s monogram on “A mathematical The-

ory of Communication” in 1948 [13], it was hypothosised that increasing the

transmission rate of information over a communications channel increased the

probability of error without any consideration of the noise statistics. Shannon

astounded the communication theory community by proving that the channel

capacity can be determined with knowledge only of the given input distribution,

noise distribution, SNR and bandwidth. Whilst demonstrating achievable chan-

nel capacity design rules, he presented only the design of an infinite complexity

transceiver which for all practical purposes proved to be computationally infea-
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sible.

Many of the traditional Forward Error Correction (FEC) schemes have incre-

mentally brought the goal of achieving the predicted Shannon channel capacity

closer to realization. However, it was the innovative use of iterative decoding and

the exchange of extrinsic soft information that has enabled Turbo codes described

originally by Benedetto et al. [44] to operate close to the Shannon limit. Turbo

codes compare favorably with traditional FEC schemes through only incurring

modest computational costs when comparing encoding and decoding procedures

[14].

With the introduction of Turbo codes and the assumption that it was impossi-

ble to communicate error-free beyond the Shannon capacity the research area was

considered partially closed in the information theoretic community. However, in a

rich scattering environment the additional independent degrees of freedom offered

by the spatial dimension offers further capacity gains. This was brought to the

attention of the research community by the landmark contributions of Foschini

& Gans [45, 46] and Telatar [15] which provided both practical implementations

such as the Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time (BLAST) methodology and

a mathematical foundation for characterizing MIMO systems in fading channels.

This work inspired Tarokh to publish [25] detailed design metrics to derive coding

schemes that achieve the capacity bounds offered by MIMO channels.

In the same period Alamouti proposed a simple transmit diversity scheme

for two transmit antennas [23] that achieves a comparable channel capacity to a

t-MRC scheme [22] of the same order in the absence of CSI at the transmitter1.

This opened up the field of OSTBCs which leverage diversity gains offered by a

channel without the expense of exponentially increasing processing costs at the

receiver for ML decoding. Tarokh et al. [24] later extended the work of Alam-

outi to prove the existence of real and complex orthogonal coding designs for

an arbitrary number of transmit antennas. However, the existence of spectrally

efficient full-rate2 complex designs was proven [24] to extend only to the original

Alamouti [23] scheme limited to two antennas at the transmitter side. To utilize

1Array gain cannot be leveraged at the transmitter due to absence of CSI; therefore typically
a 3 dB difference in BER performance is observed.

2Full-rate coding in the context of ST-codeword design is defined as the ratio of symbols
transmitted to the time-slots used to transmit the symbols when the ratio is unity.
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more antennas at the transmitter and increase the degrees of freedom offered by

the MISO/MIMO channel Jafarkhani [11] and Papadias et al. [12] independently

proposed a novel Quasi-Orthogonal Space Time Block Code (QOSTBC) scheme

which operates at the full-rate and therefore provides greater spectral efficiency

than OSTBCs at higher transmit array sizes. However, the loss of orthogonality of

this new approach resulted in implications for increased decoding complexity and

a loss of achievable diversity gain. Consequently, Papadias [47] proposed a con-

stellation specific phase rotation scheme that yields full diversity. Unfortunately,

the constellation specific basis of the Papadias approach renders mathematical

analysis of the achievable capacity in the Shannon sense intractable. Ingeniously,

a method achieving full-diversity irrespective of the underlying code-book design

was proposed by Toker [26]. The freedom from specific implementation choices

enables mathematical tractability to evaluate the capacity limits of QOSTBCs in

a multitude of channel settings.

It is this background in addition to the work of Laneman [10] which demon-

strates the utility of OSTBCs for exploiting diversity in wireless cooperative net-

works that forms the inspiration of this chapter. A short overview of the chapter

is offered for perusal. Firstly, it is assumed that the reader is familiar with the

content in Section 2.1 where basic notions of channel capacity were introduced to

provide a foundation and context to the ensuing analysis. Later in Section 2.1 the

classifications of fading-channels as ergodic and non-ergodic were also reviewed to

characterize the performance of coding schemes in different communications sce-

narios. Secondly, in Section 3.2 of this chapter the distributed implementations

of OSTBCs are reviewed to provide a foundation to compare the performance of

QOSTBCs in ergodic and non-ergodic flat MIMO Rayleigh fading channels. Ex-

amining ergodic channels, novel closed-form expressions are developed to evaluate

the normalized capacity within a range of distributed shadowing scenarios. The

extension to non-ergodic channels yields approximations that tightly bound the

outage probability within a multitude of communications scenarios. The analysis

in both ergodic and non-ergodic channels is extended to allow for partial-CSI

at the transmitter to be utilized to orthogonalize the channel using a technique

developed by Toker [26]. The novel investigation of the capacity and outage

probability of QOSTBCs in distributed wireless relay networks provides both

an interesting theoretic basis for the design and implementation in the following
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chapters, along with guidelines for effective deployment in physical systems utiliz-

ing the rich uncorrelated scattering environment that distributed MIMO channels

offer.

3.2 Capacity and Outage Probability analysis of

Orthogonal and Quasi Orthogonal-MIMO chan-

nels

Shannon channel capacity derives the maximum mutual information a channel

can support between a source and sink using an optimal coding strategy. De-

riving the required pdf for closed-form expressions of MIMO channel capacity

with arbitrary statistics can prove challenging; fortunately, the expressions are

generally simplified when adopting Complex Orthogonal Designs (CODs).

It is possible to analyze the achievable channel capacity with constraints on

the code-book design. Laneman et al. [10] introduced the idea of STBCs in a dis-

tributed implementation as a simple and spectrally efficient method for extracting

transmit cooperative diversity without channel knowledge at the transmitter. In

constraining the coding scheme to a class of CODs [24], OSTBCs inherently or-

thogonalize the MIMO channel reducing the analysis to that of a series of SISO

channels which is henceforth referred to as the Orthogonal-MIMO (O-MIMO)

channel. This greatly simplifies the analysis as demonstrated below. Limiting

the class of design to orthogonal codes does impose a significant cost in spectral

efficiency when attempting to utilize more than two transmit antennas. A class

of QOSTBC which enables full-rate transmission with four transmit antennas,

therefore increasing the achievable spatial diversity available from the channel, is

fully characterized for the first time in a cooperative deployment where variations

in sub-channel shadowing are observed.

3.2.1 System Model

Observing the communication chain depicted in Figure 3.1 it is assumed that an

information source followed by the appropriate channel encoder sends space-time

encoded symbols over a MIMO channel. The reverse operations of space-time
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decoding and channel decoding are performed at the receiver and decoded data

is transported to an information sink. The objective of the distributed space-time

block encoder is to improve the performance of the channel encoder by extracting

the available transmit diversity using ST codewords that are spatially encoded

across the distributed transmit antennas.

Figure 3.1: Schematic of a baseband distributed ST-coding transceiver

The theory of linear Orthogonal and QOSTBCs is a mature area of research

and the reader is referred to the excellent texts [14, 6] for in-depth analysis of

code construction for flat-fading channels which is beyond the scope of this sec-

tion. To facilitate general understanding of the later material presented the key

ideas are summarized. A mapping function takes an incoming binary data stream

{bk}, bk = ±1, and generates a sequence of (complex) symbols x according to

some predetermined code-book design. The symbol squence is then parsed into

blocks x1, x2, . . . , xs whose length s is determined by the block encoder used. The

space-time block encoder then linearly maps each symbol block onto a transmis-
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sion matrix S of size Ns × Nt where Ns and Nt are the temporal and spatial

dimensions respectively. To preserve orthogonality in the code construction the

rate of transmission R := Nx/Ns, defined as the ratio of number of symbols per

codeword Nx to number of time-slots used to transmit the codeword Ns, may

have to be sacrificed. In [24] it was proved that the Alamouti-scheme is the only

full-rate COD which is defined with the following property,

SSH = SHS ∝

(
s∑
i=1

|xi|2
)

Is, xi ∈ C. (3.1)

Relaxing the transmission rate below unity yields a set of codeword designs re-

ferred to as GCOD[24];

SSH 6= SHS ∝

(
s∑
i=1

|xi|2
)

Is, xi ∈ C. (3.2)

yielding half-rate R = 1/2 codes for any number of transmit antennas and so

called sporadic codes yielding R = 3/4 specifically for Nt = {3, 4} transmit

antenna configurations.

To form the basis of the ensuing analysis, Figure 3.2 illustrates three gener-

alized scenarios for deployment of VAAs. The traditional communication sys-

tem scenario assumes co-located transmit and receiver arrays as illustrated in

Figure 3.2a. In this configuration sub-channels hi,j defined as the channel gain

between the ith transmit antenna and jth receive antenna experience the same

expected gain γ̄ attributed to shadowing or path-loss over all transceiver pair-

ings, i ∈ {1, . . . , Nt} and j ∈ {1, . . . , Nr}. Making the extension to the fully

distributed case with only one antenna per node, Figure 3.2b, illustrates the case

when individual hi,j are parameterized with a unique expected sub-channel gain,

{γ̄1, . . . , γ̄u}, which is different from that observed by the other transceiver pairs.

To encapsulate other scenarios with hybrid configurations the case of generic

channel gains incorporates nodes with co-located antenna arrays cooperating with

other distributed nodes, illustrated by Figure 3.2c. This category then allows for

analysis of nodes with multiple co-located antennas that observe the same shad-

owing and path-loss parameters in specific sub-channels cooperating with other

distributed nodes to jointly decode data.
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Figure 3.2: Example baseband scenarios for distributed ST-coding schemes with

various shadowing models

3.2.2 Ergodic Flat-Fading Channel

Assuming CSI is unutilized or unavailable at the transmitter the maximum ca-

pacity of a deterministic MIMO channel H is achieved by allocating equal power

across the transmit antennas [15],

C = log2 det

(
I +

ρ

Nt

HHH

)
, [bits/s/Hz] (3.3)

where ρ denotes the linear SNR and det(·) denotes the determinant of the matrix.

Using the idea of a deterministic effective channel matrix Heff , introduced in

Section 2.4.3, the achievable capacity of a STBC enabled system can be expressed

as [48, 5],
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C =
R

Ns

log2 det

(
I +

ρ

RNt

HeffH
H
eff

)
, [bits/s/Hz] (3.4)

For purely static channels that are known to the system designer before deploy-

ment, (3.4) accurately expresses the channel capacity.

3.2.2.1 O-MIMO Channel

From an information theoretic perspective OSTBCs result in a sub-optimal im-

plementation at the expense of increased diversity gains, where the normalized

capacity [bits/s/Hz] for a deterministic channel H is expressed as [6],

C = R log2

(
1 +

ρ

RNt

‖H‖2
F

)
, [bits/s/Hz] (3.5)

where ‖ · ‖2
F denotes the Frobenius norm of a matrix. To simplify the ensuing

analysis the following notation is adopted,

h := vec(H) (3.6)

u := Nt ·Nr (3.7)

γ := hHh (3.8)

γi := hih
∗
i (3.9)

γ̄i := E {γi} (3.10)

where vec(·) vectorizes a matrix argument so that h ∈ CNtNr×1. MIMO channels

are often not deterministic and are instead usually represented as a stochastic

process with an associated pdf. Unlike the case of MIMO channels the associ-

ated pdf for sub-channel gains in O-MIMO channels is readily derived from the

underlying SISO channel statistics through the use of a u-fold convolution [5],

fγ(γ) = fγ1(γ1)⊗ fγ2(γ2)⊗ · · · ⊗ fγu(γu) (3.11)

where fγi(γi),∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , u} and fγ(γ) represents the pdfs for sub-channel

gains and convoluted pdf respectively. Assuming that the entries of H are i.i.d.

Rayleigh faded, corresponding to ZMCSCG random variables of variance γ̄i/2 per
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dimension, then the pdf of individual SISO sub-channel gains can be expressed

as,

fγi(γi) =

{
1
γ̄i
e−γi/γ̄i (γi ≥ 0)

0 otherwise.
(3.12)

The evaluation of (3.11) can be simplified by taking the Laplace transform to

represent the pdf using the Moment Generating Function (MGF);

φγi(s) :=

∫ ∞
0

fγi(γi) e
sγidγi (3.13)

=
1

(1− γ̄is)
(3.14)

then multiplying in the s-domain yields the MGF for the sub-channel gain as

shown below,

φγ(s) =
u∏
i=1

φγi(s) (3.15)

The pdf for the O-MIMO sub-channel gain can be expressed using standard

inverse Laplace transforms [49],

1

(1− xs)n
L−1

⇒ 1

Γ(n)

tn−1

xn
e−

t
x (3.16)

where Γ(·) denotes the Gamma function. As stated in Section 2.1.2 a channel can

be described as ergodic if for every channel use the random channel power gains,

represented by γ, are independently realized and all the moments are the same

from codeword to codeword. Selecting an asymptotically optimal codebook based

on a Gaussian distribution [13] the capacity of an ergodic channel approaches the

Shannon capacity [13]. The normalized ergodic capacity of an O-MIMO channel

is shown below, approximation

C = Eγ

{
R log2

(
1 +

1

R

γ

Nt

ρ

)}
(3.17)

= R

∫ ∞
o

log2

(
1 +

1

R

γ

Nt

ρ

)
fγ(γ)dλ (3.18)
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It has been shown [5] that (3.18) can be evaluated in closed form for the capacity

of an O-MIMO channel for a specific pdf of the random channel gain γ. In

the ensuing sections the discussion on channel capacity with equal and unequal

sub-channel gains is illustrated further.

Equal Channel Gains In environments where cooperating Mobile Terminals

(MTs) are closely spaced, as illustrated previously in Figure 3.2a, the shadowing

effects experienced across multiple sub-channels can be approximated by γ̄1 =

· · · = γ̄u. This approximation simplifies the derivation of fγ(γ) by adopting a

similar analysis as illustrated in the derivations (3.11-3.16) to yield [5],

fγ(γ) =
1

Γ(u)

γu−1

γ̄u
e−γ/γ̄, γ̄ = γ̄i, i ∀{1, . . . , u} (3.19)

a central chi-squared distribution with 2u degrees of freedom and a mean γ̄u. Sub-

stituting (3.19) into the capacity expression (3.18) yields the maximum channel

capacity for an ergodic O-MIMO channel with equal sub-channel gains,

C = R.Eγ

{
log2

(
1 +

γ̂

R

γ̄

Nt

S

N

)}
(3.20)

=
R

Γ(u)
Ĉu−1(

1

R

γ̄

Nt

S

N
) (3.21)

where the change of variable γ̂ = γ/γ̄ is used to simplify the integral,

Ĉζ(a) :=

∫ ∞
0

log2(1 + aγ̂) γ̂ζ e−γ̂dγ̂ (3.22)

An iterative solution of (3.22) can be found in [5, Eq.2.45] and because of the

frequency of use (3.22) is henceforth referred to as the Capacity Integral [5].

Unequal and Generic Channel Gains As illustrated by the scenario de-

picted in Figure 3.2b; sub-channels may experience unequal shadowing effects

as a direct consequence of the spatial distribution of participating relay nodes

resulting in γ̄1 6= · · · 6= γ̄u. To allow the use of standard Laplace transforms

the MGF is derived through a partial fraction expansion instead of the simple

product shown in (3.19) [5],
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φγ(s) =
u∑
i=1

Kiφγi(s) (3.23)

whereby solving a set of linear simultaneous equations the constants Ki are re-

solved,

Ki =
u∏

i′=1,i′ 6=i

γ̄i
γ̄i − γ̄i′

(3.24)

From expressions (3.14), (3.16), (3.22) and (3.23) the closed form expression for

the capacity of an O-MIMO channel with unequal sub-channels was shown to be

[5],

C = R
u∑
i=1

Ki Ĉ0(
1

R

γ̄i
Nt

S

N
) (3.25)

Generalizing to the case where some sub-channel gains are repeated, the dis-

tinct gains are denoted by γ̂i∈(1,g) with each being repeated νi∈(1,g) times yielding

an MGF for λ equal to,

φγ(s) =

g∏
i=1

φγ̂i(s) =
1

(1− sγ̄1)ν1
.

1

(1− sγ̄2)ν2
. . .

1

(1− sγ̄g)νg
(3.26)

where the groups of sub-channels sum to the total number of sub-channels
∑g

i=1 νi =

u. The partial fraction expansion of (3.26) is expressed as,

φγ(s) =

g∑
i=1

νg∑
j=1

Ki,jφ
j
γ̂i

(s) (3.27)

where Ki,j is derived by Dohler in [5, Appendix 2.7]. The capacity expression for

generic channels is therefore expressed as [5, Eq. 2.83],

C = R

g∑
i=1

g∑
j=1

Ki,j

Γ(j)
.Ĉj−1

(
1

R

γ̄i
Nt

S

N

)
(3.28)

As illustrated through the previous derivations the characterization of O-MIMO

channels when deploying OSTBC is simplified by the intrinsic orthogonalization

of the MIMO channel. To maintain this property for higher transmit array sizes,

as stated previously in the chapter, there is a loss in spectral efficiency. Analyzed
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next is a coding methodology that trades off orthogonality against spectral effi-

ciency; the set of codes are referred to as Quasi-Orthogonal Space Time Block

Codes (QOSTBCs).

3.2.2.2 Quasi O-MIMO Channel

As previously demonstrated OSTBCs decouple the MIMO channel into a set of

parallel SISO channels with channel statistics that are favorable in comparison

with the fading-channel process encountered without coding. The channel capac-

ity offered by employing an OSTBC at the transmitter can then be analyzed as

an effective SISO channel with modified channel statistics. This simplification is

not possible when employing QOSTBCs where the equivalent channel shall still

be considered MIMO albeit with reduced dimensionality.

Unlike the case of the MIMO channel without any coordinated coding the

eigenvectors of the QOSTBC effective channel are constant and do not depend

on the actual channel realizations as reviewed in Section 2.4.3.2. Recall from the

review of QOSTBCs in Section 2.4.3.2 that the effective channel after employing

a QOSTBC at the transmitter and ST combining of the observed signal at the

receiver has been shown (2.93) to be,

∆ =


γ 0 0 α

0 γ −α 0

0 −α γ 0

α 0 0 γ

 (3.29)

where ∆ := HeffH
H
eff assuming,

Heff =


h1 h2 h3 h4

h∗2 −h∗1 h∗4 −h∗3
h∗3 h∗4 −h∗1 −h∗2
h4 −h3 −h2 h1

 (3.30)

and β and α are denoted by (2.94) and (2.95) respectively. Performing eigenvalue

decomposition on (3.29) the associated eigenvalue and eigenvector matrices are

extracted,
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Λ =


γ + α 0 0 0

0 γ − α 0 0

0 0 γ − α 0

0 0 0 γ + α

 (3.31)

U = (I2 ⊗V)Π (3.32)

where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, V is expressed in (2.99) and the per-

mutation matrix Π specifically tailored for Jafarkhani QOSTBC [11] takes the

form,

Π =


1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

 . (3.33)

Applying the matched filter described in (2.92) for QOSTBC colours the noise

N (0, N0∆); therefore it is desirable to perform pre-whitening to formulate the

capacity expression in the generic form previously expressed (3.4) for the capacity

analysis of STBCs. With knowledge of the eigenvalue (3.31) and eigenvector

(3.32) matrices it is possible to compute the pre-whitening spatial-temporal filter

as Fpw = Λ−1/2VH . Performing a pre-whitening operation at the front-end of a

receiver is well known [50] to be an information preserving operation and therefore

does not affect the capacity analysis. Therefore, for a determininistic effective

channel Heff the normalized achievable capacity of a system utilizing a QOSTBC

is expressed as,

C =
R

Ns

log2 det

(
Fpw

(
∆ +

ρ

RNt

∆∆H

)
FH
pw

)
(3.34)

=
R

Ns

log2 det

(
I +

ρ

RNt

Λ

)
(3.35)

=
R

Ns

4∑
k=1

log2

(
1 +

ρ

RNt

λk

)
(3.36)

where λk denotes the kth eigenvalue of ∆ corresponding to Λk. To evaluate the

channel capacity for non-deterministic channels the eigenvalue pdf needs to be de-
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rived. Observing that eigenvalues and the sub-channel coefficients corresponding

to the jth receive antenna hj := [Hj,1,Hj,2, . . . ,Hj,Nt ] are associated according

to,

λk = hHj S(k, j)hj (3.37)

where S(k, j) is uniquely specified for distributed-QOSTBCs as,

S(k, j) =

{
A + B, k = {1, 4}
A−B, k = {2, 3}

(3.38)

and,

A =


γ̄1,j 0 0 0

0 γ̄2,j 0 0

0 0 γ̄3,j 0

0 0 0 γ̄4,j

 (3.39)

B =


0 0 0

√
γ̄1,j
√
γ̄4,j

0 0 −√γ̄2,j
√
γ̄3,j 0

0 −√γ̄2,j
√
γ̄3,j 0 0

√
γ̄1,j
√
γ̄4,j 0 0 0

 (3.40)

where the expected sub-channel gain of the physical channel between the ith

transmit antenna and jth receive antenna is denoted by γ̄i,j = E{hi,jh∗i,j}. The

extension to a full MIMO system with multiple receivers corresponds to,

λk = hHS(k)h (3.41)

where,

S(k) =


S(k, 1)

S(k, 2)
. . .

S(k,Nr)

 (3.42)

Interestingly, the matrix group {S(1, j) . . .S(4, j)} represents a conjugate class

of similar matrices which perform the same linear transformation under different

basis and therefore shares the same eigenvalue properties.
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Recalling from previous sections that to derive the channel capacity for ran-

dom channel gains, the channel capacity should be averaged over the stochastic

fading process, for QOSTBCs (3.36) extends to,

Eλi

{
R

Ns

4∑
i=1

log2

(
1 +

ρ

RNt

λi

)}
=

R

Ns

4∑
i=1

Eλi

{
log2

(
1 +

ρ

RNt

λi

)}
(3.43)

= R.Eλ1

{
log2

(
1 +

ρ

Rt
λ1

)}
(3.44)

Since the members of the matrix group {S(1, j) . . .S(4, j)} share eigenvalue prop-

erties and h is a ZMCSCG vector with unit variance under any basis transfor-

mation; only the expectation over a single eigenvector λ1 needs to be evaluated.

This property will be used extensively in the forthcoming capacity analysis of

distributed-QOSTBC under equal and unequal shadowing conditions.

Equal Channel Gains For comparison with OSTBCs, QOSTBCs are ana-

lyzed in environments where the MTs experience equivalent shadowing across

sub-channels, i.e. γ̄ = γ̄i,∀i ∈ {1, . . . , u}. Assuming a change of basis uk =

US(k)h,where the distribution of uk is the same as h, the equivalence in shadow-

ing reduces (3.41) to,

λk = uHk ΛS(k)uk (3.45)

assuming US(k) and ΛS(k) denote the eigenvector and eigenvalue matrix of S(k)

respectively where the eigenvalue pair evaluates to 2γ̄. Therefore, repeating the

analysis in [51] for the derivation of the characteristic function of Hermitian

quadratic forms in complex normal variables it can be shown that the MGF

for λk is,

φλk =
1

(1− 2γ̄s)2Nr
(3.46)

which is the MGF of the sum of squares of 2r independent complex normally

distributed random variables. As for OSTBCs standard Laplace transforms [49]

enable the simple inverse Laplace transform of (3.46). Therefore the eigenvalue

pdf can be expressed as,
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fλk(λk) =
1

Γ(2Nr)

λ
(2Nr−1)
k

(2γ̄)2Nr
e−λk/2γ̄ (3.47)

which is described as a central chi-squared distribution with 4Nr degrees of free-

dom and a mean of 2γ̄Nr. With reference to (3.43) and exploiting the change of

variable λ̂k = λk/2γ̄ the capacity of the QOSTBC channel can be expressed in

closed form as,

C =
1

NsΓ(2Nr)

4∑
k=1

∫ ∞
0

log2

(
1 + λ̂kρ

2γ̄

Nt

)
λ̂

(2Nr−1)
k e−λ̂kdλ̂k (3.48)

=
1

Γ(2Nr)
Ĉ(2Nr−1)

(
ρ

2γ̄

Nt

)
(3.49)

where in the second line the equivalence of the eigenvalue pdfs (3.47) has been

exploited to simplify the expression by evaluating the expectation for only one of

the eigenvalues. For equivalent sub-channel shadowing γ̄ it maybe noted that the

QOSTBC (3.49) with four transmit antennas (Nt = 4) yields the same channel

capacity as the Alamouti scheme (3.21).

Unequal Channel Gains In the case when the sub-channel gains are unequal,

γ̄1 6= · · · 6= γ̄u, the capacity of the distributed-QOSTBCs is derived. Without

loss of generality the generic eigenvalue matrix ΛS(k,j) = US(k,j)S(k, j)UH
S(k,j)

becomes,

ΛS(k,j) =


η1,j 0 0 0

0 η2,j 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

 ∀j ∈ (1, r), k ∈ (1, 4) (3.50)

with associated non-zero eigenvalues henceforth referred to as the expected virtual

sub-channel gains and US(k,j) denoting the eigenvector matrix. Adopting the new

notation it is now possible to express λk as,

λk =
Nr∑
j=1

uHj,kΛS(k,j)uj,k (3.51)
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where the linear transform of the channel vector uj,k = Uj,khj has the same

distribution as hj. Proceeding on the basis of the analysis performed for O-

MIMO with un-equal channel gains (3.23) the MGF of λk can then be expressed

as,

φλk(s) =
Nr∏
j=1

2∏
i=1

1

(1− ηi,js)
(3.52)

Assuming η1,1 6=, . . . , 6= η2,Nr then resolving (3.52) into its constituent partial

fractions results in,

φλk(s) =
Nr∑
j=1

2∑
i=1

Ki,j

(1− ηi,js)
(3.53)

where,

Ki,j =
2∏

i′=1,i′ 6=i

Nr∏
j′=1,j′ 6=j

ηi,j
ηi,j − ηi′,j′

(3.54)

The linearity of the MGF enables the pdf to be expressed as,

fλk(λk) =
Nr∑
j=1

2∑
i=1

Ki,j
1

ηi,j
e
− λk
ηi,j (3.55)

Evaluating (3.21) using the pdf (3.55) results in the channel capacity for QOSTBCs

with unequal channel gains,

C =
1

NsΓ(2)

Nr∑
j=1

2∑
i=1

4∑
k=1

∫ ∞
0

log2

(
1 + λ̂kρ

ηi,j
Nt

)
e−λ̂kdλ̂k (3.56)

=
1

Γ(2)

Nr∑
j=1

2∑
i=1

Ki,j.Ĉ0

(
ρ
ηi,j
Nt

)
(3.57)

where the equivalence of pdfs (3.53) for the eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λ4 reduces the

capacity expression (3.56) to a single integrand as shown in (3.57).

It is feasible that some of the virtual sub-channel gains denoted by ηi,j may

be repeated, therefore this case is further analyzed. It is assumed that there are

g < 2Nr distinct virtual sub-channel gains denoted as η̂i∈(1,g) where each distinct
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gain is repeated νi∈(1,g) times. The case for generic virtual sub-channel gains is

similarly obtained from that of the OSTBC case by substituting η̂i∈(1,g) for γ̂i∈(1,g)

in (3.26) and following through the derivation (3.26)-(3.27) the pdf is given by,

fλk(λk) =

g∑
i=1

νi∑
j=1

Ki,j

Γ(j)
.
λj−1
k

(η̂i)j
e−λk/η̂i (3.58)

to yield the generic QOSTBC capacity expression,

C = R

g∑
i=1

νi∑
j=1

Ki,j

Γ(j)
.Ĉj−1

(
ρ

R

η̂i
Nt

)
(3.59)

Partial Transmit CSI In [26] Toker demonstrated that full CSI at the trans-

mitter with simple phase rotations can orthogonalize the effective channel (3.29)

by rendering α = 01. These concepts were developed upon by the realization of a

finite rate constraint on the feedback channel between the receiver and transmit-

ter, therefore necessitating some form of quantization. Toker’s work [26] proposed

a quantization approach which searches over a permissible set of phase rotations

to determine the minimum α′ as shown in (2.110) which is repeated here for

clarity,

{ψ̃, φ̃} = arg min
{ψ̃,φ̃}∈Ω

(α′) (3.60)

where α′ = |h1h
∗
4e
j(ψ̃) − h2h

∗
3e
j(φ̃)|2, i.e. the original α term with phase rotations

applied at the transmitter, and {{ψq, φq} ∈ Ω{ 2πk
2(K−1)}, k = 0, 1, . . . , 2(K−1) − 1}

denotes the finite set of phasors with K defining the number of bits used to encode

the quantized phase.

To enable a sufficient characterization of the channel capacity for QOSTBC

with partial knowledge of CSI Toker’s implementation [26] is modified so that a

single phasor is calculated for rotation over two transmit antennas. To facilitate

the analysis ζ is defined as,

ζ = h1h
∗
4 − h2h

∗
3 (3.61)

1A detailed review can be found in Section 2.4.2
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therefore from (2.95) it is observed that α = 2<{ζ}. With the same phase rotation

φ′ applied at antennas one and two then ζ is modified to,

ζ ′ = h1h
∗
4e
j(φ′) − h2h

∗
3e
j(φ′) (3.62)

in this case α can be rewritten as,

α′′ = 2<{ζ ′} (3.63)

= 2<{|ζ|ej(φ′+∠ζ)} (3.64)

= 2(|ζ| cos(φ′ + ∠ζ)) (3.65)

The coupling term α′′ is equal to zero when,

φ′ =
π

2
− ∠ζ (3.66)

It is assumed that the phase rotation ψ′ is calculated with infinite precision ac-

cording to (3.66), then mapped by way of a quantizer operation Q(·) onto the

finite set {{φ′q} ∈ Ω{ 2πk
2(K−1)}, k = 0, 1, . . . , 2(K−1) − 1}. In order to minimize the

quantization error, Q(·) performs a rounding operation as defined,

φ′q = arg min
φ′q∈Ω

(|εφ|) (3.67)

where εφ defines the quantization error,

εφ = φ′ − φ′q. (3.68)

Comparing (3.60) with (3.67), (3.67) results in a single quantization error

parameter that is uniformly distributed εφ ∼ U(− π
2(K−1) ,

π
2(K−1) ), which enables

greater mathematical tractability to the ensuing analysis. Whilst infinite preci-

sion in φ′ results in no intereference, α′′ = 0 as is shown by substituting (3.66)

into (3.65), quantization results in residual interference in the form,

α′′ ≤ 2|ζ| cos(φ′q + ∠ζ) (3.69)

= 2|ζ| sin(−εφ) (3.70)

= α′′q (3.71)
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where the second line is derived using the substitutions (3.68) and (3.66) in ad-

dition to leveraging simple trigonometric identities. Clearly, (3.71) demonstrates

that for any particular channel realization resulting in ζ the residual interference

α′′q is proportional to the absolute quantization error |εφ|. To provide a sim-

ple but useful upper bound on the absolute residual interference, an interference

maximizing probability mass function (pmf) is adopted for εφ,

pmfε̂φ(ε̂φ) = δ
( π

2(K−1)
− ε̂φ

)
(3.72)

It can now be shown that QOSTBC with the proposed quantization scheme yields

an effective channel,

∆′ =


β 0 0 α′′q
0 β −α′′q 0

0 −α′′q β 0

α′′q 0 0 β

 (3.73)

where α′′q is substituted for α in (3.29). The eigenvector matrix of (3.73) is

equivalent to that of (3.29), i.e. V (3.32), with the associated eigenvalue matrix,

Λq =


γ + α′′q 0 0 0

0 γ − α′′q 0 0

0 0 γ − α′′q 0

0 0 0 γ + α′′q

 (3.74)

From (3.74), λi is denoted as the ith eigenvalue of Λq, i.e. λi = [Λq]i,i. With

respect to the definitions of γ (2.94), α′′q (3.71) and ζ (3.61), the eigenvalues for

a fixed channel realization h can be expressed as,

λk = hHj S̃(k, j)Γ
1
2 hj (3.75)

where (3.38) is adapted to express the effects of phase rotations at the transmitters

and quantization errors,

S̃(k, j) =

{
A + sin(−εφ)B, i = {1, 4}
A− sin(−εφ)B, i = {2, 3}

(3.76)

Therefore, (3.75) represents the deterministic eigenvalues. To evaluate the chan-

nel capacity under fading conditions maximal quantization error is assumed by
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adopting the pmf for the quantization error (3.72). This generates a coupling

matrix with maximal residual interference resulting from quantization error,

S̆(k, j) =

{
A + sin

(
π

2(K−1)

)
B, i = {1, 4}

A− sin
(

π
2(K−1)

)
B, i = {2, 3}

(3.77)

A lower-bound on the capacity for the case with partial-CSI available at the

transmitter can now be similarly outlined as for the case of open-loop QOSTBC

schemes and is therefore omitted here for brevity.

The capacity of QOSTBC in ergodic channels under various different network-

ing scenarios is now explored through numerical simulation studies.

3.2.2.3 Simulations

Case Study 1: Figure 3.3 depicts the normalized capacity [bits/s/Hz] against

SNR [dB] for a set of OSTBCs and QOSTBCs with varying degrees of partial

CSI at the transmitter. The case study focuses on configurations with only one

target receive antenna. Depicted are the following cases: (1) Nt = 1 Gaussian,

(2) Nt = 1 SISO, (3) Nt = 2 Alamouti & Nt = 4 QOSTBC, (4) Nt = 3 OSTBC

(3/4 Rate), (5) Nt = 4 OSTBC (3/4 Rate), (6) Nt = 3 OSTBC (Half-Rate),

(7) Nt = 4 OSTBC (Half-Rate), (8) Nt = 4 QOSTBC (εφ = 0), (9) Nt = 4

QOSTBC (εφ = π/4), (10) Nt = 4 QOSTBC (εφ = π/8). Interestingly the

capacity of the AWGN channel is not exceeded by any of the codes operating

in a fading environment. It can be observed that both the Alamouti and open-

loop QOSTBC achieve the same capacity of that of a Nt = 2 MISO channel

with CSI at the transmitter. Furthermore only the Alamouti and QOSTBC

derivatives outperform the SISO scheme due to the loss in transmission rate of

COD schemes when there are more than two transmit antennas. Therefore when

operating close to the capacity limit it is suboptimal to deploy OSTBC schemes

with more than two transmit antenna. When operating a QOSTBC with infinite

precision feedback according to Toker’s proposed scheme the channel capacity of a

Nt = 4 MISO channel with CSI at the transmitter is achieved. It is interesting to

note that no discernible difference can be observed between QOSTBCs operating

in the infinite precision and quantized scenario with 3-bit precision (εphi = π/8).
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Figure 3.3: Normalized Capacity vs SNR for various OSTBCs & QOSTBCs;

Nr = 1
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Case Study 2: Figure 3.4 depicts the normalized capacity [bits/s/Hz] against

SNR [dB] for a set of OSTBCs and QOSTBCs and varies from Figure 3.3 with the

utilization of two receive antennas, i.e. Nr = 2. Again it is observed that none of

the proposed coding schemes attains the channel capacity of the Gaussian case.

However comparing Figure 3.4 with Figure 3.3 the relative capacity gap between

the Gaussian channel and all the full-rate schemes is reduced. In addition the

capacity of reduced rate CODs yields virtually identical results with Nt = 3 and

Nt = 4 when like-for-like transmission rate comparisons are made, demonstrating

the dominant effect of the number of receive antennas over that of transmitters.

This corroborates the findings in the analysis on MISO and SIMO channels; where

the former without CSI yields relatively flat improvement in performance against

an increase in the number of transmit antennas whereas the latter yields a log-

arithmic increase against the number of receive antennas due to CSI availability

to leverage receiver array gain. For clarity the results for QOSTBCs with partial

CSI have been emitted as a result of the convergence between the performance of

the Alamouti & open-loop QOSTBC scheme against that of the QOSTBC which

adopts Toker’s scheme with infinite precision. As stated in [5] the capacity gap

between the Alamouti OSTBC and the equivalent Gaussian channel will reduce

proportionally for a given number of receive antennas. Since the performance of

these codes is limited by the equivalent Gaussian channel the capacity gains for

adopting Toker’s scheme will also be reduced proportionally.

Case Study 3: Figure 3.5 depicts the normalized capacity [bits/s/Hz] against

the normalized shadowing γ̄1 in the first link for a distributed Alamouti scheme

or the joint shadowing γ̄1,4 := γ̄1 + γ̄4 (γ̄1 = γ̄4) observed at transmitter pairs for

the QOSTBC based scheme operating at an SNR of 10dB. For comparison the

capacity of a SISO implementation experiencing the same shadowing effects as the

space-time sub-channels is included where the mirror SISO channel observes γ̄2 =

2− γ̄1 (γ̄2,3 = 2− γ̄1,4). Notably the distributed Alamouti & open-loop QOSTBC

schemes outperform the strongest link over the range 0.8 < γ1 < 1.2. However,

this range is extended to 0.7 < γ1 < 1.3 in the QOSTBC case when Toker’s

scheme is adopted with just two quantization bits (εφ = π/4). Furthermore, when

extending the number of quantization bits to three (εφ = π/8) the distributed

performance becomes indistinguishable from that of a scheme adopting infinite
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Figure 3.4: Normalized Capacity vs SNR for various OSTBCs & QOSTBCs;

Nr = 2
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Figure 3.5: Normalized Capacity vs normalized power γ̄1 in the first link for the

distributed Alamouti scheme or the symmetric link pair γ̄1,4 in the QOSTBC

scheme; SNR = 10dB and γ̄2 = 2− γ̄1 or γ̄2,3 = 2− γ̄1,4

precision. This illustrates that the capacities of the Alamouti and QOSTBC

distributed schemes are robust against the shadowing effects of the underlying

individual links and provides an endorsement of their use as compared to SISO

alternatives.

Case Study 4: Figure 3.6 is equivalent to Figure 3.5 with the only difference

that the QOSTBC sub-systems experience the same shadowing variations γ̄1 +

γ̄4 = γ̄2 + γ̄3 where the constraints γ̄1 + γ̄4 = 2 and γ̄2 + γ̄3 = 2 hold. The

normalized power variations of the Alamouti and SISO schemes remain the same

as Figure 3.5. The distributed QOSTBC variants however observe a shadowing
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relationship this time according to γ̄3,4 = 2− γ̄1,2. Primarily, the capacity of the

distributed open-loop QOSTBC scheme shows no variation due to the balancing

of the effective shadowing γ̄1 + γ̄4 = γ̄2 + γ̄3 = 2 even in the extreme case

when some of the links experience severe shadowing conditions. This observation

gives guidance to the deployment of distributed QOSTBCs and suggests that the

spatial branches 1 & 4 or 2 & 3 of the Jafarkhani QOSTBC variant should not be

implemented on co-located systems or cooperating terminals experiencing similar

shadowing conditions. In addition it maybe observed under extreme mismatches

in fading (γ̄1 < 0.1) ∪ (γ̄1 > 0.9) that the capacity benefits of Toker’s scheme are

marginal in the case when interfering spatial branches of the codeword experience

significant shadowing differences relative to each other. In either scenario shown

in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 deployment of a distributed QOSTBC is shown

to provide a robust communications link equal or superior to that of Alamouti

coding with or without feedback and when the channel conditions are unknown

a priori.

Case Study 5: Figure 3.7 depicts the normalized capacity [bits/s/Hz] against

SNR [dB] for the distributed Alamouti scheme with unequal sub-channel gains

and a configuration of only one target receive antenna. Assuming equal channel

coefficients the expectation of the equivalent SISO channel used in the previous

analysis would yield t; and has direct relationship with the Frobenius norm which

for the Alamouti case assuming normalized channels is ‖h‖2
F = 2 [5]. For com-

parision with a SISO implementation the coefficients are constrained such that

γ̄1 + γ̄2 ≡ 2 and the shadowing ratio γ̄1 : γ̄2 = 2 : 1. Alternatively, the scenario

of utilizing a SISO scheme over the strongest γ̄1 = 4/3 and weakest γ̄2 = 2/3 is

illustrated to enable the assessment of the utility of distributed Alamouti coding

over a straightforward SISO implementation. The distributed Alamouti scheme

provides a robust performance to attenuation in either link with only negligible

performance loss against a SISO implementation where all the transmit power

is directed over the strongest link. Furthermore, significant loss in capacity is

observed in the SISO case in comparison to the Alamouti scheme where severe

shadowing is experienced. Again this demonstrated the utilization of distributed

space-time coding in a network scenario which may experience significant levels

of attenuation due to shadowing.
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Figure 3.6: Normalized Capacity vs normalized power γ̄1 in the first link for the

distributed Alamouti scheme or the asymmetric link pair γ̄1,2 in the QOSTBC

scheme; SNR = 10dB and γ̄2 = 2− γ̄1 or γ̄3,4 = 2− γ̄1,2
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Figure 3.7: Normalized Capacity vs SNR for distributed Alamouti scheme; r = 1,

γ̄1 + γ̄2 ≡ 2, γ̄1 : γ̄2 = 2 : 1

Case Study 6: Figure 3.8 depicts the normalized capacity [bits/s/Hz] against

SNR [dB] for the distributed sporadic 3TX 3/4-rate OSTBC with unequal sub-

channel gains and a configuration of only one target receive antenna. Again the

channel coefficients are normalized according to γ̄1 + γ̄2 + γ̄3 ≡ 3 with the given

ratio γ̄1 : γ̄2 : γ̄3 = 4 : 2 : 1 for comparative purposes against the SISO equivalent

scheme of varying channel strengths. The distributed sporadic code offers some

robustness against shadowing and performs favorably against the weaker channels

in the low SNR region, i.e. < 10dB. However, the reduction in transmission rate

over the full-rate SISO alternatives yields a reduced capacity slope and produces

only superior capacity performance over the very weakest SISO scheme when

evaluating in the high SNR region. As demonstrated in Figure 3.3 the case of

half-rate codes yields an inferior performance to sporadic codes due to the rate

penalty and thus have not been considered here for evaluation.
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Figure 3.8: Normalized Capacity vs SNR for distributed 3Tx Sporadic (R = 3/4)

scheme; r = 1, γ̄1 + γ̄2 + γ̄3 ≡ 3, γ̄1 : γ̄2 : γ̄3 = 4 : 2 : 1

Case Study 7: Figure 3.9 depicts the normalized capacity [bits/s/Hz] against

SNR [dB] for the distributed sporadic 4TX 3/4-rate OSTBC and QOSTBC

derivatives with unequal sub-channel gains and a configuration of only one tar-

get receive antenna. Again the channel coefficients are normalized according to∑4
i=1 γ̄i ≡ 4 with the given ratio γ̄1 : γ̄2 : γ̄3 : γ̄4 = 8 : 4 : 2 : 1 for comparative

purposes against SISO equivalent scheme of varying channel strengths. Again

it is observed that with increasing SNR the performance advantage of the 4TX

sporadic COD is reduced compared to the SISO schemes. In addition the spo-

radic code only outperforms the weakest SISO links over the SNR range evaluated.

Conspicuously, the full-rate QOSTBC scheme outperforms all SISO schemes with

the exception of the strongest link and provides a robust channel capacity even

in extreme shadowing situations. Again when implementing Toker’s scheme with

only 3-bit quantization the scheme offers virtually the equivalent capacity gains

as if operating with infinite precision. However, when introducing Toker’s scheme
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with quantized feedback Figure 3.9 demonstrates that benefits are marginal for

unequal ergodic channels where the sub-channels are very unbalanced.
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Figure 3.9: Normalized Capacity vs SNR for distributed 4Tx Sporadic (R = 3/4)

scheme; Nr = 1, γ̄1 + γ̄2 + γ̄3 + γ̄4 ≡ 4, γ̄1 : γ̄2 : γ̄3 : γ̄4 = 8 : 4 : 2 : 1

3.2.3 Non-Ergodic Flat-Fading Channel

Previously the achievable channel capacity for distributed-STBCs deployed in

ergodic channels was evaluated. In this section it is assumed that the channel

realization is fixed at the start of the transmission and remains static for the

length of the codeword. Therefore there is a finite probability that no matter how

small the transmission rate is the channel cannot support error free transmission;

this event is defined as the channel being in outage. A useful metric to evaluate the
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performance of candidate coding schemes in this environment is the probability

that the channel cannot support a given transmission rate, henceforth referred to

as the outage probability.

Calculating the outage probability for O-MIMO channels in a distributed

implementation with varying attenuation due to shadowing is simplified because

OSTBCs are known to reduce MIMO channels to rank one SISO channels. For

completeness the ensuing brief review summarizes closed-form expressions for

the outage probability of the O-MIMO channel under various communications

scenarios.

Deriving the outage probability for QOSTBCs in closed form is not as simple

as the OSTBC case due to the residual MIMO structure of the effective channel

observed after pre-processing at the transmitter and matched filtering at the

receiver. However, as stated previously, QOSTBCs have the interesting property

that the eigenvectors of the effective channel are independent of the channel

realization therefore simplifying the ensuing analysis. The exact derivations of

the outage probability proves difficult to achieve in closed form, however tight

approximations are generated for a variety of communications scenarios where

distributed QOSTBCs are employed.

3.2.3.1 O-MIMO Channel

Equal sub-channel gains Assuming that none of the sub-channel gains ex-

perience unequal shadowing or path-loss pertubations, i.e. γ1 =, · · · ,= γu, and

each sub-channel gain is independently modeled using ZMCSCG random vari-

ables with unity variance then the outage probability can be expressed as [5, Eq.

2.92],

Pout(φ) =
1

Γ(u)

∫ λ̂

0

λu−1 e−λdλ (3.78)

=
γ(u, λ̂)

Γ(u)
(3.79)

where γ(· , · ) denotes the lower incomplete gamma function, λ̂ can be substituted

for,
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λ̂ =
2φ/R − 1

γ̄
R

ρ
Nt

. (3.80)

Unequal sub-channel gains In the case of non-ergodic channels with unequal

sub-channel gains caused by shadowing effect, i.e. γ1 6=, · · · , 6= γu, a similar

analytical approach can be assumed to that used in the ergodic case (see Section

3.2.2.1). Using a simple partial fraction expansion the outage probability can be

calculated from the underlying sub-channel statistics [5, Eq. 2.93],

Pout(φ) =
u∑
i=0

Ki

∫ λ̂i

0

fλi(λi) dλi (3.81)

=
u∑
i=0

Ki

(
1− e−λ̂i

)
(3.82)

where fλi(λi) denotes the pdf and Ki is defined by (3.24) with the integral limit

λ̂i shown to be [5, Eq.2.93],

λ̂i =
2
φ
R − 1
1
R
γi
t

S
N

(3.83)

3.2.3.2 Quasi O-MIMO Channel

As previously expressed (3.35) the mutual information achieved using QOSTBC

was shown to be [52],

I(s; y) =
R

Ns

log2 det

(
I +

ρ

RNt

Λ

)
(3.84)

=
R

Ns

log2

4∏
k=1

(
1 +

ρ

RNt

λk

)
(3.85)

Noting the pairwise equivalence of eigenvalues λ1 ≡ λ4 and λ2 ≡ λ3 as observed

from (3.35) for any channel realizations, then (3.85) can be expressed without

loss of generality as,

I(s; y) =
2R

Ns

log2

2∏
k=1

(
1 +

ρ

RNt

λk

)
(3.86)
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where the following derivations are equally applicable by substituting eigenvalues

λ3 & λ4 for eigenvalues λ1 & λ2 respectively. Using the non-negative definiteness

of the eigenvalues, (3.86) can be lower bounded as [52],

I(s; y) ≥ 2R

Ns

log2

(
1 +

(
ρ

RNt

)2

λ1λ2

)
(3.87)

= I ′(s; y) (3.88)

which results in an upper bound on the outage probability by virtue of Pr[I(s; y) <

φ] ≤ Pr[I ′(s; y) < φ] for a given rate φ. The outage probability for any given

channel statistics can by calculated by evaluating,

Pout(φ) ≤
∫ λ̂12

0

fλ12(λ12) dλ12 (3.89)

where fλ12(λ12) is the pdf associated with the random variable λ12 := λ1λ2 and

λ̂12 is defined as,

λ̂12 =
2
Nsφ
2R − 1(
1
R

1
Nt
ρ
)2 (3.90)

.

To simplify the derivation of fλ12(λ12), the Mellin transform is used extensively

for closed-form approximations of pdf of λ12 in distributed scenarios for equal and

unequal sub-channel gains. The prior assumption of a product of i.i.d. variates

when performing a Mellin transform is relaxed in the ensuing analysis since clearly

fλ12(λ12) 6= fλ1(λ1)fλ2(λ2). However, the simulation results later presented verify

the utility of the pdf derived under this assumption.

Equal sub-channel gains To determine a closed-form approximation to the

outage probability it is desirable to find the pdf of the random variable w = λ1λ2;

where the equal sub-channel case both λ1 and λ2 are Rayleigh variates with scale

parameters equal to γ̄ (3.47). It has been shown [53] that the Mellin transform

provides an easier method for deriving the pdf of a product of two independent

variates. The Mellin transform of the pdf of one of the eigenvalues (3.47) is

expressed as,
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ϕλk :=

∫ ∞
0

λs−1
k fλk(λk)dλk (3.91)

which when evaluated by substituting (3.47) for fλk(λk) in (3.91) yields,

ϕλk =
1

(2γ̄)2NrΓ(2Nr)

∫ ∞
0

λ2Nr+s−2
k e−λk/2γ̄dλk (3.92)

=
(2γ̄)s−1Γ(2Nr + s− 1)

Γ(2Nr)
(3.93)

In [53] it is stated that Mellin transform of the pdf of the product of two inde-

pendent random variables is the product of the Mellin transforms of the pdfs of

the independent variables; therefore the Mellin transform of w is,

ϕw(s) =
(2γ̄)2s−2Γ(2Nr + s− 1)2

Γ(2Nr)2
(3.94)

In order to find the pdf of w the inverse Mellin transform is evaluated using,

fw(w) =
1

2πj

∫ σ+j∞

σ−j∞
w−sϕw(s)ds (3.95)

Making the change of variables s′/2 = 2Nr + s − 1 and substituting into (3.94)

obtains,

fw(w) =
aw
2πj

∫ σ+j∞

σ−j∞
(w

1
2 )−s′(1/γ̄)−s

′
2s
′−2Γ

(
s′

2

)2

ds′ (3.96)

where the constant aw is denoted by,

aw =
(w)(2Nr−1)

Γ(2Nr)2(2)4Nr−1(γ̄)4Nr
(3.97)

The inversion integral (3.96) is of such form that direct use of inverse Mellin

transforms [49, §17.43.32] can be utilized,

M−1

{
α−s2s−2Γ

(
1

2
s− 1

2
β

)
Γ

(
1

2
s+

1

2
β

)}
= Kβ(αx) (3.98)

where M−1{·} denotes the inverse Mellin transform assuming <{s} > |<{ν}| and

Kβ(αx) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. This leads to a closed

form expression for the pdf,
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fw(w) =
(w)(2Nr−1)

Γ(2Nr)2(2)4Nr−1(γ̄)4Nr
K0

(√
w

γ̄

)
(3.99)

The outage probability can then be evaluated by subsituting (3.99) into (3.89)

and using the standard integral,

∫
zα−1K0(z)dz =

zα

α

{
K0(z)1F2

(
1;
α

2
+ 1,

α

2
;
z2

4

)
+
z

α
K1(z)1F2

(
1;
α

2
+ 1,

α

2
+ 1;

z2

4

)}
(3.100)

where 1F2 (a, b; c;x) is the generalised hypergeometric function with two param-

eters of type 1 and one parameter of type 2 [49][§9.14.1]; it is sometimes referred

to as the Gauss hypergeometric function [49][ §9.14.2]. After simple substitution

z =
√
w/γ̄ into (3.99) a closed-form expression that approximates the outage

probability is derived in a form to exploit (3.100),

Pout (φ) ≈ 1

Γ(2Nr)2 24Nr−2 γ̄2

∫ R̃

0

z4Nr−1K0(z)dz (3.101)

where R̃ =
√
λ̂12/γ̄ and λ̂12 is shown in (3.90).

Unequal virtual sub-channel gains The linearity of the Mellin transform

enables the pdf for unequal virtual sub-channel gains (3.55) to be transformed by

the integral,

ϕλk =
Nr∑
j=1

2∑
i=1

Ki,j

ηi,j

∫ ∞
0

λs−1
k e−λk/ηi,jdλk (3.102)

= Γ(s)
Nr∑
j=1

2∑
i=1

Ki,jη
s−1
i,j (3.103)

where the constant Ki,j is defined by (3.54) and ηi,j for i ∈ {1, 2} is previously

defined in (3.50). The product of the Mellin transforms, w = λ1λ2, can now be

expressed as,

ϕw = ϕλ1ϕλ2 (3.104)

= Γ(s)2

Nr∑
j,n=1

2∑
i,m=1

Ki,jKm,n (ηi,jηm,n)s−1 (3.105)
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A simple substitution s′/2 = s and manipulations yields the inverse Mellin trans-

form,

fw =
Nr∑
j,n=1

2∑
i,m=1

am,ni,j

2πj

∫ σ+j∞

σ−j∞

(
w

1
2

)−s′ ( 2
√
ηi,jηm,n

)−s′
(2)s

′−2Γ

(
s′

2

)2

ds′ (3.106)

where,

am,ni,j =
2Ki,jKm,n

ηi,jηm,n
(3.107)

which as previously shown can leverage the inverse transform (3.98) to yield the

required distribution,

fw = 2
Nr∑
j,n=1

2∑
i,m=1

Ki,jKm,n

ηi,jηm,n
K0

(
2
√
w

√
ηi,jηm,n

)
(3.108)

Again using a simple substitution z = 2
√
w/
√
ηi,jηm,n an approximation of the

outage probability can be derived as,

Pout(φ) ≈
Nr∑
j,n=1

2∑
i,m=1

Ki,jKm,n

∫ R̃n,mi,j

0

zK0(z)dz (3.109)

= −
Nr∑
j,n=1

2∑
i,m=1

Ki,jKm,nR̃
n,m
i,j K1(R̃n,m

i,j ) (3.110)

where R̃n,m
i,j = 2

√
λ̂12/
√
ηi,jηm,n.

Generic virtual sub-channel gains In this analysis the notation for generic

gains when deploying QOSTBCs introduced in Section 3.2.2.1 is adopted and

again it is assumed there exist g < 2Nr distinct virtual sub-channel gains denoted

by η̂i∈(1,g) which are repeated νi∈(1,g) times. Therefore noting the pdf of λk as

(3.58), the Mellin transform can be shown to be,

ϕλk(s) =

g∑
i=1

νi∑
j=1

Ki,j η̂
s−1
i

Γ(j + s− 1)

Γ(j)
(3.111)
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Therefore the Mellin transform for the product of uncorrelated eigenvalues is

given by,

ϕw(s) =

g∑
i,m=1

νi∑
j=1

νm∑
n=1

Ki,jKm,n(η̂iη̂m)s−1 Γ(j + s− 1)Γ(n+ s− 1)

Γ(j)Γ(n)
(3.112)

Using the substitution, s′/2 = s + |j − n|/2 + min{j, n} − 1 for the integral in

each summand, with some manipulations yields the inverse Mellin integral,

fw =

g∑
i,m=1

νi∑
j=1

νm∑
n=1

am,ni,j

2πj

∫ σ+j∞

σ−j∞

(
w

1
2

)−s′ ( 2√
η̂iη̂m

)−s′
(2)s

′−2 Γ

(
s′

2
− βj,n

2

)
Γ

(
s′

2
+
βj,n
2

)
ds′

(3.113)

where,

am,ni,j =
2w

“
βj,n

2
+αj,n−1

”
Ki,jKm,n

Γ(j)Γ(n) (η̂iη̂m)
βj,n

2
+αj,n

(3.114)

assuming βj,n := |j−n| and αj,n := min{j, n}. The integral can again be evaluated

using (3.98) to yield the desired pdf,

fw =

g∑
i,m=1

νi∑
j=1

νm∑
n=1

am,ni,j Kβj,n

(
2
√
w√

η̂iη̂m

)
(3.115)

Replicating the step taken for unequal channel gains, the simple substitution

z = 2
√
w/
√
η̂iη̂m facilitates the derivation of a closed-form approximation on the

outage probability,

Pout(φ) ≈
g∑

i,m=1

νi∑
j=1

νm∑
n=1

Ki,jKm,n

(2)βj,n+2αj,n−2Γ(j)Γ(n)

∫ R̃n,mi,j

0

zβj,n+2αj,n−1Kβj,n (z) dz

(3.116)

where in the generic case R̃n,m
i,j = 2

√
λ̂12/
√
η̂iη̂m. When evaluating (3.116) it is

clear that (3.100) provides a solution to the integral when βj,n = 0, i.e. j =

n. Other solutions for particular realizations of βj,n and αj,n are found in [49,

§6.561.8], however a solution to the generic case has not to date been found in

the literature.
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The applicability of the proceeding analysis is substantiated in simulation

studies presented at the end of this chapter. The interesting extension to the

throughput performance of QOSTBCs in non-ergodic channels is briefly explored

to show the results that partial-CSI knowledge at the transmitter can introduce.

Full-CSI at the receiver As previously demonstrated under certain con-

straints the outage probability for a distributed QOSTBC scheme can be closely

approximated in closed form for a variety of distributed communications scenar-

ios. Conspicuously, in the scenario where Toker’s proposed scheme is adopted

with infinite precision the upper-bound derived in [52, Eq.32] for the capacity of

QOSTBCs is satisfied,

I =
2R

Ns

log2

2∏
k=1

(
1 +

ρ

RNt

λk

)
(3.117)

≤ 2R

Ns

log2

(
1

2

2∑
k=1

(
1 +

ρ

RNt

λk

)) 1
2

(3.118)

= log2

(
1 +

ρ

RNt

λ1

)
(3.119)

where the geometric-arithmetic mean inequality is used in the second line and

the upper bound is satisfied when λ1 = λ2 and λk =
∑Nr

i=1

∑Nt
j=1 |hi,j|2,∀k. The

outage-probability for the infinite precision Toker scheme can then be calculated

using the same methodology as OSTBCs which in the case of equal channel gains

equates to (3.78) and for the unequal channel gains (3.81).

Interestingly, the following simulation studies demonstrate that in the case

of coarse (3-bit) quantization the upper-bound (3.119) provides an accurate ap-

proximation under a variety of communications scenarios. This illustrates the

maximum throughput achieving capabilities of Toker’s scheme in the presence of

a low-rate feedback channel.

3.2.3.3 Simulations

Case Study 8: Figure 3.10 depicts the outage probability Pout(φ) against a

desired normalized transmission rate φ in [bits/s/Hz] for a set of OSTBCs with
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a single receive antenna. Depicted are the following cases: (1) Nt = 1 SISO,

(2) Nt = 2 Alamouti & Nt = 4 QOSTBC, (3) Nt = 3 OSTBC (3/4 Rate), (4)

Nt = 4 OSTBC (3/4 Rate), (5) Nt = 3 OSTBC (Half-Rate), (6) Nt = 4 OSTBC

(Half-Rate). It can be observed that no single coding scheme is dominant over

the transmission rate range observed. The Pareto-optimal frontier is attained by

selecting the following rate dependent coding strategy; 4TX sporadic code (3/4

rate) code in the low-rate high-reliability region (Pout(φ) < 18%, φ < 2.2), 2TX

Alamouti code in the medium region (18% ≥ Pout(φ) < 70%, 2.2 ≥ φ < 3.8

and the basic SISO scheme in the high-rate low-reliability region (3.8 ≥ Pout(φ),

3.8 ≥ φ). This supports Telatar’s conjecture [15] that multiple antennas should

be supported for low-rate high-reliabilty schemes when the channel conditions

are favorable and in the high-rate low-reliabilty case a SISO scheme should be

adopted.

Case Study 9: Figure 3.11 depicts the outage probability Pout(φ) against

a desired normalized transmission rate φ in [bits/s/Hz] for a set of OSTBCs

and QOSTBCs with varying degrees of partial CSI at the transmitter and sin-

gle receive antenna. Depicted are the following cases: (1) Nt = 1 SISO, (2)

Nt = 2 Alamouti & Nt = 4 QOSTBC, (3) Nt = 4 OSTBC (3/4 Rate), (4)

Nt = 4 QOSTBC Toker’s scheme (Full-CSI), (5) Nt = 4 open-loop Jafarkhani

QOSTBC, (6) Nt = 4 QOSTBC Toker’s scheme (partial-CSI, quantization error

π/8). With the availability of the aforementioned coding schemes the Pareto-

optimal frontier is now attained by utilizing CSI at the transmitter according to

the infinite-precision Toker scheme for QOSTBCs in the low-rate high-reliability

region (Pout(φ) < 70%, φ < 3.75) then switching to a SISO scheme in the high-

rate low-reliability region (70% ≤ Pout(φ), 3.75 ≤ φ). Furthermore, near-optimal

coding is achieved in the high-reliability region using only partial CSI in the form

of 3-bit quantization of the Toker scheme. In the absence of any CSI at the

transmitter, numerical simulations still confirm the utility of QOSTBC in the

high-reliability region (Pout(φ) < 40%) over OSTBCs therefore rendering the use

of low-rate (R < 1) OSTBCs in the form of sporadic codes redundant.

Case Study 10: Depicted in Figure 3.12 is the outage probability Pout(φ) of

various schemes against a given SNR [dB] evaluated at φ = 2 [bits/s/Hz]. Clearly,
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Figure 3.10: Outage Probability Pout(φ) vs transmission rate φ for various OST-

BCs; SNR = 10dB, Nr = 1
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Figure 3.11: Outage Probability Pout(φ) vs transmission rate φ for various OST-

BCs & QOSTBCs; SNR = 10dB, Nr = 1
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Figure 3.12 illustrates the power saving potential of both OSTBCs and QOSTBCs

when cooperation is leveraged to enable virtual MISO communications. Assuming

a target outage probability of 10% the best OSTBC achieves the same perfor-

mance as a SISO scheme with a SNR approximately 5dB lower translating to

a 70% power saving. In addition QOSTBC achieves a further 0.75dB against

the best OSTBC at Pout(φ) = 10%, achieving a power saving advantage of 15%

over competitor OSTBCs. Furthermore, introducing partial-CSI at the trans-

mitter through the Toker scheme increases the power saving advantage of the

QOSTBC over the best OSTBC to 20% when operating at Pout(φ) = 10% and

φ = 2 [bits/s/Hz]. In contrast to ergodic channels significant gains are made

when employing more than two transmit antenna for OSTBCs. Again the domi-

nance of QOSTBCs over OSTBCs is observed in Figure 3.12, however this time

the benefits are more profound for non-ergodic channels than the previous results

illustrated in the ergodic case.
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Figure 3.12: Outage Probability Pout(φ) vs SNR for various OSTBCs & QOST-

BCs; φ = 2 [bits/s/Hz], Nr = 1
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Case Study 11: Depicted in Figure 3.13 is the outage probability Pout(φ) of

various schemes against a given SNR [dB] evaluated at φ = 4 [bits/s/Hz]. The

logarithmic scaling enables a forensic examination of competing schemes in the

high-reliability region Pout(φ) ≤ 10%, which was not possible using the linear

scale in Figure 3.12. Immediately, it can be observed that the half-rate OSTBCs

demonstrate inferior performance to all schemes and contrast in particular to their

sporadic (3/4-rate) equivalents. The diversity gains are shown and demonstrate

the utility of increasing the number of transmit antennas in high-SNR scenarios.

Interestingly, Figure 3.13 as well as showing the dominance of QOSTBCs over

the OSTBC counterparts, illustrates that it is possible to achieve full diversity

for QOSTBCs as is shown in [47].
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Figure 3.13: Outage Probability Pout(φ) vs SNR [dB] for various OSTBCs and

QOSTBC schemes; φ = 4 [bits/s/Hz], Nr = 1

Case Study 12: Depicted in Figure 3.14 is the outage probability Pout(φ) of

various QOSTBCs evaluated over the SNR range 0-25 dB at a normalized trans-

mission rate φ = 4 [bits/s/Hz]. In this simulation study the upper bound for
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the outage probability of QOSTBCs with equal channel coefficients is introduced

and evaluated. Clearly, this bound provides a useful closed-form characteriza-

tion of the open-loop QOSTBC scheme which tightens with an increasing num-

ber receive antennas. Conspicuously, the marginal effectiveness of implementing

Toker’s feedback scheme to orthogonalize the channel yields diminishing results,

replicating observations in ergodic channels, when the receive array size is in-

creased. However, Figure 3.14 clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of Toker’s

scheme under quantization with virtually no degradation in performance with

only 3-bit (εφ = π/8) feedback.
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Figure 3.14: Outage Probability Pout(φ) vs transmission rate φ for various receive

array sizes comparing QOSTBC (dashed lines), upper bound (dotted lines), full-

CSI (solid lines), and quantized feedback (star marker); φ = 4 [bits/s/Hz]

Case Study 13: Depicted in Figure 3.15 is the outage probability Pout(φ) ver-

sus the normalized power of the first link γ̄1 over various distributed schemes at

a normalized transmission rate φ = 2 [bits/s/Hz] and SNR of 15dB. The channel
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powers of the remaining sub-channel vary inversely to the first link, reproducing a

scenario where one sub-channel experiences severe shadowing. Therefore to main-

tain equivalence amongst schemes the constraint
∑Nt

i=1 γ̄i = Nt; which translates

for the Alamouti code to γ̄2 = 2 − γ̄1, whereas for the sporadic 3/4-rate STBC

with three transmit antennas it is satisfied by γ̄2 = γ̄3 = (3− γ̄1)2 and for the re-

maining four transmit antennas it is satisfied by γ̄2 = γ̄2 = γ̄3 = (4−γ̄1)3. Clearly,

Figure 3.15 demonstrates that a desired outage probability of Pout(φ) < 10% is

supported by all distributed STBCs whereas the SISO scheme only achieves this

when the sub-channel gain is sufficiently high. It is also the case that increasing

the number of antennas provides greater robustness in the form of reduced out-

age probability. Over the evaluated shadowing conditions the sporadic 3/4-rate

STBC with four transmit antennas achieves an outage probability Pout(φ) < 1%.

Furthermore significant outage performance increases can be observed when im-

plementing QOSTBCs with varying degrees of quantization based on Toker’s

scheme [26]. It is worth noting that the performance benefits of using Toker’s

scheme in the distributed scenario are marginal compared to the open-loop equiv-

alent scheme when the sub-channels experience more than marginal imbalancing.

Finally, it is worth noting that with a relatively coarse 3-bit quantization Toker’s

scheme performs virtually identical to that where full-CSI is available at the

transmitter.

Case Study 14: Depicted in Figure 3.16 is the outage probability Pout(φ) of

various QOSTBCs evaluated over the SNR range 0-25 dB at a normalized trans-

mission rate φ = 4 [bits/s/Hz]. In this simulation study generic sub-channel

gains are introduced to demonstrate the performance under a communications

scenario with a co-located receiver array. When Nr = 1 the sub-channel gains

are distributed according to 12/8 : 4/8 : 4/8 : 12/8 ≡ γ̄1 : γ̄2 : γ̄3 : γ̄4 respec-

tively. In this study it can be observed that γ̄1 = γ̄4 and γ̄2 = γ̄3 which maybe

interpreted as a distributed implementation where the 1st-4th (2nd-3rd) branches

of the QOSTBC are implemented at co-located transmitters experiencing equiv-

alent shadowing perturbations. In the case Nr = 2 each sub-channel gain is

again observed by the second receiver, therefore necessitating the need to analyze

the channel using the methodology developed previously for generic sub-channel

gains. As with Case Study 14, increasing the receiver array size tightens the gap
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Figure 3.15: Outage Probability Pout(φ) versus the normalized power of the first

link γ̄1 over various distributed schemes at a normalized transmission rate φ = 2

[bits/s/Hz]; SNR of 15dB

between the upper and lower bounds, therefore providing diminishing returns

when Toker’s scheme is implemented with increasing receiver array size. Again

employing only a very coarse quantization in Toker’s scheme (3-bit, π/8) renders

virtually identical performance to a lower-bound which assumes perfect CSI at

the transmitter. In addition Figure 3.16 demonstrates the effectiveness of the

derived upper-bound (3.116) on the outage performance of QOSTBCs in generic

shadowing environments.

3.3 Conclusions

This chapter characterized cooperative MIMO channels that are encoded using

both OSTBCs and QOSTBCs. The distributed transceiver pairs which denote

a particular sub-channel may experience various shadowing and path-loss effects

that are only observed in the case of cooperative networks. These have been
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owing scenarios comparing QOSTBC (dashed lines), upper bound (dotted lines),

full-CSI (solid lines), 2-bit quantized feedback (triangle marker with dot-dashed

line) and 3-bit quantized feedback (star marker); φ = 4 [bits/s/Hz]

categorized into equal, unequal and generic scenarios and analyzed in flat Rayleigh

fading ergodic and non-ergodic MIMO channels. In this chapter the analysis

and simulation studies demonstrated the superior channel capacity and outage-

probability performance of QOSTBCs over traditional OSTBCs in a vast array

of communications scenarios over the single-stage of a regenerative cooperative

relay network.

In Section 3.2.1, the network architecture depicting a single-stage of a multi-

stage wireless relay network was presented using a simple system model assuming

distributed-Space Time Block Codes (STBCs) are deployed at the transmitter.

It was assumed that each transmit antenna implements a pre-allocated spatial

branch of the implemented space-time design and the analysis was limited to

either OSTBCs or QOSTBCs. To highlight the differences between co-located
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and distributed communications systems; three scenarios were highlighted and

depicted in Figure 3.2. These scenarios formed the basis upon which OSTBCs

and QOSTBCs could be categorized in both ergodic and non-ergodic deployments

with cooperative wireless relay networks.

In Section 3.2.2 the case of communications in ergodic channels was explored.

Firstly, traditional OSTBCs which are known to orthogonalize the MIMO chan-

nel (O-MIMO) were characterized in ergodic channels to formulate the theoreti-

cally achievable capacities in a number of communication scenarios. This review

formed the foundation on which the candidacy of QOSTBC could be assessed

against. Later, novel contributions were made in the characterization of the

achievable capacities of distributed open-loop QOSTBCs where the sub-channels

associated with transceiver pairs experience varying shadowing and path-loss

perbutations. Simulation results verified that QOSTBCs with equal sub-channel

gains achieve the capacity of full-rate Alamouti-style OSTBCs which are limited

to only two transmit antennas. When the antenna order at the transmitter is in-

creased beyond two QOSTBC demonstrated superior capacity for all SNRs, which

is indicative of the reduced spectral efficiency of OSTBC in higher order antenna

arrays. In unequal sub-channel gains environments typically encountered in sys-

tems where shadowing varies over the distributed antennas QOSTBC shows com-

parable robustness to Alamouti codes and exceed them under certain shadowing

conditions. This work was then extended by allowing partial-CSI at the transmit-

ter and utilizing the insights developed by Toker, the capacity of QOSTBCs us-

ing codebook independent phase-rotations at the transmitter were analyzed with

varying degrees of quantization applied. It was demonstrated through simulation

studies based on derived closed-form expressions that even when coarse (3-bit)

quantization is applied the achievable capacity in ergodic channels was virtually

indistinguishable from the case when full-CSI was available at the transmitter.

In Section 3.2.3 the analysis previously presented for ergodic channels was

extended to the non-ergodic case. A brief derivation of the throughput based

on distributed-OSTBCs with equal and unequal sub-channel gains was reviewed

for comparative purposes. The section explicitly focused on the evaluation of

QOSTBCs in non-ergodic channels. To aid in this undertaking closed-form ex-

pressions that approximate the throughput were derived. Whilst exact closed-

form expressions for the outage probability of QOSTBCs prove to be mathemat-
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ically intractable; a tight-approximation was derived for distributed-QOSTBCs

operating in a range of scenarios without CSI (open-loop) at the transmitter

and with equal and unequal sub-channel gains. The results presented clearly

demonstrated that in the low-rate high reliability region QOSTBCs significantly

outperform OSTBCs and make the requirement to switch between coding schemes

redundant in order to minimize outage probability when increasing the data rate.

Assuming the data-rate is fixed then QOSTBC still substantially reduces the

outage probability over OSTBC counterparts therefore demonstrating the utility

for deployment in robust cooperative wireless relay networks. In connection with

the analysis undertaken for ergodic channels Toker’s scheme is introduced for the

non-ergodic case to orthogonalize the MIMO channel. A tight lower-bound is

proposed for the outage-probability when applying Toker’s scheme. The validity

of this bound is demonstrated with numerical simulations and it provides a tight

estimate even when coarse (3-bit) quantization is applied. Interestingly, all of the

gains observed in the reduction of outage probability operating in the low-rate

high reliability region are increased when the QOSTBC is orthogonalized using

Toker’s approach.

The theoretical advantages of implementing QOSTBCs in distributed-MIMO

multi-stage relay networks are clearly illustrated in this chapter. The possibilities

for increased coverage areas for a fixed power budget and throughput are one of

a number of permutations that provide considerable performance improvements

when deploying distributed-QOSTBCs. This then provides the motivation for

the next chapter to reduce some of the assumptions regarding synchronization

between participating nodes to developing novel asynchronous distributed space-

time coding schemes that leverage the principles of QOSTBCs.
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Chapter 4

Asynchronous Designs for

Robust Flat-Fading Cooperative

Relay Networks

4.1 Introduction

Space Time Block Codes (STBCs) from orthogonal designs [24] have been shown

to be an effective technique for extracting spatial diversity for distributed coop-

erative systems [10]. In [10] Laneman et al. advocate the use of OSTBCs because

full-diversity is guaranteed with a simple distributed network protocol in which

relaying-Mobile Terminals (r-MTs) transmit their message using a spatial branch

of the code matrix. In the event of node failure or observing deep-fading the

transmitted waveforms remain orthogonal. In addition, orthogonal designs offer

improved spectral efficiency over repetition-based cooperative diversity schemes

[10]. Unfortunately, the set of complex valued space-time codes based upon or-

thogonal designs that achieve full rate, i.e. rate-one, transmission are limited to

two transmit spatial branches using the well-known Alamouti-scheme [23]. Re-

laxing the orthogonality constraint has led to a set of codes generally referred

to as QOSTBCs pioneered independently by Papadias [12] and Jafarkhani [11];

which offer similar characteristics whilst only deviating marginally in the imple-

mentation. These codes offered full-rate transmission whilst only guaranteeing a

proportion of the diversity offered by the channel. Later works developed tech-
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niques that enabled full-rate full-diversity QOSTBC and can be categorized into

two groups; namely constellation rotation [47] and Closed-Loop Quasi-Orthogonal

Space Time Block Code (CL-QOSTBC) [26].

Early studies of cooperative diversity enabled systems highlighted the signifi-

cant synchronization challenges, such as timing and carrier synchronization, faced

in implementing cooperation protocols [10]. In point-to-point systems where a

base-station communicates directly with a MT such as in the Wireless Local-Area-

Network (WLAN) standards [54], these issues are generally addressed through

periodic transmission of known synchronization prefixes. However, distributed

systems impose the additional challenges at the receiver of synchronizing with

multiple transmitting terminals. In this chapter the issues of timing synchroniza-

tion between all nodes participating in the relaying protocol are addressed.

Some initial studies focused on mitigating the issue of timing synchroniza-

tion using equalizer and decoding strategies at the receiver. In [55] Wei et

al. devised a novel MMSE receiver to combine the disparate inputs in the

multiple relay channel with the broadcast signal from the source. This ap-

proach assumed the flat-fading relay channel takes on the characteristics of a

frequency-selective channel through asynchronous re-transmission delays intro-

duced through the relaying paths. Similar receiver compensated schemes were

developed by Zheng et al. [56, 57] using both computationally feasible Parallel

Interference Cancellation (PIC) and ML decoder techniques to remove ISI. The

PIC scheme was extended to three and four relay terminals [58] to increase diver-

sity gains from the cooperative channel; however, asynchronous delays in these

schemes were limited to less than a symbol period. Alternative relay coding

techniques in the presence of asynchronism include distributed-Space-Time Trel-

lis Codes (STTCs) [59, 60, 61, 62] which are all limited to DF protocols at the

relay nodes. In addition distributed-STTC can potentially impose much higher

computational complexity at the receiver than distributed-STBC. Whilst [55]

exploits the re-transmission delay encountered at each node to utilize decoder

techniques designed primarily for frequency-selective channels; [63] effectively in-

troduces multi-path in the flat-fading cooperative channel via the use of Cyclic

Delay Diversity (CDD). This allows more flexibility than the underlying Alam-

outi OSTBC allows in the number of participating relays. Several papers have

adapted a general class of Threaded Algebraic Space-Time (TAST) codes [64, 65]
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for use in asynchronous wireless relay networks. In [66] Distributed Linear Con-

volutive Space-Time Codes (DLC-STCs) are introduced that are shown to be in-

sensitive to timing errors and achieve full spatial diversity, even with sub-optimal

ZF, MMSE and MMSE-Decision Feedback equalizer (DFE) receivers, from the

cooperative relay channel under any delay profile. To combat the effects of asyn-

chronism in the network many schemes [67, 68, 55] adopt OFDM transmission

as a pre-coding technique to avoid ISI whist accepting a marginal loss in spectral

efficiency as a result of the addition of a CP. Later [69, 70] aim to avoid the

additional complexity of Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) processing at

the relay nodes by pre-coding the signal at the source node and adopting an AF

protocol at the relays.

In this chapter novel QOSTBCs are introduced that build upon many of the

ideas already developed in the literature to develop flexible asynchronous full-

rate code designs that are deployable in both DF and AF protocols and offer

both multi-carrier and single-carrier transmission. This chapter which is orga-

nized as follows: In Section 4.2, the network model is introduced along with sys-

tem assumptions regarding the channel model and network protocol constraints.

Two transmission methodologies are illustrated in the form of multi-carrier and

single-carrier systems where the differences in source-Mobile Terminal (s-MT)

processing are addressed. A novel distributed space-time network coding scheme

derived from Jafarkhani’s QOSTBCs [11] and based on AF network coding is

presented which is shown to be independent of the transmission scheme imple-

mented at the s-MT. Section 4.3 derives several receiver structures for decoding

when multi-carrier transmission is adopted at the s-MT. Issues regarding compu-

tational complexity versus decoding performance are addressed in the derivation

and verified through Monte-Carlo simulation studies. Later in Section 4.4, re-

ceiver structures implemented at the destination-Mobile Terminal (d-MT) when

performing single-carrier transmission are investigated. The additional complex-

ity of ISI observed in the time-domain is characterized to aid receiver design.

Sub-optimal receivers based on ZF and MMSE techniques are shown to demon-

strate comparable complexity and performance results to that of multi-carrier

transmission.
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4.2 Network Model

To illustrate the network model, a parallel relay channel configuration is adopted

as shown in Figure 4.1. Transmission is initiated at the s-MT denoted by S then

data are forwarded to a target d-MT denoted by D via a series of participating

r-MTs denoted by Rj for j ∈ {1, . . . , 4}. In this configuration it is assumed

that there is no direct communication link between the s-MT and d-MT due to

possible path-loss and shadowing effects. Instead the protocol is implemented

in two stages; firstly the s-MT broadcasts coded symbols to cooperating r-MTs,

the s-MT then terminates transmission and the r-MTs re-transmit the processed

signals to the d-MT. The half-duplex operation of the r-MTs significantly reduces

the design complexity at the cost of halving the maximum achievable data-rate.

The complex channel gains between the s-MT and the jth r-MT referred to as

Rj are denoted by hs,j; subsequently adopting the same semantics the complex

channel gains between the jth r-MT and the d-MT are denoted by hd,j.

Figure 4.1: Two stage cooperative relay network architecture

Further insight into the network model is gained by formulating the problem

using a simple signal flow diagram as illustrated in Figure 4.2. The input sig-

nal vector originating from the s-MT is denoted by x(i) where the superscript

indexes the ith frame in the time-domain. The final signal vector observed at the

d-MT is denoted by y(i). For the purpose of understanding the effects of asyn-
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chronous re-transmission across the relay network it is assumed that each r-MT

simply performs a form of AF relaying which assumes each r-MT transparently

forwards the noisy copy of the s-MT signal x(i) which has been perturbed by

a flat-fading channel response. To facilitate the use of space-time coding tech-

niques, all point-to-point channels in the network are assumed to be quasi-static

for the length of the codeword. For analysis all complex channel gains are as-

sumed to be independent flat Rayleigh fading and are modelled using ZMCSCG

random variables with unity variance. At the first-stage of the relaying protocol

a broadcast channel between an s-MT and particular r-MT is assumed thereby

enabling the use of a vast array of literature on point-to-point synchronization

where significant insight into these techniques can be found in [2]. Subsequently,

during the second-stage, the problem of synchronizing the r-MTs with the d-MT

so that copies of the source signal arrive synchronously is extremely challeng-

ing. Instead additional delay introduced across each relay branch due to varying

propagation delays is modeled in the z-domain (or frequency-domain), where τj

denotes a single lumped parameter denoting the fractional delay with respect to

the symbol period. This representation overcomes the difficulties of representing

a uniformly sampled band-limited (baseband) signal in the discrete time-domain

when the delay observed is not an integer multiple of the sampling period and

therefore representing a signal between two samples.

4.2.1 Source Node Processing

At the source node, complex modulated symbols are grouped into four blocks of

length N , represented by the vector s(i) where i ∈ {1, . . . , 4}. Symbol mapping

is used to later represent the proposed STBC in the original form [11],

s̃ =


s(1)

−s(2)∗

−s(3)∗

s(4)

 (4.1)

Each block is assumed to be subject to a uniformly distributed channel delay

with range [0, τmax) and upper bounded by τmax. Without any design consid-

eration Inter-Block-Interference (IBI) is possible between adjacent blocks at the
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Figure 4.2: Network signal model with simple transparent relaying

destination as a result of individual relay nodes asynchronously re-transmitting

according to the propagation delays encountered. To mitigate IBI a CP is inserted

which is represented using the matrix operation,

Tcp =

[
0Np × (N−Np) | INp

IN

]
J ×N

(4.2)

of length Np ≥ τmax at the source increasing the block length to J = N +Np.

Adapting space-time coding schemes designed for frequency selective MIMO

fading channels for asynchronous relay networks, two methodologies are proposed

for processing at the s-MT:

Single-Carrier Source Processing: For single-carrier transmission the infor-

mation bearing symbols are coded in the time-domain where transmitted

blocks are denoted as,

x(i) =
√
Ps Tcp s̃(i) (4.3)
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assuming Ps represents the source transmit power. Single-carrier transmis-

sion has the desired property that the transmitted signal, using judicious

coding, has small fluctuations in the PAPR, which is a useful property for

operating in the linear region of a power amplifier.

Multi-Carrier Source Processing: For multi-carrier transmission the infor-

mation bearing symbols are assumed to be coded in the frequency-domain.

Using the IDFT the symbols are then converted into time-domain samples,

t(i)
n :=

1√
N

N−1∑
k=0

s̃(i)
n e

j 2π
N
kn, 0 ≤ n < N (4.4)

where t
(i)
n denotes the nth time-domain sample of the ith frame. The s-MT

transmitted frames using the multi-carrier methodology can then be neatly

expressed in matrix notation as,

x(i) =
√
Ps Tcp FH

N s̃(i) (4.5)

where FN denotes a unitary DFT matrix of dimension NxN. Without ad-

ditional processing the signal transmitted by the s-MT can no longer be

assumed to have the desired PAPR characteristics and instead the signal

level is generally modeled according to a Gaussian distribution when N is

large [71].

4.2.2 Relay Node Processing

Independent of the single-carrier or multi-carrier scheme executed at the s-MT

the generic processing at the individual participating r-MTs is depicted in Figure

4.3. If the s-MT is transmitting in a particular time-slot then a r-MT assigned

to the VAA receives a noisy copy of the broadcast signal from the source node

perturbed by the source-relay flat-fading channel response hs,j,

r
(i)
j = Hs,j x(i) + v

(i)
j (4.6)

where Hs,j = hs,jIN is the diagonal channel matrix representing the quasi-static

channel between the jth, j ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, r-MT denoted by Rj and the s-MT. This
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channel model is justified through the abundance of literature on synchronization

of communication systems over a point-to-point wireless channel [2]; therefore

ideal timing and carrier synchronization is assumed. For simplicity v
(i)
j denotes

AWGN observed at the r-MT with zero mean and variance σ2.

Figure 4.3: Relay Node Functional Blocks

To extract diversity from the relay channel a simple space-time block coding

scheme utilizing an AF1 protocol is deployed based on a novel generalized form

of the Jafarkhani [11] QOSTBC,

S =
√
β


r

(1)
1 −r

(2)∗
2 −r

(3)∗
3 r

(4)
4

ζ(r
(2)
1 ) ζ(r

(1)∗
2 ) −ζ(r

(4)∗
3 ) −ζ(r

(3)
4 )

ζ(r
(3)
1 ) −ζ(r

(4)∗
2 ) ζ(r

(1)∗
3 ) −ζ(r

(2)
4 )

r
(4)
1 r

(3)∗
2 r

(2)∗
3 r

(1)
4


4J ×4

(4.7)

where ζ(·) performs time-reversal on all vector elements as illustrated with an

arbitrary vector a,

1A relaying method based on DF principles can be easily envisaged from the AF case.
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ζ(a) =

 a(N +Np − 1)
...

a(0)


J ×1

(4.8)

Assuming the absence of CSI transmit power allocation for relaying is equally

distributed over the relay nodes based on the expected signal power observed at

the r-MT receiver,

β =

√
Pr

Ps + σ2
(4.9)

where Pr is the allocated relay power. In accordance with Telatar’s conjecture

[15] power is equally distributed across the relaying terminals to minimize outage

probability. In addition for the purpose of comparison the transmit power of each

relay node is limited to Pr = Ps/4 ensuring each node in the network experiences

an equivalent SNR, which is standard practice used in the evaluation of similar

schemes [69, 72].

4.3 Multi-Carrier Receiver

4.3.1 Pre-processing

4.3.1.1 Delay Correction

As a precursor to linear combining, pre-processing in the form of CP removal

and then re-alignment is required. Without loss of generality it shall be assumed

that the spatial branch with the shortest propagation delay is observed through

the relaying path associated with the r-MT denoted by R1, as a basis for CP

removal. Obtaining coarse synchronization with the relaying branch associated

with the shortest propagation delay minimizes the CP length, as the CP length is

only proportional to the delay spread, i.e. difference between the minimum and

maximum propagation delay observed across the relaying branches as illustrated

in Figure 4.4, in this implementation. Assuming the maximum delay spread is

smaller than the redundancy in the form of a CP then the orthogonality between

the OFDM symbols retransmitted via each r-MT is not violated. Furthermore,

it is understood that CP insertion at the transmitter and removal at the receiver
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converts a linear convolution into a circular convolution [73, Page 202] enabling

channel matrix to be described using a circulant matrix which has the useful

property of being reduced to a diagonal matrices through a DFT.

Figure 4.4: Representation of CP removal assuming synchronization with R1

Recalling that a time-reversal operation (4.8) was implemented by all par-

ticipating r-MTs on the 2nd and 3rd re-transmitted frames, a simple correction

performed only on the 2nd and 3rd OFDM symbols at the d-MT is required to

re-align the information symbols which is implemented in the form of a circular

shift,

ζ ′(a[n]) = a[〈n− (Np + 1)〉N ] (4.10)

where 〈·〉N denotes a modulo-N operation. Overall processing at the r-MTs (4.8)

and d-MT (4.10) is equivalent to an N-point DFT or IDFT transform applied

twice, i.e. P = FN FN , on the unordered OFDM symbols transmitted from the

s-MT,

Pa = [a[0], a[N − 1], . . . , a[1]]T (4.11)

The effective channel response via the r-MT denoted by Rj in the frequency-

domain is encapsulated in the channel matrix Hj. The assumed flat-fading chan-

nel response over all the communication links in the channel introduces no varia-

tion in the absolute channel gains. Asynchronous delay in the time-domain does
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however introduce a phase change in the frequency-domain as a function of the

sub-carrier index k,

[Hj]k,k :=

{
hd,jhs,je

−j2πkτj/N j ∈ {1, 4}
hd,jh

∗
s,je
−j2πkτj/N j ∈ {2, 3}

(4.12)

This channel model approximates the linear phase rotations at discretely sam-

pled frequency intervals arising due to the re-transmission delay τj associated with

signals received via Rj. An equivalent input-output relationship, derived in Ap-

pendix 4.7 (Derivation I), for the collaborative network in the frequency-domain

can now be represented in matrix notation which collaborates the processing

described above,


y(1)

y(2)∗

y(3)∗

y(4)

 =
√
β


H1 H2P H3P H4

H∗2 −H∗1P H∗4P −H∗3
H∗3 H∗4P −H∗1P −H∗2
H4 −H3P −H2P H1




s(1)

s(2)

s(3)

s(4)

+


w(1)

w(2)∗

w(3)∗

w(4)

 (4.13)

y = Hs + w (4.14)

where y(i) and w(i) denote the ith OFDM symbol received at the d-MT with the

associated noise component respectively. The noise incident at the d-MT is com-

posed of the forwarded noise observed at the r-MTs and is therefore conditioned

on the MISO channel response between r-MTs and the d-MT as shown,

w(i) =
4∑
j=1

hd,jṽ
(i)
j + v

(i)
d (4.15)

which demonstrates the decomposition of the observed noise in the frequency-

domain forwarded from the relays and denoted by ṽ
(i)
j in addition to incident

noise at the d-MT receiver alone denoted by v
(i)
d . The new noise vector w in

(4.15) remains uncorrelated with the statistics N(0,Σw) assuming,

Σw := N0I4N

(
β2

4∑
j=1

|hd,j|2 + 1

)
(4.16)

which shows that the noise incident at the d-MT is conditioned on the individual

channel gains between the r-MTs and the d-MT.
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4.3.1.2 Linear Combining

Efficient linear combining in the frequency-domain is proved possible via exploit-

ing the diagonal structure of Hj (4.12) using frequency-domain processing via the

efficient FFT algorithm,


z(1)

z(2)

z(3)

z(4)

 =
√
β


HH

1 HT
2 HT

3 HH
4

PHH
2 −PHT

1 PHT
4 −PHH

3

PHH
3 PHT

4 −PHT
1 −PHH

2

HH
4 −HT

3 −HT
2 HH

1




y(1)

y(2)∗

y(3)∗

y(4)

 (4.17)

z = HHy (4.18)

Relay reordering (4.8) and re-alignment at the destination (4.10) now enable the

exploitation of the following properties for any arbitrary circulant matrix X,

PXP = X T and PX∗P = X H (4.19)

Adopting an overall input-output relationship it is relatively straightforward to

incorporate the intermediate expressions (4.13)-(4.18) into a simple system model,

z = As + v (4.20)

where v = HHw and,

A = β


Γz 0 0 Λz

0 Γz −PΛzP 0

0 −PΛzP Γz 0

Λz 0 0 Γz

 (4.21)

with diagonal sub-matrices composed as follows,

Γz =
4∑
j=1

HH
j Hj (4.22)

Λz = 2<{HH
1 H4 − HT

2 H∗3} (4.23)

After matched filtering at the d-MT the new noise vector v becomes correlated

with the statistics N(0,Σv), where
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Σv := Σ
1
2
wAΣ

1
2
w. (4.24)

However, the sparsity of the system matrix A decouples the information blocks

{s(1), s(4)} and {s(2), s(3)},[
z(1)

z(4)

]
= β

[
Γz Λz

Λz Γz

][
s(1)

s(4)

]
+

[
v(1)

v(4)

]
(4.25)

z14 = A14s14 + v14 (4.26)

[
z(2)

z(3)

]
= β

[
Γz −PΛzP

−PΛzP Γz

][
s(2)

s(3)

]
+

[
v(2)

v(3)

]
(4.27)

z23 = A23s23 + v23 (4.28)

simplifying the computational complexity of decoding the transmitted symbols

at the d-MT. In the next section the decoupled structure of A is leveraged to

propose low-complexity linear and non-linear decoders.

4.3.2 Multi-Carrier Decoding Strategies

4.3.2.1 Maximum-Likelihood Decoder

An ML decoder aims at solving an optimization problem by minimizing the metric

M over all feasible transmitted symbol vectors s from a given symbol alphabet

Ω,

ŝ = arg min
ŝ∈Ω4N

‖y −Hŝ‖2
2 (4.29)

where ‖·‖2 denotes the Euclidean norm operator. The ZMCSCG characteristics of

the noise component (4.16) negate the requirement for a pre-whitening transform

to evaluate the decision metric. Leveraging the decoupling observed after matched

filtering at the receiver yields an equivalent optimization problem under a pre-

whitening transform (4.24) to (4.29) as shown in Appendix 4.7 (Derivation II),
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ŝ = arg min
ŝ∈Ω4N

‖Σ−1/2
v (z−Aŝ) ‖2

2 (4.30)

≡ arg min
ŝ∈Ω4N

1

a
‖y −Hŝ‖2

2. (4.31)

where a = N0

(
β2
∑4

j=1 |hd,j|2 + 1
)

. To exploit the sparsity structure of A to

reduce the ML computational complexity the objective function in (4.30) is ex-

panded yielding,

‖Σ−1/2
v (z−Aŝ) ‖2

2 = zHΣ−1
v z− zHΣ−1

v Aŝ− ŝHAHΣ−1
v z (4.32)

+ŝHAHΣ−1
v Aŝ (4.33)

= zHΣ−1
v z− 1

a
zH ŝ− 1

a
ŝHz +

1

a
ŝHAŝ (4.34)

using the substitution Σv = aA and elementary manipulations. Clearly, the first

term in (4.34) is independent of the decision vector ŝ and therefore doesn’t affect

the value of the objective function when evaluating prospective symbol estimates,

reducing (4.30) to,

ŝ = arg min
ŝ∈Ω4N

ŝHAŝ− zH ŝ− ŝHz (4.35)

assuming the objective function is scalar invariant. Further decomposition is

possible when applying system decoupling similarly demonstrated in (4.25) and

(4.27) to yield two reduced order optimization problems equivalent to (4.35),

ŝ14 = arg min
ŝ14∈Ω2N

ŝH14A14ŝ14 − zH14ŝ14 − ŝH14z14 (4.36)

ŝ23 = arg min
ŝ23∈Ω2N

ŝH23A23ŝ23 − zH23ŝ23 − ŝH23z23 (4.37)

Further decoupling of the optimization problem is possible by observing the struc-

ture of A to determine two optimization metrics that enable pairwise symbol

estimation for each sub-carrier indexed by the variable k,

M14,k

(
ŝ

(1)
k , ŝ

(4)
k

)
=

(
β

4∑
j=1

|h(j)
k |

2

)(
|̂s(1)
k |

2 + |̂s(4)
k |

2
)

+2Re{αkβŝ
(1)
k ŝ

(4)∗
k − z

(1)∗
k ŝ

(1)
k − z

(4)∗
k ŝ

(4)
k } (4.38)
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M23,k

(
ŝ

(2)
k , ŝ

(3)
k

)
=

(
β

4∑
j=1

|h(j)
k |

2

)(
|̂s(2)
k |

2 + |̂s(3)
k |

2
)

+2Re{−α̃kβŝ
(2)
k ŝ

(3)∗
k − z

(2)∗
k ŝ

(2)
k − z

(3)∗
k ŝ

(3)
k } (4.39)

where for simplicity h
(j)
k := [Hj]k,k according to (4.12), α = diag(Λ) and α̃ = Pα.

Optimizing the ML estimator based on the structure of the coupling matrix A

after matched filtering reduces the computational complexity to order O(2N |Ω|2)

through pairwise decoding, using | · | in this instance to define the cardinality of

the symbol alphabet.

4.3.2.2 Zero-Forcing Decoder

ML decoders offer the best estimator at the expense of additional computation

complexity. A simpler and more straightforward method for estimation is one that

simply inverts the process that generates interference between the symbols to be

estimated, this type of receiver technique is referred as ZF. Assuming matched

filtering is performed then the output of the ZF operation can be expressed as,

zzf = A†z (4.40)

= s + A†v (4.41)

where † denotes the pseudo-inverse operator. Clearly, (4.41) eliminates ISI at

the cost of possible noise enhancement. The decoupling arising from matched

filter allows for separate ZF-operations to be performed on (4.26) and (4.28)

respectively,

z14,zf = A†14z14 (4.42)

z23,zf = A†23z23 (4.43)

In the case of non-singular A14 (4.25) and A23 (4.27), which occurs with a high

degree of probability, the sparsity patterns of the matrices represented in the

frequency-domain can be solved efficiently utilizing the factorization,
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A14 = ΠD14ΠT (4.44)

A23 = ΠD23ΠT (4.45)

assuming Π is a 2N ×2N permutation matrix with the associated block diagonal

matrices D14 := blkdiag(A
(1)
14 ,A

(2)
14 , . . . ,A

(N)
14 ) and D14 := blkdiag(A

(1)
23 ,A

(2)
23 , . . . ,A

(N)
23 )

where,

A
(k)
14 =

[
γ αk

αk γ

]
(4.46)

A
(k)
23 =

[
γ −α̃k
−α̃k γ

]
(4.47)

using the notation γ :=
∑4

j=1 |h
(j)
k |2. Leveraging the block diagonal structure en-

ables the ZF filters for each sub-carrier k to be determined as the simple inversion

of a 2× 2 matrix yielding,[
ŝ

(1)
k

ŝ
(4)
k

]
=

1

β (γ2 − α2
k)

[
γ −αk
−αk γ

][
z

(1)
k

z
(4)
k

]
(4.48)

ŝk14 = A
(k)−1
14 zk14 (4.49)

[
ŝ

(2)
k

ŝ
(3)
k

]
=

1

β (γ2 − α̃2
k)

[
γ α̃k

α̃k γ

][
z

(2)
k

z
(3)
k

]
(4.50)

ŝk23 = A
(k)−1
23 zk23 (4.51)

The resulting decoding complexity is therefore linear in frame length O(N)

and the introduction of asynchronicity causes no additional computational com-

plexity over a ZF decoder operating on a symbol-by-symbol implementation in

the asynchronous case [48, Eq.3.45-3.46].
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4.3.2.3 Minimum Mean Square Error Decoder

It is possible to derive an estimator that aims to minimize the MSE when in-

corporating the affects of the noise into the estimation process; this category of

estimator is referred to as a MMSE estimator. Using the signal model described

previously (4.19) it is possible to express the residual MSE after filtering the

observation with a linear-MMSE filter Q as,

J = E
{
‖Qz− s‖2

F

}
(4.52)

= E
{
‖ (QA− I) s−Qv‖2

F

}
(4.53)

= E
{
tr
{

((QA− I) s−Qv) ((QA− I) s−Qv)H
}}

(4.54)

= tr
{

(QA− I)
(
AHQH − I

)}
+ tr

{
QΣwAQH

}
(4.55)

where ‖·‖F and tr{·} denote the Frobenius norm and trace operators respectively.

The following a-priori statistical expectations,

E{ssH} = σ2
sI4N (4.56)

E{vvH} = Σv = ΣwA (4.57)

E{svH} = 04N (4.58)

are used to determine the expression (4.55) from (4.54). Differentiating (4.55)

with respect to the linear filter QH results in,

∂J

∂QH
= σ2

s (QA− I) AH + QΣwA (4.59)

The filter resulting in the minimum MSE is then determined as,

Q̂ = AH

(
AAH +

1

σ2
s

ΣwA

)−1

(4.60)

=

(
A +

1

σ2
s

Σw

)−1

(4.61)

Observing that (4.61) has the same structure as A, equivalent factorization op-

erations using permutation matrices can be repeated (but not shown here for
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brevity) from the analysis in the ZF decoder to yield pairwise decoupled MMSE

decoders as shown,

[
ŝ

(1)
k

ŝ
(4)
k

]
=

1

β

((
γ + σ2

w

βσ2
s

)2

− α2
k

) [ γ + σ2
w

βσ2
s
−αk

−αk γ + σ2
w

βσ2
s

][
z

(1)
k

z
(4)
k

]
(4.62)

ŝk14 = Qk
14z

k
14 (4.63)

[
ŝ

(2)
k

ŝ
(3)
k

]
=

1

β

((
γ + σ2

w

βσ2
s

)2

− α2
k

) [ γ + σ2
w

βσ2
s

α̃k

α̃k γ + σ2
w

βσ2
s

][
z

(2)
k

z
(3)
k

]
(4.64)

ŝk23 = Qk
23z

k
23 (4.65)

4.3.3 Simulation Results

For multi-carrirer QOSTBC enabled asynchronous designs various decoding strate-

gies at the d-MT are examined to compare decoding performance against com-

plexity. The simulation environment assumes the parameters; N = 64, Np = 15,

τmax = 15 and τi ∼ U(0, τmax]. The symbols are assumed to be QPSK. De-

coding performance is evaluated against the normalized SNR, energy per bit to

noise power spectral density ratio Eb/N0, observed at the r-MTs. The channel

observed in the second phase of transmission is assumed to be MISO.

Case Study 15: Figure 4.5 depicts BER versus Eb/N0 [dB] for DF relaying

using multi-carrier asynchronous Alamouti [69] and QOSTBC processing at the

r-MTs. The DF protocol for Alamouti coded OFDM proposed in [67] assumes

perfect decoding in the first-phase at all the r-MTs. To allow a comparison

against proposed AF schemes which will be later presented; perfect decoding

is not assumed. Instead a transport block (4.1) is defined as the number of

information symbols broadcast from the s-MT to the participating r-MTs. If

a single r-MT decodes the transport block without error1 then it retransmits

1The r-MT may perform a simple Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) to determine decoding
errors.
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the ST-encoded data to the d-MT. In the event that errors are detected in the

decoded transport block then it is discarded and the r-MT does not re-transmit

any data in the second phase of the protocol [69]. The DF variant performs the

same ST-processing as the AF with the exception that noise incident at the r-

MT is not forwarded to the d-MT. It is worth noting the BER results are now

a function of the transport block size and the probability of a transport block

being discarded by a r-MT is proportional to N ,

Prtb(Ri) = 1− (1− Prbit(Ri))
N (4.66)

where Prtb(Ri) and Prbit(Ri) are the probabilities that a transport block and bit

errors are observed at r-MT Ri.

In the very low-SNR range there is a high probability that the r-MTs will not

decode a transport block without errors; therefore resulting in a high-probability

of a transport block being discarded. To simplify the protocol in the simulation

study it is assumed that d-MT decodes without knowledge of this event and

therefore a near 50% BER is observed for all schemes. For a mid-to-high SNR

range (Eb/N0 > 5 dB) it is clearly demonstrated in Figure 4.5 that the QOSTBC

more than compensates over the Alamouti scheme for the increased likelihood of

transport block errors and resulting discards at the r-MT through diversity gain.

Focusing on the QOSTBC results, it is observed that at a low SNR little

decoding advantage is achieved between the ZF and ML decoders. Without

knowledge at the d-MT of decoding error state at individual r-MT then adopting

an assumption that all mobiles retransmit clearly results in sub-optimal decoding

at the d-MT. Under the DF protocol used here the marginal benefit of decoding

complexity against BER performance is illustrated in the results.

Case Study 16: Depicted in Figure 4.6 are BER versus Eb/N0 [dB] for AF

relaying protocol using multi-carrier asynchronous Alamouti [69] and QOSTBC

processing at the r-MTs. Again the results are generated with the same parame-

ters adopted in the previous simulation study to enable direct comparison. In this

case study an r-MT retransmits transparently and independently of the observed

symbols therefore simplifying the processing at the r-MT since no additional de-

coding is required.
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Figure 4.5: Evaluation of Robust DF Multi-Carrier Asynchronous Relay Schemes;

BER versus Eb/N0 [dB].
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Figure 4.6: Evaluation of Robust AF Multi-Carrier Asynchronous Relay Schemes;

BER versus Eb/N0 [dB].

In Figure 4.6 it is observed that there is marginal gain in deploying the addi-

tional r-MTs in the low-SNR region (Eb/N0 < 5 dB). In the higher-SNR region

(Eb/N0 ≥ 5 dB), there is a distinct diversity gain in exploiting a higher-order

VAA independent of the decoding technique used at the d-MT. Improved de-

coder performance in BER is possible at a higher SNR (Eb/N0 > 10 dB) when

performing the more computationally complex ML decoding. Interestingly, the

MMSE decoder shadows the performance of the ML decoder whilst offering lit-

tle additional complexity over the ZF decoder which discards noise statistics in

deriving an estimate of the transmitted symbols. Interestingly, although when

operating using an AF protocol additional noise is observed at the d-MT the de-

coding performance of the AF schemes compares favorably to the DF counterpart

depicted in Figure 4.5 and only starts to introduce a higher BER at the end of

the SNR range evaluated in the simulations.
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Figure 4.7: Evaluation of Robust AF Multi-Carrier Asynchronous Relay Schemes

with Clustering; BER versus Eb/N0

Case Study 17: Depicted in Figure 4.7 is the network performance evalu-

ated using the BER metric versus Eb/N0 [dB] for various cluster sizes assuming

optimal-ML decoding at the d-MT. When implementing clustering it is assumed

that several r-MTs spaced geographically close together form a cluster and ex-

ecute the same spatial branch of the space-time code-book. Clearly, Figure 4.7

illustrates that increasing the cluster size improves BER performance for any

given SNR. The available transmit power at the r-MTs is inversely proportional

to the cluster size so that the total relaying power constraint Ps is still satisfied.

One distinct advantage of adopting clustering is the reduction in the required

transmit power for an individual r-MT, which is inversely proportional to the

cluster size when compared with a scheme not adopting clustering.
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4.3.4 Summary

When the condition τmax ≤ Np and the CP is not violated the proposed asyn-

chronous scheme achieves exactly the same decoding performance as the syn-

chronous case. As demonstrated previously the computational complexity of the

proposed ZF, MMSE and ML decoders is equivalent to a synchronous scheme

where transmitter encoding is performed on a symbol-by-symbol basis instead of

block-encoding advocated for asynchronous transmission. The disadvantage of

the asynchronous schemes as compared to equivalent synchronous schemes is a

degradation in bandwidth efficiency due to the additional redundancy of the CP.

4.4 Single-Carrier Receiver

4.4.1 Pre-processing and Interference Issues

Many of the initial pre-processing stages adopted for multi-carrier transmission

are replicated at the receiver side in the single-carrier scheme to simplify equal-

ization. These include CP removal in order to remove IBI and timing correction

applied to the 2nd and 3rd received frames; these operations are documented in

Section 4.3.1 and therefore will not be discussed in detail when reviewing the

operations of the single-carrier receiver.

The proposed single-carrier receiver again leverages the DFT to express the

input-output system using diagonal frequency-domain channel matrices defined

in (4.12),


y(1)

y(2)∗

y(3)∗

y(4)

 =


FH
NH1FN FH

NH2FN FH
NH3FN FH

NH4FN

FNH∗2F
H
NP −FNH∗1F

H
NP FNH∗4F

H
NP −FNH∗3F

H
NP

FNH∗3F
H
NP FNH∗4F

H
NP −FNH∗1F

H
NP −FNH∗2F

H
NP

FH
NH4FN −FH

NH3FN −FH
NH2FN FH

NH1FN




s(1)

s(2)

s(3)

s(4)

+


w(1)

w(2)∗

w(3)∗

w(4)


(4.67)

Utilizing the properties of the permutation matrix P to manipulate (4.67) leads

to,
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y(1)

y(2)∗

y(3)∗

y(4)

 =


FH
N

FN

FN

FH
N




H1 H2 H3 H4

H∗2 −H∗1 H∗4 −H∗3
H∗3 H∗4 −H∗1 −H∗2
H4 −H3 −H2 H1




FNs(1)

FNs(2)

FNs(3)

FNs(4)

+


w(1)

w(2)∗

w(3)∗

w(4)


(4.68)

y = H (I4 ⊗ FN) s + w (4.69)

where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product and again y(i) and w(i) denote the ith pro-

cessed received frame at the d-MT with the associated noise component respec-

tively which has identical statistical characteristics to that of the noise observed

at the multi-carrier receiver (4.16).

4.4.1.1 Linear Combining

Again efficient linear combining via a matched filter is possible in the frequency-

domain. This time the matched filter is constructed in matrix form as,

HH =


HH

1 HT
2 HT

3 HH
4

HH
2 −HT

1 HT
4 −HH

3

HH
3 HT

4 −HT
1 −HH

2

HH
4 −HT

3 −HT
2 HH

1




FH
N

FN

FN

FH
N

 (4.70)

Multiplying (4.69) by the matched filtering matrix yields the decoupled form

similar to the multi-carrier protocol,

z = Ã (I4 ⊗ FN) s + v (4.71)

where again v = HHw. However, unlike the multi-carrier scheme (4.21) the

coupling matrix does not in the single-carrier implementation result in time-

reversal on the off-diagonal,

Ã = β


Γz 0 0 Λz

0 Γz −Λz 0

0 −Λz Γz 0

Λz 0 0 Γz

 (4.72)
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To simplify the process of equalization and detection the structure of Ã allows

for an equivalent set of expressions which decouple the overall system into two

equivalent subsystems as was previously elaborated in the discussion of the multi-

carrier receiver and therefore will not be covered in any further detail here,[
z(1)

z(4)

]
= β

[
Γz Λz

Λz Γz

][
FNs(1)

FNs(4)

]
+

[
v(1)

v(4)

]
(4.73)

z14 = Ã14 (I2 ⊗ FN) s14 + v14 (4.74)

[
z(2)

z(3)

]
= β

[
Γz −Λz

−Λz Γz

][
FNs(2)

FNs(3)

]
+

[
v(2)

v(3)

]
(4.75)

z23 = Ã23 (I2 ⊗ FN) s23 + v23 (4.76)

In the next section the structure of the system matrices in the frequency-domain is

exploited to perform low-complexity equalization and pre-processing techniques.

4.4.1.2 ISI-Generating Mechanism

In the original network model the underlying sub-channels, denoted as the chan-

nels observed between participating nodes with the network, were classified as

quasi-static flat-fading for the duration of the codeword transmission. Conspic-

uously, it can be observed that allowing for asynchronous retransmission at the

relay nodes can introduce frequency selective characteristics which are observed

at the destination node. Previously when designing the receiver for the multi-

carrier scheme significant ISI, i.e. more than the pairwise interference observed in

QOSTBCs, was avoided. The single-carrier scheme however suffers from signifi-

cant ISI, it is therefore worth understanding the properties of the ISI generating

mechanism before designing a receiver for its compensation.

A sub-carrier coupling matrix that exhibits fluctuations across the diagonal

is known to be frequency selective and introduces ISI in the time-domain which

complicates the symbol estimation task. Defining the N-point rectangular window

uk :=

{
1 0 ≤ n < N

0 else
(4.77)
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it is possible to specify the ISI generating effects in matrix form (using doubly

infinite sums unless otherwise stated),

[Λt]m,n = [FH
NΛFN ]m,n (4.78)

=
1

N

∑
k,l

ukul[Λ]k,l × ej
2π
N

(mk−nl) (4.79)

=
1

N

∑
k

ukαk × ej
2π
N

(m−n)k (4.80)

= (S(φ) ∗ V (φ)) |φ=−(m−n) (4.81)

In (4.81), S(φ) denotes,

S(φ) :=
N−1∑
k=0

αke
−j 2πk

N
φ (4.82)

= 2
N−1∑
k=0

<{h1,kh
∗
4,k − h2,kh

∗
3,k}e−j

2πk
N
φ (4.83)

= 2
N−1∑
k=0

ρ cos (2πkτ14 + ψ)− κ cos (2πkτ23 + ϕ) e−j
2πk
N
φ (4.84)

where for simplicity the following notation is adopted,

ρ := |h1h
∗
4| (4.85)

κ := |h2h
∗
3| (4.86)

τ14 := τ1 − τ4 (4.87)

τ23 := τ2 − τ3 (4.88)

ψ := θ1 − θ4 (4.89)

ϕ := θ2 − θ3 (4.90)

(4.91)

where the sub-carrier index for the channel notation in the definitions of ρ and κ

have been discarded since the cooperative channel is assumed to be flat-fading.

Additionally, V (φ) denotes the Dirichlet sinc function in the time-domain,
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V (φ) :=
1

N

N−1∑
k=0

e−j
2πk
N
φ (4.92)

=
1

N

1− e−j2πφ

1− e−j 2π
N
φ

(4.93)

=
sin(πφ)

Nsin(πφ/N)
e−jπφ(N−1)/N (4.94)

Equation (4.81) expresses the residual ISI generating mechanism where a visual-

ization of the problem is illustrated in Figure 4.8 a). Essentially, the residual in-

terference denoted by Λ generates a series of impulses S(φ) under a Discrete Time

Fourier Transform (DTFT) with spacing a function of the relative delay between

the spatial branches {1, 4}, {2, 3}. These impulses are then convolved with the

Dirichlet sinc V (φ) and sampled on the regular grid {φ : φ = m−n, (m−n) ∈ Z}.
With no asynchronous delay, i.e. τ14 = 0 and τ23 = 0, the nulls of V (φ) ∗ S(φ)

fall on the sampling points of the regular grid, implying

Λt = 2<{h1h
∗
4 − h2h

∗
3}IN (4.95)

However, in the asynchronous scenario the nulls of V (φ)∗S(φ) no longer fall on the

grid therefore non-zero ISI is generated across the entire frame. This is illustrated

when transforming the sub-system coupling matrix into the time-domain, e.g.

Ã14,t = FH
2NA14F2N (4.96)

which is illustrated in Figure 4.8 a).

4.4.2 Sub-Optimal Equalizers

4.4.2.1 Zero-Forcing Decoder

The structure of the observed signal after pre-processing and matched filtering

allows for very-low complexity equalization via the ZF-method. As with the

multi-carrier system the aim of the ZF-equalizer is to remove ISI without any

design consideration towards the possibility of noise enhancement that might

degrade the overall SNR, i.e.
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Figure 4.8: Single-carrier ISI representation: a) ISI illustration for subsystem

coupling matrix, b) Masking matrix

zzf = Qz (4.97)

= s + Qv (4.98)

It is observed (4.72) that after matched filtering IBI between s14 and s23 is can-

celled,

z14,zf = Q14z14 (4.99)

z23,zf = Q23z23 (4.100)

Using block matrix inversion techniques it is possible to show that the ZF-filters

can be expressed respectively as,

Q14 =
1

β

[
FH
N

FH
N

][
S−1 −S−1ΛzΓ

−1
z

−Γ−1
z ΛzS

−1 S−1

]
(4.101)
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Q23 =
1

β

[
FH
N

FH
N

][
S−1 S−1ΛzΓ

−1
z

Γ−1
z ΛzS

−1 S−1

]
(4.102)

where S := Γz − ΛzΓ
−1
z Λz defines the Schur complement. The noise covariance

matrix at the output of the ZF-receiver is,

Rzf = QE{vvH}QH (4.103)

= ΣwF̃H
4NÃ−1F̃4N (4.104)

Omitting the complexity of the linear pre-processing stages and observing that the

matrix multiplication in the ZF-filters (4.101) and (4.102) involve diagonal matrix

multiplication, the linear pre-processing required to equalize using a ZF-receiver

equates to one N -point FFT and IFFT per frame amounting to O(2log2N) op-

erations per information symbol.

4.4.2.2 Block Minimum Mean Square Error Decoder

Block MMSE equalization is also computationally inexpensive when performed

in the frequency-domain.

J = E
{
‖Qz− s‖2

F

}
= E

{
‖
(
QÃF̃4N − I

)
s−Qv‖2

F

}
= E

{
tr

{((
QÃF̃4N − I

)
s−Qv

)((
QÃF̃4N − I

)
s−Qv

)H}}
= tr

{(
QÃF̃4N − I

)(
F̃H

4NÃHQH − I
)}

+ tr
{

QΣwÃQH
}

(4.105)

Assuming that the a-priori statistical expectations used to derive the MMSE

equalizer for the multi-carrier scheme (4.19) then the block MMSE equalizer is

determined by differentiating (4.55) with respect to the linear filter QH results

in,

∂J

∂QH
= σ2

s

(
QÃF̃4N − I

)
F̃H

4NÃH + QΣwÃ (4.106)

The filter resulting in the minimum MSE is then determined as,
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Q̂ = F̃H
4NÃH

(
ÃÃH +

1

σ2
s

ΣwÃ

)−1

(4.107)

= F̃H
4N

(
Ã +

1

σ2
s

Σw

)−1

(4.108)

It can be noted that the MMSE-equalizer expressed in (4.107) can be further

simplified to operate on the decoupled symbol blocks yielding,

Q14 =
1

β

[
FH
N

FH
N

][
S̃−1 −S̃−1ΛzΓ̃

−1
z

−Γ̃−1
z ΛzS̃

−1 S̃−1

]
(4.109)

Q23 =
1

β

[
FH
N

FH
N

][
S̃−1 S̃−1ΛzΓ̃

−1
z

Γ̃−1
z ΛzS̃

−1 S̃−1

]
(4.110)

where Γ̃ := Γ + σ2
w

σ2
s
IN and S̃ := Γ̃z − ΛzΓ̃

−1
z Λz. Assuming the noise statis-

tics have been estimated there is minimal computational difference between the

implementation of the MMSE and ZF equalizers.

4.4.3 Simulation Results

Case Study 18: Figure 4.9 depicts BER versus Eb/N0 [dB] for DF relaying

using single-carrier asynchronous Alamouti and QOSTBC processing at the r-

MTs. The following simulation parameters, N = 64, Np = 15, τmax = 15 and

τi ∼ U(0, τmax], are adopted to facilitate comparison with the previously proposed

multi-carrier schemes illustrated earlier in the chapter. The symbols are assumed

to be QPSK.

Interestingly, both the Alamouti-based multi-carrier scheme, Figure 4.5, and

single-carrier scheme, Figure 4.9, demonstrate comparable results when ML-

decoding is adopted at the d-MT. This is also equally demonstrated when im-

plementing QOSTBC at the VAA in-conjunction with a ZF or MMSE processing

at the d-MT. When operating under a DF protocol the only, marginal, between

the multi-carrier and single-carrier enabled scheme is in the marginal difference

of transferring the DFT processing from the s-MT to the d-MT to facilitate

low-complexity combining and equalization. In addition the DF protocol when

operating under a multi-carrier transmission scheme introduces the additional
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of performance of various sub-optimal decoder strategies

for single-carrier asynchronous relay scheme; BER versus Eb/N0

IDFT and DFT processing at the r-MTs to decode the received symbols from

the s-MT before re-transmission; this additional processing at the r-MT is not

required in single-carrier transmission.

Case Study 19: Figure 4.10 depicts BER versus Eb/N0 [dB] for AF relaying

using single-carrier asynchronous Alamouti and QOSTBC processing at the r-

MTs. The simulation parameters used for the previous study are adopted in this

simulation study.

Again both the multi-carrier, Figure 4.6, and single-carrier schemes, Figure

4.10, demonstrate results similar to those of comparable decoding strategies at

the d-MT. Because the r-MTs adopt effectively transparent processing in the

AF protocol there is no requirement to transform the received symbols into the

frequency-domain for decoding purposes; therefore reducing the processing to a

generic implementation at the r-MTs independent of the carrier transmssion used
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of performance of various sub-optimal decoder strategies

for single-carrier asynchronous relay scheme; BER versus Eb/N0

at the s-MT and d-MT.

Case Study 20: Depicted in Figure 4.11 is the network performance evaluated

using the BER metric versus Eb/N0 [dB] for various cluster sizes. The parameters

adopted for previous simulation studies in the chapter remain constant and only

specific changes for this study are highlighted. It is assumed for Alamouti-based

ST coding that the d-MT performs ML decoding for the QOSTBC case MMSE

decoding is assumed.

As with the AF protocol under multi-carrier transmission depicted in Figure

4.7; the multi-carrier transmission also advocates the use of clustering to reduce

the effective noise variance forwarded from the r-MTs. As with multi-carrier

transmission it is evident that the marginal benefits in increasing the cluster

order is reduced. However for participating r-MTs the addition benefit in reduced

transmit power for increasing the cluster order size provides an argument for
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of performance of various sub-optimal decoder strategies

for single-carrier asynchronous relay scheme; BER versus Eb/N0

adopting high order clustering in cooperative relay networks.

4.5 Orthogonalization of Asynchronous Distributed-

QOSTBC Designs

Assuming matched filtering is performed at the destination node for each of the

k = 1, . . . , N sub-carriers, then because of the quasi-orthogonality of the coding

scheme each symbol estimate is perturbed by ISI; as shown in the expression

below [26],
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γk 0 0 αk

0 γk −αk 0

0 −αk γk 0

αk 0 0 γk




s
(1)
k

s
(2)
k

s
(3)
k

s
(4)
k

 (4.111)

where γk =
∑4

j=1 ‖hj,k‖2 and αk = 2Re
{

h1,kh
∗
4,k − h2,kh

∗
3,k

}
. To cancel the αk

terms Toker et al. [26] proposed simple phase rotations, denoted by φk and θk, at

the third and fourth transmit antennas, corresponding to relay nodes three and

four in the scheme under consideration.

4.5.1 Frequency-Domain Orthogonalization

Although the original implementation of [26] was designed for a single-stage

single-carrier implementation, this can be extended to the scheme under study

by applying Toker’s algorithm for each OFDM sub-carrier independently using

the equivalent frequency-domain source to destination channel coefficients hj,k.

Applying the phase rotations at the appropriate nodes then enables the cross

diagonal αk terms to be canceled, i.e. α′k = 0,

α′k = 2Re{h1,1h∗4,1e
j(ψ(k−1)+θk)

−h2,1h∗3,1e
j(ω(k−1)+φk)} (4.112)

where

ψ = 2π(τ4 − τ1)/N (4.113)

ω = 2π(τ3 − τ2)/N (4.114)

denote the incremental phase offset introduced between sub-carriers by the asyn-

chronous delay spread between the fourth and first relay node and the delay

spread between the second and third nodes respectively. However, this simple

linear phase relationship across sub-carriers simplifies the calculation of the phase

rotators φk and θk to,

θk = θ1 − ψ(k − 1) (4.115)
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φk = φ1 − ω(k − 1) (4.116)

therefore only requiring the computation of the phase offset variables for the first

sub-carrier, i.e. θ1 and φ1, knowledge about the CSI for the first sub-carrier and

the asynchronous offset delays τ1, τ2, τ3 and τ4. This then reduces the feedback

requirements for the proposed scheme to the quantized parameters φ1, θk, ω and

ψ enabling the relay nodes to interpolate the necessary phase rotations over each

individual sub-carrier.

Assuming ideal error free feedback between the destination and relay nodes

three and four, the phase rotation can be implemented at each node using an

all-pass Linear-Time-Invariant (LTI) filter calculated using the computationally

efficient FFT/IFFT algorithm; this is illustrated in the following phase rotated

frequency domain channels,

H3 = FPτ3Hd,3F
HD(φ)FH∗s,3F

H (4.117)

H4 = FPτ4Hd,4F
HD(θ)FHs,4F

H (4.118)

Clearly, the processing suggested in (4.117) and (4.118) would require the signal

observed at the r-MTs to be transformed into the frequency-domain by use of

a DFT. Only then could a linear phase correction by applied to correct for the

asynchronicity across the VAA. In the ensuing analysis in the next section time-

domain Finite Impulse Response (FIR) and allpass filter designs will be applied

to approximate the bandlimited correction of the fractional digital delay observed

between relaying pairs.

4.5.2 Time-Domain Orthogonalization

In the preceeding analysis the distributed-QOSTBC was orthogonalized using

a phase compensation in the frequency-domain (4.117)-(4.118) to correct for a

delay spread due to the asynchronous retransmission of r-MTs. To mitigate the

effects of asynchronous re-transmission delay spread has to be nullified for each

transmitter pair,

(τ4 − τ1) = 0 (4.119)
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(τ3 − τ2) = 0 (4.120)

In the case of limiting the processing to the 3rd and 4th r-MTs would require; de-

laying the re-transmitted signal in the event τ4 < τ1 and/or τ3 < τ2, or predictive

filtering in the event τ4 > τ1 and/or τ3 > τ2. To limit the scope of the analysis

to the former; processing to introduce a delay to satisfy the conditions (4.119)

and (4.120) may be implemented across all participating r-MTs. One fundamen-

tal advantage of digital signal processing is in the event that the required delay

is an integer multiple of the sampling interval then a constant delay is simply

performed by storing samples in a memory buffer. When fractional delay of the

sampling interval is required more sophisticated signal processing techniques are

required. In the ensuing analysis both FIR and allpass filter design techniques

are presented with an emphasis on efficient implementations that provide fast

coefficient updating and provide accurate approximation of the continuous delay.

To simplify the processing at the r-MTs, the designs are limited to an in-depth

review of filter designs for Fractional Delay (FD) processing which are summa-

rized in some detail in [74] and only the most pertinent designs are reviewed for

application here.

4.5.2.1 Problem formulation and Ideal Solution

Assuming that a FD is required denoted by τ then the z-domain transfer function

of the LTI operation is defined as,

Hid(z) =
Y (z)

X(z)
= z−τ (4.121)

where X(z), Y (z) and Hid(z) denote the z-domain transforms of the input, output

and ideal filter response signals respectively. The frequency response of the filter

is then given by substituting z = e−jω,

Hid(e
−jω) = e−jωτ (4.122)

The impulse response h[n] of the ideal discrete-time linear-phase allpass filter

with unitary magnitude and constant group delay τ is obtained via the Inverse

Discrete Time Fourier Transform (IDTFT) [75],
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h[n] =
1

2π

∫ π

−π
H(e−jω)ejωndω, ∀n (4.123)

Substituting (4.122) into (4.123) defines the ideal impulse response as [74],

hid[n] =
sin[π(n− τ)]

π(n− τ)
= sinc(n− τ), ∀n (4.124)

It is well known that this infinite-length solution does not define a causal filter.

Approximating the ideal fractional delay τ by an N th-order FIR filter yields [75],

H(z) =
N∑
n=0

h[n]zn (4.125)

This introduces the problem of designing a filter h[n] such that the frequency-

domain error function [74],

E(e−jω) = H(e−jω)−Hid(e
−jω) (4.126)

is minimized with respect to an arbitrary objective function J{E(e−jω)}.

4.5.2.2 Lagrange FIR Approach

Using a specific filter design method, based on Lagrange interpolation, the error

function (4.129) can be made maximally flat at a specified frequency ω0. The

approximation is exact at this frequency therefore the derivatives of the frequency-

domain error function when evaluated at ω0 are set to zero [74],

dmE(e−jω)

dωm
|ω=ω0 = 0, m = 0, 1, . . . , N (4.127)

Differentiating then evaluating at ω0 = 0 produces a set of linear equations [74],

N∑
n=0

nmh[n] = τm (4.128)

This can also be expressed in matrix notation [74],

Vh = d (4.129)

where V represents a Vandermonde matrix [76],
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1 1 1 · · · 1

0 1 2 N

0 1 22 N2

...
. . .

...

0 1 2N · · · NN

 (4.130)

and h = [h[0], h[1], . . . , h[N ]]T with d = [0, τ 1, . . . , τN ]T . Oetken [76] then pre-

sented the solution using the classical Lagrange interpolation formula expressing

the solution,

h[n] =
N∏

k=0,k 6=n

τ − k
n− k

n = 0, 1, . . . , N (4.131)

The Lagrange filtering method for FD filtering has the following advantages [74]:

1. Easy closed-form explicit expressions for the coefficients enabling fast and

simple updating at the r-MTs.

2. Minimal magnitude distortion at low frequencies which can be upper bounded

to unity to maintain power constraints.

3. Selecting a symmetrical even-length filter which exhibits linear-phase.

4. Low order filters provide reasonable phase and magnitude response and are

fast and simple to compute at the r-MTs.

Generally, recursive Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters satisfy the required

frequency-domain specifications with lower order filters resulting in fewer mul-

tiplication operations than FIR counterparts. Therefore in the next section a

suitable closed-form all-pass filter design will be reviewed that can be viewed as

a recursive form of Lagrange interpolation.

4.5.2.3 Thiran IIR Approach

Similar to the FIR Lagrange interpolation filter previously proposed for FD pro-

cessing at the r-MTs; Thiran [77] proposed a suitable all-pole lowpass closed-form

filter design method demonstrating a maximally flat group delay response at zero
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frequency. It is worth noting that in the all-pole Thiran design the FD parameter

τ must be halved because of the property that the group delay of an all-pass filter

is twice that of the equivalent all-pole filter [74].

Assuming the z-domain transfer function for an N th-order allpass filter takes

the form,

H(z) =
z−ND(z−1)

D(z)
(4.132)

=
aN + aN−1z

−1 + . . .+ a1z
−(N−1) + z−N

1 + a1z−1 + . . .+ aN−1z−(N−1) + aNz−N
(4.133)

Thiran’s solution for the all-pass filter coefficients approximating the delay τ is

given by [77],

ak = (−1)k

(
N

k

)
N∏
n=0

τ −N + n

τ −N + k + n
(4.134)

where, (
N

k

)
=

N !

k!(N − k)!
(4.135)

is a binomial coefficient and (·)! denotes the factorial operand. The Thiran filter-

ing method for FD filtering has the following advantages [74]:

1. Only known solution where coefficients are expressed in closed-form [74],

which is similar to the Lagrange method enabling fast and simple updating

at the r-MTs.

2. All-pass properties introduce zero magnitude distortion at all frequencies.

3. For large enough τ the all-pass IIR filter design is guaranteed to be stable

[77].

4. Low-order filters provide reasonable phase and magnitude response and are

fast and simple to compute at the r-MTs.

The application of Thiran filtering in addition to the Lagrangian method for FD

processing is considered next in the following system level simulation studies.
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4.5.3 Simulation Results

Case Study 21: Depicted in Figure 4.12 are BER versus Eb/N0 [dB] for AF

relaying protocol using multi-carrier asynchronous Alamouti [69] and QOSTBC

processing at the r-MTs. In this simulation study; CSI and optimal-ML decoding

is assumed at the d-MT. Again to enable comparisons between simulation results

the following simulation parameters are adopted; N = 64, Np = 15, τmax = 15

and τi ∼ U(0, τmax]. The symbols are assumed to be QPSK.

Figure 4.12 compares the novel full-rate QOSTBC scheme with the Alamouti-

based OFDM implementation [69] and illustrates the performance improvements

achieved using the feedback enabled phase rotation proposed by Toker [26] at

the r-MTs. Firstly, in the absence of feedback, QOSTBC enabled ST-coding

across the VAA demonstrates increased diversity gains and improved BER per-

formance over the SNR range observed when compared with the Alamouti-based

OFDM scheme. When infinite precision feedback is introduced, Figure 4.12

clearly demonstrates the increased diversity gain offered by orthogonalizing the

channel. In the event that errors are introduced in the feedback channel, either

through CSI estimation errors at the d-MT or time-variations in the channel, the

QOSTBC enabled scheme adopts the open-loop BER characteristics therefore en-

suring a robust transmission scheme in the event of feedback channel failure. In

this simulation study it is assumed that the r-MT processing to perform channel

orthogonalization is based on the frequency-domain orthogonalization described

in Section 4.5.1.

Case Study 22: Depicted in Figure 4.13 are BER versus Eb/N0 [dB] for AF

relaying protocol using multi-carrier asynchronous QOSTBC processing at the

r-MTs with optimal-ML implemented at the d-MT. Again to enable comparisons

between simulation results the previous simulation parameters are adopted.

The previous simulation study assumed a feedback channel between the d-

MT and r-MTs that supported infinite precision. For a realizable system some

quantization of the phase rotation should be adopted to limit the bandwidth re-

quirements of the feedback channel; therefore two simple strategies are adopted to

obtain the results presented in Figure 4.13. The first strategy, termed Sub-Carrier

Phase Quantization (SCPQ), quantizes the phase rotation variables φk, θk ∈
{0,±π

2
, π} by only feeding back two-bits per sub-carrier to r-MTs R3 and R4;
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of BER performance for multi-carrier QOSTBC asyn-

chronous relay scheme with ideal frequency-domain channel orthogonalization;

BER versus Eb/N0

therefore creating an overhead of 128 bits per feedback channel when N = 64.

The second strategy, referred to on Figure 4.12 as Sub-Carrier Quantized Linear

Phase Interpolation (SCQLPI), adopts the same encoding approach previously

used for the first sub-carrier, k = 1. In addition a quantized linear phase offset;

the linear relationship in (4.115,4.116), is encoded to the nearest half-sampled

delay interval, i.e. {0, 1/2, . . . , 15} therefore providing a resolution to the nearest

half-sampling interval. This SCQLPI scheme reduces the feedback overhead in

the simulations to 12-bits, providing a feedback overhead saving in excess of 90%,

assuming 4-bits account for the quantized phase rotation for the first sub-carrier

[k=1] and the remaining 8-bits determine the delay offset correction between

sub-carriers. As shown in Figure 4.13 SCQLPI performs favorably in contrast to

SCPQ, and the feedback overhead is proportional to the maximum asynchronous

delay between relay nodes in contrast to the SCPQ scheme which is proportional

to the OFDM symbol length.

Case Study 23: Depicted in Figure 4.14 is the magnitude and phase response

of Lagrange FD filter designs of order {1, 2, . . . , 5}. The FD under which the
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of BER performance for multi-carrier QOSTBC asyn-

chronous relay scheme with quantized frequency-domain channel orthogonaliza-

tion; BER versus Eb/N0

filters are evaluated is assumed to be the worse-case approximation of half a

sample delay τ = 0.5 [74]. Only the fractional part of the delay is illustrated

in the results, clearly the filter will introduce some delay proportional to the

filter order which needs to be compensated for in the deployment for cooperative

networks.

Interestingly, when τ = 0.5 the coefficient symmetry of the even-length filters

results in linear-phase across the normalized frequency[74]. However the magni-

tude response deteriorates at high-frequencies due to the zero at ω = π [74]. The

tradeoff between odd and even filters will be evident in the simulation results

presented next.

Case Study 24: Depicted in Figure 4.15 are BER versus Eb/N0 [dB] for AF

relaying protocol using various Lagrange FD designs assuming multi-carrier asyn-

chronous QOSTBC processing at the r-MTs with optimal-ML implemented at the

d-MT. Again to enable comparisons between simulation results the previous sim-

ulation parameters are adopted. It is assumed that the time-domain filtering is

implemented at baud rate. Increasing the sampling-rate improves the approx-
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Figure 4.14: FIR Fractional Delay Filter Lagrange Interpolation Design; Magni-

tude & Phase Delay Response

imation bandwidth of the Lagrange FD filter designs, as illustrated in Figure

4.14.

Initially it is evident in Figure 4.15 that some of the Lagrange FD filter de-

signs yield a worsening in BER performance than when operating in open-loop

QOSTBC as is demonstrated in Figure 4.12. This can be explained by the loss in

magnitude in the upper frequency range which is a characteristic of the Lagrange

design as exhibited in Figure 4.14. Conspicuously, the only design to outperform

open-loop QOSTBC was L = 5 and this is attributed to a trade-off in approxi-
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mation performance both in magnitude and phase to the ideal solution (4.124).

Increasing the filter order based on Lagrange designs improves the approximation

to the ideal solution at high frequencies; however the approximation bandwidth

increased very slowly as the filter order increases [74].
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of BER performance for multi-carrier QOSTBC asyn-

chronous relay scheme with Lagrange time-domain channel orthogonalization;

BER versus Eb/N0

Case Study 25: Depicted in Figure 4.16 are the magnitude and phase responses

of Thiran FD filter designs of orders {1, 2, . . . , 5}. The FD under which the filters

are evaluated is assumed to be the same as that used to generate Lagrange results

in Figure 4.14, i.e. half a sample delay τ = 0.5.

Case Study 26: Depicted in Figure 4.17 are BER versus Eb/N0 [dB] for AF

relaying protocol using various Thiran FD designs assuming multi-carrier asyn-

chronous QOSTBC processing at the r-MTs with optimal-ML implemented at

the d-MT. Again to enable comparisons between simulation results the previous

simulation parameters are adopted. It is assumed that the time-domain filter-

ing is implemented at the baud rate. As with the Lagrange designs, increasing
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Figure 4.16: IIR Fractional Delay Filter Thiran Closed-Form Design; Magnitude

& Phase Delay Response

the sampling-rate improves the approximation bandwidth of the Thiran FD filter

designs, as illustrated in Figure 4.16.

In contrast to Lagrange FD filter designs, Figure 4.17 demonstrates signifi-

cant improvement in BER performance for the Thiran implementation. This can

be attributed to the all-pass magnitude response of the filter and the robust-

ness of the feedback scheme advocated by Toker [48] to phase errors. Clearly

very simple first and second order designs yield improvements over the open-loop

implementation.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of BER performance for multi-carrier QOSTBC asyn-

chronous relay scheme with Thiran time-domain channel orthogonalization; BER

versus Eb/N0

4.6 Conclusions

This chapter introduced novel asynchronous designs for robust flat-fading cooper-

ative relay networks. Based on the fundamental analysis of the previous chapter;

QOSTBCs were shown to demonstrate significant capacity and throughput en-

hancements over more traditional orthogonal-designs. Specifically, the significant

gains offered in non-ergodic channels demonstrated the robustness of QOSTBC

to outage. This provided the motivation to focus on overcoming one of the fun-

damental challenges to realizable distributed-ST enabled cooperative networks;

namely, timing synchronization between all the participating nodes in the pro-

tocol. This chapter introduced novel asynchronous designs that leverage the

diversity gains offered by QOSTBC as well as exploiting transmission schemes al-

ready adapted for frequency-selective channels to the pertinent problem of timing-

synchronization. The specific details of the material covered in the chapter can

be summarized as follows.

After a brief introduction, Section 4.2 introduces a simplified network model

based on a single s-MT communicating with a d-MT via a set of r-MTs form-
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ing a VAA. It is assumed that the nodes cooperate according to a half-duplex

protocol to simplify the requirements for each r-MT. The problem of asnychro-

nization between the r-MTs which observe a different round-trip-delay is illus-

trated through a network signal model that gives valuable insight into the design

of asynchronous designs for cooperative relay networks. The processing at the

s-MT to mitigate delay observed at the d-MT is described for both multi-carrier

and single-carrier transmission. Finally, the VAA generic processing for the novel

cooperative QOSTBC scheme is derived for the versatile AF relaying where it

can easily be adapted for DF. The proposed processing at the r-MTs proves to

be independent of both single- and multi-carrier transmission.

In Section 4.3 the specific processing required to facilitate decoding at the d-

MT is detailed. The intricacies of delay correction, CP removal and combining at

the receiver are discussed specifically for the proposed asynchronous multi-carrier

QOSTBC scheme. After the symbols are initially pre-processed several computa-

tionally feasible decoding strategies are presented: namely, ZF, MMSE and ML.

Although the processing to mitigate the effects of asynchronous re-transmssion

at the r-MTs is block-based it is proven to be comparable to the more traditional

QOSTBC schemes deployed in traditional synchronous co-located systems. Simu-

lation results based on both DF and AF relaying verify the utility of the proposed

scheme.

In Section 4.4 the strategies used at the d-MT to decode a QOSTBC base

on single-carrier transmission are explored. Differences in the required pre-

processing are discussed with the main deviation resulting from the transferal

of the IDFT from the s-MT to the d-MT to still enabling efficient linear comb-

ing to be performed in the frequency-domain. Uniquely to QOSTBC using the

proposed asynchronous scheme, which is not observed for OSTBC, the effect

of round-trip-delays at the r-MTs introduces ISI within a transmission frame.

This phenomenon is not observed in the multi-carrier scheme since decoding can

be performed solely in the frequency-domain. Specifically, for the single-carrier

scheme block-based ZF and MMSE equalizers are derived to mitigate these ef-

fects. Simulation results based on both DF and AF relaying verify that even in the

presence of ISI the single-carrier scheme produces comparable BER performance

to the multi-carrier scheme under ZF and MMSE.

In Section 4.5 the idea of orthogonalizing the quasi-orthogonal channel using
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techniques derived by Toker [26] is revisited for adaptation to asynchronous coop-

erative relay networks. Initially a very simple implementation is presented that

orthogonalizes the channel by correcting for the delay introduced by perform-

ing a simple phase rotation at the r-MTs in the frequency-domain. Later two

time-domain techniques are presented in the form of FD filters that compensate

for delays introduced at the r-MTs. The requirement for an adaptive FD filter

in arbitrary network deployments and low-mobility situations is catered for by

using closed-form FD filtering designs that closely approximate optimal solutions

when implemented close to the baud rate of the system. Various simulation stud-

ies based on both DF and AF relaying verify the BER performance gains offer

through quantized feedback and simple processing at the r-MTs.

This chapter presented novel QOSTBC schemes that overcome some of the

pertinent challenges facing the deployment of robust cooperative relay networks.

In the next chapter the coding schemes developed here are extended to the more

challenging channels experienced under high-data rates.

4.7 Appendix

Derivation I. It is proven here that,


y(1)

y(2)∗

y(3)∗

y(4)

 =


H1 H2P H3P H4

H∗2 −H∗1P H∗4P −H∗3
H∗3 H∗4P −H∗1P −H∗2
H4 −H3P −H2P H1




s(1)

s(2)

s(3)

s(4)

+


w(1)

w(2)∗

w(3)∗

w(4)

 (4.136)

To simplify the ensuing expressions the noise terms are omitted for brevity. Using

the previously stated expressions for the source (5.163), relay received (4.6) and

relay transmitted (4.7) signals it is possible to show the equivalent expressions

for each frame received at the destination following initial pre-processing to be,

y(1) = h1Φ1FNFH
N s̃(1) − h2Φ2FNFN s̃(2)∗ − h3Φ3FNFN s̃(3)∗ + h4Φ4FNFH

N s̃(4)

(4.137)
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y(2) = h2Φ2FNPFN s̃(1)∗+h1Φ1FNPFH
N s̃(2)−h4Φ4FNPFH

N s̃(3)−h3Φ3FNPFN s̃(4)∗

(4.138)

y(3) = h3Φ3FNPFN s̃(1)∗−h4Φ4FNPFH
N s̃(2)+h1Φ1FNPFH

N s̃(3)−h2Φ2FNPFN s̃(4)∗

(4.139)

y(4) = h4Φ4FNFH
N s̃(1) + h3Φ3FNFN s̃(2)∗ + h2Φ2FNFN s̃(3)∗ + h1Φ1FNFH

N s̃(4)

(4.140)

where the asynchronous delay is characterized in the matrix with diagonal ele-

ments [Φj]k,k := e−j2πkτj/N and following notation is used to simplify the expres-

sions,

h1 = hd,1hs,1 (4.141)

h2 = hd,2h
∗
s,2 (4.142)

h3 = hd,3h
∗
s,3 (4.143)

h4 = hd,4hs,4 (4.144)

Substituting the symbol remapping for the original symbols (4.1) and observing

the frequency-domain channel matrices (4.12) it is possible to express (4.137)-

(4.140) as,

y(1) = H1s
(1) + H2Ps(2) + H3Ps(3) + H4s

(4) (4.145)

y(2) = H2s
(1)∗ −H1Ps(2)∗ + H4Ps(3)∗ −H3s

(4)∗ (4.146)

y(3) = H3s
(1)∗ + H4Ps(2)∗ −H1Ps(3)∗ −H2s

(4)∗ (4.147)

y(4) = H4s
(1) −H3Ps(2) −H2Ps(3) + H1s

(4) (4.148)

Finally to express the equivalent input-output matrix form as shown in (4.136)

the observations y(2) and y(3) are conjugated.
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Derivation II It is proven here that,

‖y −Hŝ‖2
2 ≡ a‖Σ−1/2

v (z−Aŝ) ‖2
2 (4.149)

where a = N0

(
β2
∑4

j=1 |hd,j|2 + 1
)

. Expanding the term on the left of (4.149)

results in,

‖y −Hŝ‖2
2 = ‖H (s− ŝ) + w‖2

2

= (s− ŝ)H A (s− ŝ) + (s− ŝ)H HHw + wHH (s− ŝ) + wHw.

where in the second line the substitution A = HHH. In addition the expansion

of the right term results in,

‖Σ−1/2
v (z−Aŝ) ‖2

2 = ‖Σ−1/2
v (A (s− ŝ) + v) ‖2

2

= (s− ŝ)H AHΣ−1
v A (s− ŝ)

+ (s− ŝ)H AHΣ−1
v v + vHΣ−1

v A (s− ŝ) + vHΣ−1
v v

= (s− ŝ)H AΣ−1
w (s− ŝ)

+ (s− ŝ)H Σ−1
w HHw + wHHΣ−1

w (s− ŝ) + wHΣ−1
w w

=
1

a
‖y −Hŝ‖2

2

where the second line expands the Euclidean norm, the third line uses the sub-

stitutions Σv = ΣwA and v = HHw with simple mathematical manipulations.

Finally it is noted that Σw (4.16) is simply a scalar multiplied identity matrix

allow the last line of the expression to be reduced accordingly.
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Chapter 5

Asynchronous Broadband

Designs for Cooperative Relay

Networks

5.1 Introduction

A key requirement for future wireless networks will be the support of high-data

rate transfers whilst maintaining minimum Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements

for the next generation of applications. Recent research into cooperative relay

networks has demonstrated comparable diversity gains to MIMO systems with

local antenna arrays using the concept of cooperative diversity over a distributed

network of participating relay nodes. The spatial diversity offered by separate

single-antenna nodes cooperating to form a virtual antenna array can mitigate

some of the practical performance limitations of a local antenna array; such as

correlation which can reduce the achievable capacity and diversity gains offered

by the MIMO channel. Cooperative communication however poses addition chal-

lenges, specifically in the synchronization between participating nodes both in

time and frequency. In Chapter 4, asynchronous cooperative schemes were devel-

oped based on QOSTBCs to extract spatial diversity from the relay channel. In

this chapter those ideas are progressed for use in broadband networks.

For high-rate broadband wireless communication, channels can exhibit fre-

quency selectivity when the symbol period approximates the delay spread of the
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channel which can cause ISI [40]. Initially some asynchronous relaying schemes

[78, 79] tailored the simple but effective AF relaying methodology derived from

Alamouti coding [23] for use in flat-fading channels [69] to relay channels expe-

riencing frequency-selectivity. Although these schemes promised the simple AF

relay processing based on both single- and multi-carrier transmission; only spa-

tial diversity was extracted from the channel. Limiting the relaying protocol to

DF, asynchronous distributed-STTCs [80, 81] were adapted to exploit both the

spatial and multi-path diversity offered by the frequency-selective relay channel.

Although the STTC were optimized to offer full-diversity and maximum coding

gain; in some applications the deployment maybe constrained by the decoding

complexity. Reduced complexity ST-coded transmission schemes offering both

multi-path and spatial diversity were presented in [82, 83]; however both offer

reductions in the transmission rate. Full-rate distributive-Space-Frequency (SF)

codes achieving full spatial and multi-path diversity for asynchronous cooperative

communications are presented in [84, 85, 86]. However, the schemes are limited

to DF processing only.

This chapter presents a novel distributed application of a STF coding scheme

for asynchronous multi-relay networks using OFDM transmission over frequency-

selective Rayleigh fading channels. The scheme is based on distributed inner

and outer coders that are shown to achieve the maximum diversity and coding

gains with low-complexity decoding. The chapter is organized as follows: In

Section 5.2, the network model introduced in Chapter 4 for the development of

robust asynchronous designs for flat-fading cooperative relay networks is extended

for broadband networks that demonstrate additional frequency-selective fading.

The model allows for the flexibility of distributed wireless relay networks that

may observe different channel orders, path-loss and correlation statistics when

transmitted via different r-MTs.

Section 5.3 introduces the notation used to analyze and develop distributed-

STF codes for use in cooperative relay networks under DF and AF relying proto-

cols. In this section the main design criterion is formally stated. This will provide

the necessary framework upon which the ensuing code designs are evaluated.

Section 5.4 formulates distributed-STF based on QOSTBC as the ST-component

coding. This section builds upon the advantages of QOSTBCs for use in broad-

band enabled networks adopting a DF protocol at the r-MTs. Initially, the dis-
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tributed MIMO channel observed by the r-MTs and d-MT in the second phase

of the protocol is analyzed using a PEP to determine the diversity and coding

gains that can be exploited independent of the particular coding scheme imple-

mented at the VAA. The outcome of this analysis can then be used to design

efficient coding schemes to achieve the design criteria previously stated. The de-

sign of the proposed coding scheme is detailed extensively in Section 5.4.2 where

design considerations such as: optimal sub-carrier grouping, ST-component cod-

ing, constellation pre-coding and power allocation are discussed in some detail to

meet the objectives specified in the design criteria. Simulation studies are used

to verify the utility of the proposed coding scheme in a multitude of networking

scenarios.

Section 5.5 builds upon many of the insights already gained from the analysis

for deployment in DF relaying networks for use with AF protocols. However, sig-

nificant differences between the protocols make a re-examination of the achievable

diversity and coding in Section 5.5 essential to devising coding strategies both

at the s-MT and across the VAA to extract both spatial in the form of cooper-

ative diversity as well as the available multi-path diversity. The complexity of

analysis under AF relaying results in deriving the achievable diversity and coding

gains offered by the AF under specific conditions and limiting assumptions. The

results however lead to robust designs specifically tailored to the AF that meet

the initial design criteria. Simulation studies as well as verifying the analysis

and proposed coding scheme give valuable insight to coding designs which are

intractable through analytical techniques.

5.2 Broadband Network Model

In this section the parallel relay channel architecture first introduced in Chapter

4 and illustrated in Figure 4.1 is extended for use in broadband wireless relay

networks. Data are transmitted from the s-MT again denoted as S to the d-MT

denoted as D via participating r-MTs operating under two relaying methodolo-

gies, namely: Decode-and-Forward (DF) and Amplify-and-Forward (AF) respec-

tively. Both protocols adopt the same scheduling strategy proposed by Nebar et

al. [87, 88]. Specifically in the first phase the s-MT broadcasts to Nt participating

r-MTs denoted by Rj. It is assumed that no direct communication between the
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s-MT and d-MT is observed in this phase enabling the d-MT to perform other un-

related processing. In the second phase the r-MTs forward a processed version of

the s-MT signal to the d-MT. When the r-MTs operate using the DF protocol the

assumption that all participating r-MT have correctly decoded the information

symbols in the first phase of the protocol proposed by Li et al. [89] is adopted.

This assumption may be validated assuming that there exists a large number of

available r-MTs in which only a subset of these relays decode the transmitted

data from the first phase without error; these r-MTs may then participate in the

second phase of the protocol. In the case where the AF protocol is adopted the

r-MTs forward a processed noisy version of the original s-MT signal. It is worth

noting that under the proposed two phase scheme the half-duplex operation of

the participating r-MTs simplifies the RF transceiver specification at the cost of

halving the achievable data rate.

For high-rate transmission all sub-channels observed by the r-MTs and d-MT

in the network model are assumed to be frequency-selective with the associated

CIR,

hµν(τ) =

Lµν∑
l=0

αµνδ(τ − τµν(l)) (5.1)

where δ(·) denotes the Dirac delta function and Lµν denotes the variable chan-

nel order for transmit antenna µ ∈ {S,R1, . . . , RNr} to receive antenna ν ∈
{D1, . . . , DNr , R1, . . . , RNr}. The complex amplitude and lth multi-path for the

channel denoted {µν} is given by the ZMCSCG random variable αµν and delay

τµν(l) respectively. In digital systems at the receiver the channel is only observed

at discrete instances in time denoted by the sampling period Ts; therefore τµν(l)

is assumed to be an integer multiple of Ts. This facilitates using a discrete-time

base-band equivalent impulse response vector,

hµν := [αµν [0], . . . , αµν [Lµν ]]
T ∈ C(Lµν+1)×1 (5.2)

as the channel description. The channel between the VAA and a specified d-MT

receiver element ν can be described as,

hν := [hTR1ν
, . . . ,hTRNtν ]

T ∈ C(Lν)×1 (5.3)
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with an associated full-rank covariance matrix,

E{hνhHν } = Rν (5.4)

assuming hν is a zero-mean random vector. Therefore, Rν allows for correlated

wireless channel taps, with various power profiles that enable the normalizing of

channels power in the presence of varying channel orders. The model assumes hν

for different ν are statistically independent.

The flexibility in this cooperative channel model allows the differences from

conventional MIMO systems to be expressed. Specifically, sub-channel character-

istics in distributed systems may encounter variable channel lengths and power

delay profiles due to the different scattering environments. The differences usu-

ally are not so pronounced in conventional MIMO systems where the antennas

are co-located and channel lengths and power delay profiles are generally assumed

to be the same.

5.3 Problem formulation & Design Criteria

To analyze the code design the following notation to describe the codeword is

adopted. Individual transmitted symbol xµi (p) which are defined as the ith OFDM

symbol transmitted from the µth node on subcarrier p. The symbols {xµi (p), i =

1, . . . , Nx, µ = S,R1, . . . , RNt , p = 0, . . . , Nc − 1} are transmitted in parallel on

the Nc subcarriers from the s-MT or one of Nt participating r-MTs for Nx OFDM

symbol durations. The variables i, µ and p index the time, space and frequency

dimensions of the transmitted codeword.

5.3.1 Generic Cooperative Processing - Source Node

Consider the first stage of the protocol where the source node groups NI infor-

mation symbols s := [s0, . . . , sNI−1]T ∈ CNI×1. The formulation of the codeword

at the s-MT can be described as a one-to-one mapping ΨS,

ΨS : s→ XS (5.5)

Without loss of generality the codeword XS can be thought to span space-time-

frequency with dimensions 1×Nxs×Nc where the mapping results in the following
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Nxs OFDM symbols i ∈ {1, . . . , Nxs} denoted by xSi (p) ∈ C. The frequency-

domain symbol xSi := [xSi (0), . . . , xSi (Nc − 1)]T ∈ CNc×1 is then mapped into the

time domain symbols tSi ∈ CJ×1 according to,

tSi = TcpF
H
NxSi (5.6)

where J = Nc + Np and Tcp introduces a CP of length Np and was defined for

use in the previous chapter in expression (4.2). Assuming all participating r-

MTs synchronize perfectly in time with the s-MT; orthogonality between OFDM

symbols is preserved if the CP length contraint Np ≥ max{LSRj + 1} is satisfied.

The ith received OFDM symbol at r-MT Rj is denoted,

r
Rj
i =

√
γ̄SRj H̃SRjs

S
i + v

Rj
i (5.7)

where γ̄µν generically denotes the average received signal power which incorpo-

rates slow-fading processes as a result of path-loss and shadowing effects associ-

ated with the sub-channel pair {µν}, H̃SRj is a J ×J Toeplitz matrix denoted by

the first column

[h̃TSRj ,01×(J−LSRj−1)]
T ∈ CJ×1 (5.8)

where h̃TSRj := hTSRj/
√
γ̄SRj and v

Rj
i is AWGN with variance N0/2 per dimension

incident at the r-MT Rj.

5.3.2 Generic Cooperative Processing - Virtual Antenna

Array

The VAA comprising of distributed r-MTs then independently performs a one-

to-one mapping ΨRj of the received signal rRj := [r
Rj
0 , . . . , r

Rj
Nxs

]T onto a corre-

sponding codeword XRj ,

ΨRj : rRj → XRj (5.9)

XRj spans space-time-frequency with dimensions Nt×Nx×Nc where the mapping

results in the following Nx OFDM symbols i ∈ {1, . . . , Nx} denoted by x
Rj
i (p) ∈

C. Similar to the processing implemented at the s-MT the frequency-domain
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symbols x
Rj
i := [x

Rj
i (0), . . . , x

Rj
i (Nc − 1)]T ∈ CNc×1 are then mapped into the

time-domain symbols tSi ∈ CJ×1 according to,

t
Rj
i = TcpF

H
Nx

Rj
i (5.10)

To maintain orthogonality between OFDM symbols at the d-MT the r-MT must

generate a CP sufficient to encapsulate the delay spread as a function of the

channel order and the maximum delay-spread amongst relay retransmission ex-

pressed as Np ≥ max{Lµν + dτmax/Tse},∀µ, ν; where τmax denotes the maximum

delay-spread.

After initial pre-processing is performed at the d-MT, involving CP removal

and DFT, an equivalent input-output network signal model can be expressed in

the frequency-domain as,

yνi (p) =
∑

µ∈{R1,...,RNt}

√
γ̄µνH̃µν(p)x

Rj
i (p) + wνi (p) (5.11)

where yi(p) := [yD1
i (p), . . . , y

DNr
i (p)]T denotes the received signal at the d-MT

adopting the same STF indexing and wi(p) := [wD1
i (p), . . . , w

DNr
i (p)]T is AWGN

with variance N0/2 observed at the d-MT. The channel matrix denoted by Hµν(p)

is the frequency-response at the pth sub-carrier of the sub-channel associated with

the transmit-receiver pair {µ, ν} evaluated using the generalized expression,

Hµν(p) =

Lµν∑
l=0

αµν [l]e
−j(2πlp)/N . (5.12)

with the normalized channel defined as H̃µν(p) := Hµν(p)/
√
γ̄µν . For the purposes

of design simplicity it is also possible to re-formulate the signal model (5.11) as

a series of layered ST systems organized in block matrix form,

X := [X(0) X(1) . . . X(Nc − 1)] ∈ CNt×NcNx (5.13)

where each sub-matrix is equivalent to coding over a virtual flat-fading channel

corresponding to the MIMO channel response at subcarrier p,
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X(p) :=


xR1

0 (p) · · · xR1
Nx−1(p)

...
...

x
RNt
0 (p) · · · x

RNt
Nx−1(p)

 ∈ CNt×Nx (5.14)

Using the ST codeword definition (5.14) allows for a series of Nc equivalent ST

systems with the following input-output system,

Y(p) =
(
ERD � H̃RD(p)

)
X(p) + W(p) (5.15)

where � defines element wise multiplication and the following definitions are

adopted,

Y(p) := [y1(p) · · ·yNx(p)] ∈ CNr×Nx (5.16)

ERD :=


√
γ̄R1D1 · · ·

√
γ̄RNtD1

...
...√

γ̄R1DNr
· · ·

√
γ̄RNtDNr

 ∈ CNr×Nt (5.17)

H̃RD(p) :=

 H̃R1D1 · · · H̃RNtD1

...
...

H̃R1DNr
· · · H̃RNtDNr

 ∈ CNr×Nt (5.18)

W(p) := [w1(p) · · ·wNx(p)] ∈ CNr×Nx (5.19)

Leveraging the properties of OFDM transmission to orthogonalize the waveforms

of the STF encoded signal model (5.15) can now be viewed as Nc parallel ST

transmissions X(p) over various subcarriers. Clearly, the problem formulation is

the design of ΨS and ΨRj to satisfy the desired design criterion which is specified

in detail in the ensuing section.

5.3.3 Codeword Design Criteria

To facilitate the codeword design to be implemented distributively across the

cooperative wireless relay network there must be a design criterion to be satis-

fied. The criterion for the analysis of achievable diversity, design constraints and

objectives is formally stated as follows:
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1. Maximum likelihood (ML) detection is performed with perfect channel-

state-information (CSI) of all links in the cooperative network available at

the destination node.

2. The proposed scheme shall operate in the high SNR range; therefore the

main design objective is to maximize available diversity gain.

3. In addition to maximizing diversity gain any proposed scheme shall aim to

maximize coding gain.

5.4 Decode-and-Forward Cooperative Space-Time

Frequency Coding

The problem of designing ΨS and ΨRj to satisfy certain design criteria is simplified

when adopting a DF relaying protocol under the assumption that participating

relay nodes decode the symbols broadcast from the s-MT without error. In the

following analysis and code construction only the design of ΨRj is considered.

5.4.1 Diversity and Coding Gain Analysis

5.4.1.1 Pairwise Probability Analysis

Considering the assumptions 1-3 made in Section 5.3.3 a bounded analysis of the

PEP is performed to optimize performance for STF codes in asynchronous coop-

erative networks. Although exact error probability analysis may well be tractable

a more insightful design metric is achieved by adopting a PEP analysis which de-

termines the probability that the receiver decides erroneously, in a ML sense, in

favor of X′ over the transmitted X. The choice of analysis technique is justified

through assumption 2 and facilitates the well known rank and determinant cri-

terion first proposed by Tarokh et al. [25] for the design of ST codes. According

to (5.15) the ML decision metric is evaluated under the expression,

X̂ = arg min
X∈As

Nc−1∑
p=0

‖Y(p)−
(
ERD � H̃RD(p)

)
X(p)‖2

F (5.20)
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where the search is performed over the symbol alphabet As. Conditioned on the

known channel realizations H̃RD(p) at the specific subcarrier p the PEP can be

expressed as [40, Page 40],

P (X→ X′|ERD, H̃RD(0), . . . , H̃RD(Nc − 1)) = Q

√d2(X,X′)

2N0

 (5.21)

where Q(·) is defined as Q(x) :=
∫∞
x

1√
2π
e−t

2/2dt and,

d2(X,X′) =
Nc−1∑
p=0

‖
(
ERD � H̃RD(p)

)
∆(p)‖2 (5.22)

where ∆(p) := X(p) − X′(p). It is then possible to upper bound the PEP in

(5.21) using the Chernoff bound Q(x) ≤ e−x
2/2 [2],

P (X→ X′|ERD, H̃RD(0), . . . , H̃RD(Nc − 1)) ≤ exp

[
−d

2(X,X′)

4N0

]
(5.23)

Defining ωLµν (p) := [1, exp(−j2πp/Nc), . . . , exp(−j2πpLµν/Nc)]
T ∈ C(Lµν+1)×1

enables (5.12) to be expressed in the vector notation,

Hµν(p) = hTµνωLµν (p) (5.24)

Note for the analysis for the DF protocol it is assumed that ERD is encapsu-

lated by the correlation matrix, Rν . In addition it is noted that Rν is positive-

definite Hermitian symmetric allowing the decomposition Rν = BνB
H
ν where

Bν ∈ CLν×Lν is the square root of Rν with full-rank and

Lν :=
∑

µ∈{R1,...,RNt}

(Lµν + 1) . (5.25)

The whitened channel vector can now be defined as,

h̄ν = B−1
ν hν (5.26)

Substituting (5.24) into (5.22), and allowing for some elementary mathematics

[90], enables d2(X,X′) to be re-written as,
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d2(X,X′) =
∑

ν∈{D1,...,DNr}

hTν Λνh
∗
ν (5.27)

=
∑

ν∈{D1,...,DNr}

h̄Tν Λ̄νh̄
∗
ν (5.28)

where,

Λ̄ν := BT
ν ΛνB

∗
ν ∈ CLν×Lν (5.29)

Λν :=
Nc−1∑
p=0

Ων(p)∆(p)∆(p)HΩν(p)
H ∈ CLν×Lν (5.30)

Ων(p) :=


ωL1ν (p)

ωL2ν (p)
. . .

ωLNtν (p)

 ∈ CLν×Nt (5.31)

To satisfy the design criteria set out in Section 5.3.3 of maximum diversity and

coding gain without channel knowledge at the transmitter the expected PEP is

evaluated over all channel realizations. Using the results by Turin to derive the

characteristic function for Hermitian quadratic forms in complex variables [51]

the channel averaged PEP can be expressed as,

P (X→ X′) ≤
∏

ν∈{D1,...,DNr}

∣∣∣∣I +
1

4N0

Λ̄ν

∣∣∣∣−1

(5.32)

where | · | denotes the determinant. Then based on eigen-analysis and standard

derivations (5.32) can be re-written as,

P (X→ X′) ≤
∏

ν∈{D1,...,DNr}

r(Λ̄ν)∏
i=1

1

1 + 1
4N0

λν,i
(5.33)

where the operator r(Λ̄ν) denotes the rank of Λν and λν,i for i = 1, . . . , r(Λ̄ν)

represent the non-zero eigenvalues of Λ̄ν . In the high-SNR regime the diversity

and coding gains can be explicitly illustrated using the template,
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P (X→ X′) ≤ 1

(Gν,c)

(
1

4N0

)−Gν,d
(5.34)

where by definition the coding and diversity gain are represented by Gν,c and Gν,d

respectively [25],

Gν,c =
∏

ν∈{D1,...,DNr}

r(Λ̄ν)∏
i=1

λν,i (5.35)

=
∏

ν∈{D1,...,DNr}

det(Λ̄ν) (5.36)

Gν,d =
∑

ν∈{D1,...,DNr}

r(Λ̄ν) (5.37)

≤
∑

µ∈{R1,...,RNt}

∑
ν∈{D1,...,DNr}

(Lµν + 1) (5.38)

Recalling (5.32) it is clear to see that the derived coding metrics (5.35) and

(5.37) are dependent upon on a particular error event {X → X′}. Therefore

the minimum achievable diversity G′ν,d gain is determined via a search over all

codeword pairs [40],

G′ν,d = arg min
X6=X′∈Ax

Gν,d (5.39)

In accordance with the specified design criteria highlighted in Section 5.3.3 a

subset of codewords can then be identified based on the rank criteria to narrow

the search for codewords that offer the minimum overall coding G′ν,c gain [40],

G′ν,c = arg min
X6=X′∈Ax,G′ν,d=Gν,d

Gν,c (5.40)

With both important design metrics now derived it is possible to specify a STF

code that provides optimum error performance in a cooperative wireless network

where only partial-CSI is known at the receiver.

Observing (5.29) it is easy to see that the rank is bounded by the dimen-

sionality of Λ̄ν and shows the maximum diversity offered by the channel to be
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G′ maxν,d =
∑Nt

µ=1 (Lµν + 1) (5.38), i.e. the sum of all the channel orders from the

µth transmitting antennas to the νth receive antenna.

Furthermore, as stated in [90] if Bν is assumed to have full-rank then maxi-

mum diversity gain is only achieved if Λν (5.30) is also full-rank. Clearly just cod-

ing over one sub-carrier, i.e. reproducing the same codeword over each subcarrier,

effectively ST coding would limit the rank of Λν to a maximum Nt as shown by

the maximum achievable rank of each summand Ω(p)∆(p)∆(p)HΩ(p)H ∈ CNt×Nt

in (5.30). Assuming only ST coding techniques are utilized the number of in-

dependent columns or rows is limited to Nt, therefore only extracting spatial

diversity.

To extract the full multi-path diversity available from the channel coding

should be applied across multiple subcarriers as suggested in [91, 92]. In tradi-

tional co-located MIMO systems where the channel order between the transmitter

and receiver antenna can be assumed constant, independent of the transmitter-

receiver pair. Therefore the number of sub-carriers required to achieve the full

diversity gain is exactly proportional to the channel order. Alternatively, the dis-

tributed case where it is assumed differing channel orders between transmitting

and receiving antenna are observed (5.12); therefore the number of subcarriers

required for coding is related instead to the maximum channel order. To achieve

the design criteria of maximizing the diversity gain in a distributed system the fol-

lowing constraint has to be satisfied Nc ≥ max{Lµν + 1},∀Lµν ; whilst for the DF

protocol restricting to the channels observed in the second phase of the protocol

µ ∈ {R1, . . . RNt}.
It is possible to meet the rank criterion set out here by forming a space-

frequency code, i.e. coding over a single OFDM frame Nx = 1 as suggested in

[89], because the time dimension is not utilized limiting the maximum achievable

rank of the summand Ω(p)∆(p)∆(p)HΩ(p)H (5.30) to rank-1 coding across Nc ≥
Nt max{Lµν + 1} would be required.

The proceeding PEP analysis grants valuable insight into the coding design

for asynchronous cooperative relay networks which shall be leveraged for the

proposed DF coding scheme presented in the next section.
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5.4.1.2 Designs Based on Sub-Carrier Grouping

Sub-carrier grouping has been proposed to solve an array of problems ranging

from multi-user interference elimination [34] to tackling the problem of PAPR

fluctuations [93]. More relevant use of sub-carrier grouping is demonstrated in

design of Grouped-STF (GSTF) proposed by Liu et. al. [90] which demonstrated

simplification in the code design and reduces computational complexity in the

decoding process at the receiver.

The design of GSTF codes is well documented in [90] so only a brief summary

of the outcome is discussed here where the results have been adapted for the

distributed case. Next the criteria for sub-channel grouping is derived which will

enable the design of smaller GSTF codewords Xg, g = {0, . . . , Ng − 1} where Ng

defines the number of groups, with dimension much smaller than X ∈ CNt×NcNx .

To reduce the number of subcarriers needed per grouping it is necessary to code

over multiple OFDM symbols in the time-domain, i.e. Nx ≥ Nt, so that the

full-rank can be extracted from each summand Ω(p)∆(p)∆(p)HΩ(p)H in (5.30)

[90]. Firstly, it was demonstrated in the preceding PEP analysis in Section

5.4.1 that to extract the maximum diversity available, coding over a minimum

Lg ≥ max{Lµ,ν + 1} subcarriers is necessary. To begin the following notation is

introduced:

Λ̄ν,g := BT
ν Λν,gB

∗
ν ∈ CLν×Lν (5.41)

Λν,g :=

Lg−1∑
l=0

Ων,g(l)∆g(l)∆g(l)
HΩν,g(l)

H ∈ CLν×Lν (5.42)

Ων,g(l) := Ων(Sg(l)) ∈ CLν×Nt (5.43)

∆g(p) := Xg(p)−X′g(p) ∈ CNt×Nx (5.44)

where Sg ⊂ {0, . . . , Nc− 1} denotes the set of sub-carrier indices with cardinality

|Sg| = Lg utilized in the gth GSTF codeword. To simplify the codeword design

the sub-carrier sets are assumed to be orthogonal, i.e. Sg∪Sg′ ∈ ∅. It is clear that

the dimensionality of (5.42) still enables full-diversity assuming Λν,g is full-rank,
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Gg,ν,d = Gν,d (5.45)

= r(Λ̄ν,g) (5.46)

In addition it is worth noting that the diversity gain of the proposed GSTF coding

scheme does not depend upon the selection of Lg subcarriers that constitute the

group.

Optimal sub-carrier grouping Again reiterating the design objective as one

of obtaining maximal available diversity gain whilst maximizing coding gain.

Firstly, reformulating the composite matrices of (5.30),

∆′µ :=

 ∆1
µ(0) · · · ∆Nx

µ (0)
...

...

∆1
µ(Nc − 1) · · · ∆Nx

µ (Nc − 1)

 ∈ CNc×Nx (5.47)

∆′ :=


∆′R1

. . .

∆′RNt

 ∈ C(NcNt)×(NtNx) (5.48)

Ω′ν :=


Ω′R1ν

. . .

Ω′RNtν

 ∈ CLν×NcNt (5.49)

Ω′µν :=
[
ωLµν (0), . . . , ωLµν (Nc − 1)

]
∈ C(Lµν+1)×Nc (5.50)

illustrates the dependance on the selection of sub-carriers in addition to giving

insight into the optimal sub-channel grouping to maximize coding gain. At this

stage it is worth remarking that after reformulation the relationship between the

code construction and spatial-frequency dimensions is decoupled whilst retaining

the equivalence to (5.30) as shown Λν = Ω′ν∆
′∆′HΩ′Hν . This reformulation will

later be used in the PEP analysis under AF protocols discussed later in the

chapter.

To facilitate an optimal sub-carrier grouping strategy the analysis (5.47)-

(5.50) can be modified for use under GSTF coding,
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Λν,g := Ω′ν,g∆
′
g∆
′H
g Ω′Hν,g (5.51)

∆′µ,g :=

 ∆1
µ(Sg(0)) · · · ∆Nx

µ (Sg(0))
...

...

∆1
µ(Sg(Lg − 1)) · · · ∆Nx

µ (Sg(Lg − 1))

 ∈ CLg×Nx (5.52)

∆′g :=

 ∆′1,g
. . .

∆′Nt,g

 ∈ CLgNt×NtNx (5.53)

Ω′ν,g :=


Ω′R1ν,g

. . .

Ω′RNtν,g

 ∈ CLν×LgNt (5.54)

Ω′µν,g :=
[
ωLµν (Sg(0)), . . . , ωLµν (Sg(Lg − 1))

]
∈ C(Lµν+1)×Ng (5.55)

Briefly considering the scenario of co-located antenna elements, under the com-

mon assumption Lµν = L, (5.54) reduces to a block diagonal matrix with com-

mon sub-matrices (5.55). Using the property for determinants of square matrices,

|AB| = |A||B|, implies that optimization the sub-carrier grouping in this frame-

work is independent of the coding and therefore coding gain is increased when

both determinants |Ω′ν | and |∆′| are increased [90]. Now using the Leibniz formula

and induction it is possible to express the relationship between the determinants,

|Ω′ν,g| = |Ω′µν,g|Nt (5.56)

This implies that optimal sub-channel grouping can be achieved simply through

the careful selection of sub-carriers to maximize |Ω′µν,g|. To provide an achievable

upper bound we adopt |Ω′µν,g|2 = |Ω′µν,gΩ′Hµν,g|, therefore because VLVH
L is positive

definite the inequality |A| ≤
∏N

i=1 aii can be used where aii is the ith diagonal entry

of the N×N positive definite matrix A. Clearly, the determinant is maximized by

selecting Lg orthogonal subcarriers forming an orthogonal basis, this is achieved

using S(l) := Ngl + g where Ng = Nc/L, Ng ∈ Z [90].
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In the case of cooperative communications the target is to maximize |Λν,g|
by judicious selection of sub-carriers for optimal grouping. Clearly, decoupling of

the composite matrices to enable independent design of the difference (5.53) and

sub-carrier grouping (5.54) matrices is not feasible in the scenario when (5.54) is

non-square. Although the development of an optimal sub-carrier grouping strat-

egy for cooperative communications is still an open research topic; a simple strat-

egy is adopted that selects sub-carriers according to the spacing Ng = Nc/L
max

where Lmax := max{Lµ,ν + 1}. This selection is justified through the analysis in

Section 2.3.2 when attempting to minimize the correlation between sub-carriers

formulating a codeword group.

5.4.1.3 Deployment Guidelines

The following guidelines give a technical summary and guidance of the code design

under DF protocols based on the knowledge gained under PEP analysis. They

prove a useful framework for general code design in cooperative relay networks.

1. Coding over a single-subcarrier, effectively ST-coding, limits the achievable

rank of the codeword; therefore only spatial (cooperative) diversity gains

can be realized in multi-path channels.

2. To extract full-diversity from the frequency-selective cooperative relay chan-

nel under DF protocols, STF-coding is required over at least as many sub-

carriers as the maximum channel order observed in the second phase of the

protocol, i.e. requiring Nc ≥ maxµν{Lµν + 1}.

3. Under SF-coding where the codeword is constrained to the space-frequency

dimensions, Nx = 1, it is required that coding be extended by a factor

equalling the number of transmit antennas over that needed for STF-coding,

i.e. Nc ≥ Nt maxµν{Lµν + 1}.

5.4.2 Distributed Quasi-Orthogonal Space-Time-Frequency

Design

The objectives stated in Section 5.3.3 specifically guide the distributed-STF code

design to maximise the coding gain whilst achieving maximal diversity gains.
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The encoding architecture follows the two-stage inner- and outer-coding method-

ology and notation used by Giannakis et al. [90] as a basis for the following

implementation.

Figure 5.1: Distributed-QOSTBC STF-Coded VAA Encoding chain

The encoding chain at the r-MTs when operating using the DF is illustrated

in Figure 5.1. Recall from (5.7) that individual r-MT participating in the VAA re-

ceive the broadcast symbols {rRji ∈ CJ×1, i = 1, . . . , Nxs , j = 1, . . . , Nt} from the

s-MT. It is assumed that the r-MT individually detect the transmitted symbols

stream s ∈ CNcNxS×1 without error, where NcNxS = NI defines the number of

information symbols to be transmitted from s-MT to d-MT. The symbol stream

is then demultiplexed into the group symbol sg into {sg,i ∈ CLg×1, i = 1, . . . , Nx}
where sg := [sTg,1, . . . , s

T
g,Nx

]T and Nx = Nxs . Using constellation pre-coding to

encode the information symbols over multiple sub-carriers harnesses the avail-

able multipath diversity offered by the cooperative channel. This is achieved

using a square pre-coder ΘLCF ∈ CLg×Lg , discussed in section 2.4.3.3, to obtain
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xg,i := ΘLCF sg,i. Assuming e(g, l) := [INc ]Ngl+g ∈ CNc×1 as the (Ngl + g + 1)st

column of the Nc ×Nc identity matrix INc . Then Φg ∈ ZNc×Lg can be expressed

as [90],

Φg := [e(g, 0), e(g, 1), . . . , e(g, Lg − 1)] (5.57)

This enables the grouped constellation pre-coded symbols to be mapped onto the

full Nc subcarriers,

xi :=

Ng−1∑
g=0

Φgxg,i ∈ CNc×1 (5.58)

ST-component coding in the form of distributed-QOSTBC is then performed to

extract cooperative diversity from the distributed relay channel. The justification

for the design of the ST-component and constellation pre-coder are discussed in

the next section.

5.4.2.1 Quasi-Orthogonal Space-Time Component Coding

In the design of a distributed-STF code utilising four transmit antennas it is pro-

posed that the ST component coding adopts the CL-QOSTBC to orthogonalize

the code. In the ensuing analysis, the ST-component code is designed firstly with-

out knowledge of the constellation pre-coder, therefore knowledge regarding sub-

carrier grouping is irrelevant in the ensuing discussion and will be re-introduced

in the next section. To simplify the analysis it is assumed ERD = ILν which

enables (5.22) to be expressed as,

d2(X,X′) =
Nc−1∑
p=0

‖H̃RD(p)∆(p)‖2
F (5.59)

Assuming QOSTBC is used as the ST-component code then ∆(p) can be defined

as,

∆(p) :=


δR1

1 (p)
(
δR2

2 (p)
)∗ (

δR3
3 (p)

)∗
δR4

4 (p)

δR1
2 (p) −

(
δR2

1 (p)
)∗ (

δR3
4 (p)

)∗ −δR4
3 (p)

δR1
3 (p)

(
δR2

4 (p)
)∗ −

(
δR3

1 (p)
)∗ −δR4

2 (p)

δR1
4 (p) −

(
δR2

3 (p)
)∗ − (δR3

2 (p)
)∗

δR4
1 (p)


T

∈ CNt×Ns (5.60)
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where δ
Rj
i (p) := x

Rj
i (p)−

(
x
Rj
i (p)

)′
. For all practical purposes it can be assumed

δi(p) = δµi (p),∀µ ∈ {R1, . . . , R4}. However, (5.60) gives valuable insight as to

how the code will be implemented across a VAA. It is possible to deconstruct

(5.59) into receiver dependent terms,

d2(X,X′) =
∑
∀ν

Nc−1∑
p=0

‖hν(p)∆(p)‖2
2 (5.61)

where hν(p) is defined at the νth row of H̃RD(p). Toker demonstrated in [48] that

it is possible to orthogonalize the quasi-orthogonal MIMO channel using phase

rotation of the transmitted signal implemented at the r-MTs designated as R3

and R4. This operation is expressed by inserting a phase rotation matrix Θν(p)

into (5.61),

d2(X,X′) =
∑
∀ν

Nc−1∑
p=0

‖hν(p)Θν(p)∆(p)‖2
2 (5.62)

where Θν(p) := diag{1, 1, ejθν(p), ejθν(p)}. Adopting the notation used for the

STF code construction to index the space-frequency-domain channel coefficients

hµν (p) ∈ C then hν(p) := [hR1
ν (p), . . . ,hR4

ν (p)]. It is then possible to reformulate

(5.62) by adopting an effective channel representation1 here since OFDM enables

the code to be represented as a layered ST system,

d2(X,X′) =
∑
∀ν

Nc−1∑
p=0

‖δ(p)THν,eff (p)‖2
2 (5.63)

where δ(p) := [δ1(p), . . . , δ4(p)]T ∈ CNt×1 and Hν,eff (p) is defined according to,

Hν,eff (p) :=


hR1
ν (p) −

(
hR2
ν (p)

)∗ −(h̃R3
ν (p)

)∗
h̃R4
ν (p)

hR2
ν (p)

(
hR1
ν (p)

)∗ −
(
h̃R4
ν (p)

)∗
−h̃R3

ν (p)

h̃R3
ν (p) −

(
h̃R4
ν (p)

)∗ (
hR1
ν (p)

)∗ −hR2
ν (p)

h̃R4
ν (p)

(
h̃R3
ν (p)

)∗ (
hR2
ν (p)

)∗
hR1
ν (p)



T

∈ CNt×Nx

(5.64)

1Demonstrated in Section 2.4.3.2 for flat-fading channels
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Note that the Θν(p) has been encapsulated into (5.64) using the definitions

h̃R3
ν (p) := hR3

ν (p)ejθν(p) and h̃R4
ν (p) := hR4

ν (p)ejθν(p). Recalling from Section 2.4.3.2

that a characteristic of QOSTBC when represented in effective channel form

Hν,eff (p) is shown as,

Hν,eff (p)H
H
ν,eff (p) :=


γν(p) αν(p)

γν(p) −αν(p)
−αν(p) γν(p)

αν(p) γν(p)


T

∈ CNt×Nt (5.65)

where,

γν(p) :=
∑

µ∈{R1,...,R4}

|hµν (p)|2 (5.66)

αν(p) := 2<
{
hR1
ν (p)

(
h̃R4
ν (p)

)∗
− hR2

ν (p)
(
h̃R3
ν (p)

)∗}
(5.67)

= 2<
{
hR1
ν (p)

(
hR4
ν (p)ejθν(p)

)∗ − hR2
ν (p)

(
hR3
ν (p)ejθν(p)

)∗}
(5.68)

Toker demonstrated [48] that it is possible to calculate θν(p) to cancel the inter-

ference terms αν(p) (5.67) by equating,

<
{
hR1
ν (p)

(
hR4
ν (p)ejθν(p)

)∗}
= <

{
hR2
ν (p)

(
hR3
ν (p)ejθν(p)

)∗}
(5.69)

Interestingly, Toker also made the observation [48, Eq. 3.75] that it is possible to

cancel the interference terms by solving the following expression with a common

phasor θ(p) represented by,

Θ(p) := diag{1, 1, ejθ(p), ejθ(p)} (5.70)

at the transmitter that is not tailored for the MISO channel to individual d-MT

receiver antenna ν,

<

{∑
∀ν

hR1
ν (p)

(
hR4
ν (p)ejθ(p)

)∗}
= <

{∑
∀ν

hR2
ν (p)

(
hR3
ν (p)ejθ(p)

)∗}
(5.71)
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Adopting θ̂(p) as the solution to (5.71) allows (5.63) to be expressed as,

d2(X,X′)|θ(p)=θ̂(p) =
∑
∀ν

Nc−1∑
p=0

‖δ(p)THν,eff (p)‖2
2 (5.72)

=
Nc−1∑
p=0

γ(p)
Nx∑
i=1

|δi(p)|2 (5.73)

where,

γ(p) :=
∑
∀ν

γν(p) (5.74)

assuming the interference terms αν(p) are cancelled from (5.65) when θ̂(p) is

adopted. The difference equation (5.73), as alluded to in [90], leads to the design

criteria and code construction of the outer- constellation pre-coder used to extract

multi-path diversity from the cooperative relay channel.

5.4.2.2 Constellation Precoding

The detailed construction of the constellation pre-coder shall not be pursued here

as this has been eloquently demonstrated in [39] 1. However the design criteria

are briefly reviewed for completeness from the originally proposed STF coding

[90].

Deconstructing the linear pre-coder into a series of row vectors, ΘLCF :=

[θ0, . . . , θLg−1]T ,

xg,i = θTl sg,i (5.75)

where θTl ∈ C1×Lg is the lth row of ΘLCF . Using (5.75) to rewrite (5.73) expresses

the difference matrix using the pre-coder notation with respect to a specific group

as,

d2(Xg,X
′
g) =

Lg−1∑
l=0

γ(Sg(l))
Nx∑
i=1

|θTl (sg,i − s′g,i)|2 (5.76)

1Some of the background material can be found in Section 2.4.3.3.
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which facilitates the design of a pre-coder that maximizes diversity and coding

gains. An intuitive design metric using the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality

yields a lower bound of (5.76) by,

d2(Xg,X
′
g) ≥

Lg−1∑
l=0

γ(Sg(l))Nx

Nx∏
i=1

|θTl (sg,i − s′g,i)|
2
Nx (5.77)

≥ LgN
Lg
x

Lg−1∏
l=0

γ(Sg(l))
Nx∏
i=1

|θTl (sg,i − s′g,i)|
2

NxLg (5.78)

The inequality is satisfied when |θTp (sg,i − s′g,i)|2 = |θTp (sg,i′ − s′g,i′)|2,∀i 6= i′ and

γ(Sg(l)) = γ(Sg(l′)),∀l 6= l′. Clearly, in the presence of AWGN the Symbol

Error Rate (SER) performance of the proposed code is dominated by the distance

metric d2(X,X′) pertaining to codewords with the minimum Euclidean spacing.

The optimal STF codeword is the solution of a max-min problem over all possible

sg,i 6= s′g,i′ ; therefore the design problem reduced to maximizing the lower bound

(5.77). The problem of designing ΘLCF to maximize,

min
∀sg,i 6=sg,i′

Nx∏
i=1

|θTp (sg,i − s′g,i)|
2
Nx (5.79)

has been considered in [94], [95] and [39] to construct constellation pre-coders

for flat-fading channels. The construction of such codes are detailed in Section

2.4.3.3 and will therefore not be discussed further here. Interestingly these codes

can only be considered optimal assuming γ(Sg(l)) = γ(Sg(l′)),∀l 6= l′ ; however

simulation studies demonstrate the error-rate performance of utilizing this coding

strategy in cooperative networks.

5.4.2.3 Decoding QOSTBC Enabled STF Codes

As with most communication decoding chains the encoding process is reversed by

applying the inverse in reverse order. Without loss of generality it is assumed for

the following decoder description is only applied to the group defined by the index

g ∈ {1, . . . , Ng}. It is trivial to extrapolate to the other group since apart from

de-mapping the symbols by reversing Φg all other processing steps are common

amongst the various code groups.
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The processing steps for decoding the distrubted-QOSTBC enabled STF code

can be categorized as,

1. De-mapping onto grouped STF codewords: De-map the group-STF coded

symbols from the received OFDM symbol.

2. ST-component decoding: Perform linear combining via matched filtering

with the effective QOSTBC MIMO channel to decouple the subsystems.

3. Pre-whitening: For each sub-system perform a pre-whitening of the noise

after combining.

4. Sphere-Decoding:Recover the original symbols transmitted by the s-MT

using ML decoding (or the near-optimal sphere decoding algorithm).

The previous steps are now discussed in some detail.

De-mapping onto grouped STF codewords At the d-MT the STF encoded

received signal (5.11) can be expressed in vector notation yνi := [yνi (0), . . . , yνi (Nc−
1)]T ∈ CNc×1 for the ith received OFDM symbol. It is then possible to define the

observe symbols for a particular codeword group using the following de-mapping,

yνg,i = ΦT
g yνi ∈ CLg×1 (5.80)

where yνg,i := [yνg,i(0), . . . , yνg,i(Lg − 1)]T ∈ CLg×1. The ST-component decoding

may now be performed on the de-mapped symbols.

ST-component decoding The de-mapped symbols are now decoupled into

two effective sub-systems using a linear combining approach based on matched

filtering. The ST-component decoding is implemented in the space-time dimen-

sion therefore the following notation is adopted yνg(l) := [yνg,1(l), . . . , yνg,Nx(l)]
T ∈

CNx×1. For l ∈ {0, . . . , Lg − 1} and ν ∈ {D1, . . . , DNr} the following linear com-

bining is applied,

zνg(l) = HH
ν,eff (Sg(l))ỹνg(l) ∈ CNx×1 (5.81)

where the observations from the 2nd and 3rd time-slots are conjugated
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ỹνg(l) := [yνg,1(l),
(
yνg,2(l)

)∗
,
(
yνg,3(l)

)∗
, yνg,4(l)]T (5.82)

and using (5.64) with the specific sub-carrier indexing Sg(l) := Ngl + g. The

filtered observations zνg(l) can now be combined using an MRC over all receive

antenna,

zg(l) :=
∑
∀ν

zνg(l) ∈ CNx×1 (5.83)

Assuming that the post constellation pre-coded symbols (5.75) can be defined

in vector notation as xg(l) := [xg,1(l), . . . , xg,Nx(l)]
T ∈ CNx×1 then substituting

(5.81) into (5.83) results in the ST-component decoded representation,

zg(l) =
∑
∀ν

HH
ν,eff (Sg(l))ỹνg(l) (5.84)

=
∑
∀ν

Ag,ν(l)xg(l) + w̃ν
g(l) (5.85)

where Ag,ν(l) := HH
ν,eff (Sg(l))Hν,eff (Sg(l)) according to (5.65) can be decon-

structed as,

Ag,ν(l) :=


γν(Sg(l)) αν(Sg(l))

γν(Sg(l)) −αν(Sg(l))
−αν(Sg(l)) γν(Sg(l))

αν(Sg(l)) γν(Sg(l))

 ∈ CNt×Nt (5.86)

with effective noise component w̃ν
g(l) := HH

g,ν,eff (l)w
ν
g(l) represented as wν

g(l) :=

[wν
1(Sg(l)), . . . ,wν

Nx
(Sg(l))] ∈ CNx×1 according to the generic signal model (5.11).

Of relevance particularly when adopting QOSTBC as the ST-component code is

the characteristic that (5.86) also represents the noise covariance matrix [48],

E{w̃ν
g(l)(w̃

ν
g(l))

H} = N0Ag,ν(l) ∈ CNx×Nx (5.87)

This statistic is important in pre-whitening of (5.84) required prior to ML-decoding

using the Sphere-Decoding algorithm. Importantly, in simplifying the ML-search

performed by the sphere-decoder (5.84) can be decomposed into two independent

sets determined by the sparsity pattern of (5.86),
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[
zg,1(l)

zg,4(l)

]
=

[
γ(Sg(l)) α(Sg(l))
α(Sg(l)) γ(Sg(l))

][
xg,1(l)

xg,4(l)

]
+

[
w̃g,1(l)

w̃g,4(l)

]
(5.88)

zg,14(l) = Ag,14(l)xg,14(l) + w̃g,14(l) (5.89)

and,

[
zg,2(l)

zg,3(l)

]
=

[
γ(Sg(l)) −α(Sg(l))
−α(Sg(l)) γ(Sg(l))

][
xg,2(l)

xg,3(l)

]
+

[
w̃g,2(l)

w̃g,3(l)

]
(5.90)

zg,23(l) = Ag,23(l)xg,23(l) + w̃g,23(l) (5.91)

The noise pre-whitening shall be performed independently on the symbol sets

dictated above.

Noise pre-whitening As detailed in [48] the ST-component decoding at this

stage has separated the grouped-STF codeword into two distinct set denoted by

(5.89) and (5.91). The covariance matrices for w̃g,14(l) and w̃g,23(l) are,

Σg,14(l) := N0Ag,14(l) ∈ CNx/2×Nx/2 (5.92)

and,

Σg,23(l) := N0Ag,23(l) ∈ CNx/2×Nx/2 (5.93)

The whitened matched filter processed versions of (5.89) and (5.91) are expressed

as,

z̃g,14(l) = Σ
− 1

2
g,14(l)zg,14(l) (5.94)

and,

z̃g,23(l) = Σ
− 1

2
g,23(l)zg,23(l) (5.95)

where the effective noise component now follow distribution NC(0, INx/2).
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ML-decoding After the previous processing stages are completed there still

exists some coupling within the temporal dimension, exemplified in (5.89)-(5.91),

as a characteristic of QOSTBC which is not evident in orthogonal designs origi-

nally investigated for STF coding [90]. Where QOSTBC has been traditionally

adopted for flat-fading channels this required an ML-search over pairwise symbols

[11]. For simplicity the ensuing analysis will only describe the ML-search over

the decoupled set denoted by the temporal dimension i ∈ {1, 4}. The analysis is

easily generalized to the independent ML-search over the decoupled set denoted

by the temporal dimension i ∈ {2, 3} in addition to independent ML-searches for

each grouped-STF codeword required to detect all the symbols transmitted from

the s-MT.

With regard to the encoding process and decoding steps previously described;

the ML-search is performed to satisfy the decoding metric,

ŝg,14 = arg min
ŝg,14∈S2Lg×1

‖z̃g,14 − H̃g,14ŝg,14‖2
2 (5.96)

where the observation z̃g,14 := [zTg,14(0), . . . , zTg,14(Lg − 1)]T ∈ C2Lg×1 is defined

from (5.94) and H̃g,14 := Ãg,14ΦQOSTBCΘ̃LCF which can be decomposed with the

following definitions,

Ãg,14 =


Ag,14(0)

Ag,14(1)
. . .

Ag,14(Lg − 1)

 (5.97)

ΦQOSTBC =


1 0

0 1

1 0
. . . . . .

0 1

 (5.98)

Θ̃LCF =

[
ΘLCF

ΘLCF

]
(5.99)

With the effective-MIMO channel established then ML or near-ML decoding al-

gorithms can be employed, including: Lattice Reduction Algorithm (LRA) [96],
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Probabilistic Data Association Algorithm (PDA) [97] and relaxed convex opti-

mization approaches based on Semi-Definite Programming (SDP) [98]. However,

the numerical simulations are based on adopting a SDA [40] because it is capable

of returning the exact-ML solution and has a useful trade-off in error performance

against complexity [40].

5.4.3 Numerical Simulations

Case Study 27: Figure 5.2 depicts the SER against SNR [dB] for a set of

distributed-GSTF codes. The GSTF consists of an inner and outer code. The

inner code is formulated using a set of OSTBCs and QOSTBC to extract the

spatial diversity available from the channel, the outer code is based on LCFC

designs. The case study focuses on a network configuration where the s-MT and

d-MT operate a single antenna; the virtual antenna array operating under a DF

protocol comprises of a variable number of r-MTs depending on the ST-coding

component employed. For simplicity it is assumed that all participating r-MTs

decode the data without error. In this configuration the channel order observed

between each r-MT and the d-MT is the same length: this is characteristic of

channels observed when the transmit antenna array is co-located. The number of

sub-carriers is set to Nc = 64 for all schemes.The simulations assume L = 1 for

all multi-ray sub-channels and this is adopted for all schemes. In additional all

multi-rays are assumed to be uncorrelated with a flat Power Delay Profile (PDP).

Depicted are the following cases: (1) 2TX-Alamouti, (2) 4TX-OSTBC (Half-

Rate), (3)4TX-QOSTBC (Open-Loop) , (4) 4TX-QOSTBC (Closed-Loop, full

CSI). To facilitate a comparison of the coding schemes; QPSK modulation is

assumed with the exception of the half-rate OSTBC where 16-QAM modulation

is employed to compensate for the reduced rate. It can be observed that in the

SNR range simulated the higher order modulation scheme adopted for half-rate

OSTBC significantly impacts the SER performance throughout the SNR region

illustrated. However, the extra diversity gain offered by employing four transmit

antennas as opposed to two with the Alamouti variant steepens the gradient

over Alamouti as expected in the high-SNR region (≥ 10 dB). Clearly, when

QOSTBC is adopted the diversity gain achieved is greater than an Alamouti

based scheme because of the additional transmit antenna, and therefore spatial
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Figure 5.2: Symbol Error Rate vs SNR for distributed-GSTF codes based on

various OSTBCs & QOSTBCs Space-Time component codes under DF relaying

degrees of freedom, available. Interestingly, it can be observed that when LCFC

pre-coding is employed the open-loop QOSTBC based implementation achieves

the full-diversity offered by the distributed MISO channel; as is demonstrated by

comparing the gradient with the QOSTBC scheme which leverages CSI according

to Toker [26] (full CSI). The additional design effort, facilitated by PEP analysis,

to maximize the coding is evident in the outperformance of the QOSTBC schemes

when feedback based on CSI at the d-MT is utilized.

Case Study 28: Figure 5.3 depicts the SER against SNR [dB] for a set of

distributed-GSTF codes with varying degrees of feedback between the r-MTs

and d-MT. Illustrated are the following cases: (1) 4TX-QOSTBC (Open-Loop),

(2) 4TX-QOSTBC (Closed-Loop, partial CSI), (3) 4TX-QOSTBC (Closed-Loop,

full CSI).This case study adopts the same network architecture previously used

with the emphasis on observing the SER vs SNR when the feedback is quantized.

Using Toker’s scheme [26] to orthogonalize the MIMO channel, it is infeasible to

feedback the precise value of the phase angle in the range [π/2, π/2) with, for

example, fixed or floating point resolution requires very large feedback overhead.
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Therefore, the phase angles should be quantized before feedback. To simplify the

quantization strategy the simulation is based in that proposed by Lambotharan

et al. for broadband access networks [99], which is summarized briefly.

Firstly, a group is composed of K number of consecutive subcarriers and one

quantized phase angle is proposed to feedback for each group. instead of feeding

back the phase angle for each subcarrier. The phase angle required for each group

is determined based on the majority of phase angles within that group. Suppose

K feedback bits are available per subcarrier. Defining a set of quantized phase

angles as,

Ω = {± π

2K+1
(2n− 1), n = 1, 2, . . . , 2K−1} (5.100)

The quantized phase angle feedback can be determined as,

θk = arg min
θ̂k

<{
(
h1,kh

∗
4,k − h2,kh

∗
3,k

)
e−jθ̂k} (5.101)

Within a group a the required phase rotations θk are calculated per subcarrier.

Then a simple voting methodology is applied where the phase angle to be applied

across the group is the majority winner.

In Figure 5.3 both sub-carrier grouping and quantization of the phase rotators

is applied. It is assumed that the 64 subcarriers used in the simulation study are

sub-divided into groups consisting of eight sub-carriers for illustrative purposes.

The phase rotation applied for each group is determined from one-bit. Figure

5.4, exemplifies the phase selections against the idea case assuming no-limitations

on the feedback channel. The results demonstrate that only a coarse selection

is made with significant deviation from the idea phase rotations calculated per

sub-carrier at the transmit-side. The robustness of the scheme to these errors

is attested to in Figure 5.3; where little deviation is observed comparing the

case under quantization (partial CSI) and the idea case where no quantization

or grouping is implemented (full CSI). When referring to partial CSI in the

remaining simulations studies in this chapter, it is assumed that the quantization

and grouping parameters remain the same as those used in this study for the

purposes of comparison.
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Figure 5.3: Symbol Error Rate vs SNR for distributed-GSTF codes based on

QOSTBCs Space-Time component codes with partial CSI
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codes based on QOSTBCs Space-Time component codes
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Case Study 29: Figure 5.5 depicts the SER against SNR [dB] for a set of

distributed-GSTF codes with the additional aspect of channel correlation in the

spatial dimension. Highlighted are the following distributed-STF coding schemes

with various different ST component coding: (1) 2TX-Alamouti, (2) 4TX-OSTBC

(Half-Rate), (3)4TX-QOSTBC (Open-Loop), (4) 4TX-QOSTBC (Closed-Loop,

full CSI). Note that QOSTBC with quantized feedback has been included in

the study and adopts that same quantization parameterization used previously.

Again for comparison the network and coding parameters remain constant from

previous studies: Nc = 64, L = 1. To illustrate the error performance of the

different diversity schemes under channel correlation; the correlation coefficients

used in the Long Term Evolution (LTE) standards are assumed [100, pg. 493]

and generate the following correlation matrices[
1 α

α∗ 1

]
(5.102)


1 α

1
9 α

4
9 α

α
1
9
∗ 1 α

1
9 α

4
9

α
4
9
∗ α

1
9
∗ 1 α

1
9

α∗ α
4
9
∗ α

1
9
∗ 1

 (5.103)

for two and four transmit antennas respectively assuming a correlation coefficient

of α. The top plot in Figure 5.5 illustrates coding performance with a correlation

coeffficient α = 0.3 whilst the bottom plot is generated under α = 0.9.

Introducing correlation at the transmit side, normally associated with the r-

MTs being spaced no more than a few wavelengths apart, degrades the achievable

spatial diversity gain offered by the channel. Clearly, Figure 5.5 demonstrates this

when comparing the degraded SER performance of any depicted scheme with in-

creasing channel correlation. Interestingly in this particular the Alamouti scheme

demonstrates robustness to correlation; however this manifests as the results of

the correlation model adopted in the correlation matrix which assumes closer

spacing of antenna elements when the order is increased. The main observa-

tion from this study demonstrates the attractiveness of increasing the number

of transmit antennas in a distributed system that suffers less from the effects

of correlation over more conventional co-located counterparts. Finally, Figure

5.5 shows clearly that the additional coding gain offered by using a Toker based
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2TX − ALAMOUTI (R=1)
4TX − OSTBC (R = 1/2)
4TX − QOSTBC (R=1)
4TX − QOSTBC (R=1, full CSI)

Figure 5.5: Symbol Error Rate vs SNR for distributed-GSTF codes based on

QOSTBCs Space-Time component codes with in the presence of channel corre-

lation

CL-QOSTBC reduces over the open-loop QOSTBC scheme with increasing corre-

lation and therefore demonstrates the employability in distributed relay networks.

Case Study 30: Depicted in Figure 5.6 is the SER versus the normalized power

of the first link γ̄1 over various distributed schemes at SNR of 10dB. Again for

comparison the network and coding parameters remain constant from previous

studies: Nc = 64, L = 1. The simulation study replicates Figure 3.15 in Chapter

3 that demonstrated the robustness of various coding schemes to distributed shad-

owing and path-loss effects. The channel powers of the remaining sub-channel
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2TX − ALAMOUTI (R=1)
4TX − QOSTBC (R=1)
4TX − QOSTBC (R=1, full CSI)

Figure 5.6: Symbol Error Rate vs SNR for distributed-GSTF codes based on

QOSTBCs Space-Time component codes with sub-channel gain imbalances

vary inversely to the first link, reproducing a scenario where one sub-channel ex-

periences severe shadowing. Therefore to maintain equivalence amongst schemes

the constraint
∑Nt

i=1 γ̄i = Nt; which translates for the Alamouti code to γ̄2 = 2−γ̄1

and the remaining four transmit antennas are satisfied by γ̄4 = γ̄1 and γ̄3 = γ̄2.

Clearly, Figure 5.6 demonstrates the robust SER performance of both Alamouti

and QOSTBCs. Specifically the Alamouti code only varied in the SER probability

by 0.04 whilst QOSTBCs varied by 0.01. As was the case in non-ergodic chan-

nels, Figure 3.15, it is worth noting that the performance benefits of using Toker’s

scheme in the distributed scenario are marginalized compared to the open-loop

equivalent scheme when the sub-channels experience more than marginal imbal-

ancing.

Case Study 31: Depicted in Figure 5.7 is the SER versus SNR assuming open-

loop QOSTBC is adopted for the ST-component coding. In this simulation study

it is assumed that maximum channel order corresponds to L = 1. Here the

robustness of the proposed distributed-STF code is examined in situations where

the channel orders vary. Specifically the familiar Co-located case assumes all
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4TX − QOSTBC (Co−located)
4TX − QOSTBC (Disributed)
4TX − QOSTBC (HyperLan/2)

Figure 5.7: Symbol Error Rate vs SNR for distributed-GSTF codes based on

open-loop QOSTBCs Space-Time component codes with various sub-channel or-

ders

the sub-channels are of length L = 1 as demonstrated in previous studies and

provides a benchmark for comparison.

The Distributed case is examined assuming L = 1 from relay nodes {R1, R2}
and L = 0 from relay nodes {R3, R4}. Clearly, there is a loss in diversity gain

over the co-located case resulting from the loss of diversity offered from the sub-

channels associated with R3 and R4. This case is of interest in cooperative deploy-

ments and demonstrates the effectiveness of pre-coding to extract the available

multi-path diversity offered by some sub-channels.

The HiperLan/2 case is examined assuming L = 7 on all sub-channels. In

this simulations study the HiperLan/2 channel model is used to define the chan-

nel lengths; although associated doppler, correlation and power profiles are not

adopted to simplify the anaysis. Interestingly, without coding over additional sub-

carriers and only designing the constellation pre-coder based on the assumption

L = 1 does not extract the additional diversity offered by the channel. How-

ever, this study demonstrated the robustness of the code when inaccuracies are

introduced in identifying the channel order.
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5.5 Amplify-and-Forward Cooperative Space-Time

Frequency Coding

The problem of designing ΨS and ΨRj to satisfy the design criterion is not as

straightforward when adopting an AF relaying protocol as was the case under the

DF protocol since participating relay nodes do not decode the symbols broadcast

from the s-MT. Therefore the following analysis and code construction considers

both the design of ΨS and ΨRj .

5.5.1 Diversity and Coding Gain Analysis

5.5.1.1 Analysis Under Limited Fading Conditions

To determine the relevant performance metrics of the code design under the AF

protocol it is assumed that the MIMO channel observed between the participating

r-MTs and d-MT is static under the assumption hRµDν [0] = γ̄RµDν . This assump-

tion removes the conditionality of the statistics of the noise forwarded from the

r-MT on the statistics of a fading channel and greatly simplifies the PEP analysis

in AF relay networks. This assumption is justified under an operating scenario

assuming the d-MT has LoS with all r-MTs. It is worth noting that for the con-

trary DF relaying the processing at the r-MTs adopted in the ensuing analysis

does not remove the frequency-selective channel perturbations observed in the

first phase of the protocol. To gain insight into the design of ΨS and ΨRj it is

assumed that the channel observed in the first phase of the protocol perturbs the

codeword transmitted by the r-MTs; the generic signal model (5.15) can then be

modified to include these assumptions,

Y(p) = ERD (HSR(p)X(p) + V(p)) + W(p) (5.104)

where,

HSR(p) :=

 HSR1(p)
. . .

HSRNt
(p)

 ∈ CNt×Nt (5.105)
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V(p) :=


vR1

1 (p) · · · vR1
Nx

(p)
...

...

v
RNt
1 (p) · · · v

RNt
Nx

(p)

 ∈ CNt×Nx (5.106)

To simplify the model the total noise observed at the d-MT is denoted U(p) ∈
CNr×Nx and defined as U(p) := ERDV(p) + W(p) which is characterised as i.i.d.

ZMCSCG with variance1,

E {uνi (p)uν∗i (p)} = N0

1 +
∑

µ∈{R1,...,RNt}

γ̄µν
γ̄Sµ +N0

 (5.107)

Without loss of generality the noise uνi (p) can be normalized to the power spectral

density N0 using the factor,

βνµ =

√√√√√1/

1 +
∑

µ∈{R1,...,RNt}

γ̄µν
γ̄Sµ +N0

 (5.108)

A signal model equivalent to (5.104) can now be expressed,

Ỹ(p) = ẼH̃SR(p)X(p) + Ũ(p) (5.109)

where Ũ(p) denotes the normalized ZMCSCG noise term with variance N0/2 per

dimension, Ỹνµ(p) := βνµYνµ(p) and,

Ẽ :=

 ẼD1R1 · · · ẼD1RNt
...

...

ẼDNrR1 · · · ẼDNrRNt

 ∈ RNr×Nt (5.110)

Ẽνµ :=

√√√√ γ̄Sµγ̄µν(
1 +

∑
µ′∈{R1,...,RNt}

γ̄µ′ν
γ̄Sµ′+N0

) ∈ R (5.111)

1It is assumed that the received signal power is normalized at the r-MT 1
γ̄Sµ+N0

as previously
adopted
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H̃SR(p) :=


1√
γ̄SR1

HSR1(p)

. . .
1√
γ̄SRNt

HSRNt
(p)

 ∈ CNt×Nt (5.112)

It is worth remarking that the signal models defined in (5.104) and (5.109) share

an equivalent SNR so decoding performance is unaffected. However, (5.109) now

enables the use of the powerful PEP analysis exploited for the DF protocol in

Section 5.4.1 to aid AF codeword design. For the purposes of brevity in the

ensuing PEP analysis of the AF scheme only the stages for the PEP analysis for

the DF scheme that are specifically relevant will be highlighted.

To determine the transmitted codeword the ML-decoder is required to evalu-

ate,

X̂ = arg min
X∈As

Nc−1∑
p=0

‖Y(p)− ẼH̃SR(p)X(p)‖2
F (5.113)

The difference operator is now given by,

d2(X,X′) =
Nc−1∑
p=0

‖ẼH̃SR(p)∆(p)‖2 (5.114)

To facilitate the evaluation of the PEP the SIMO channel vector is defined as

hS ∈ CL×1 and constructed according to,

hS := [hSR1(0), . . . , hSR1(LSR1), . . . , hSRNt (0), . . . , hSRNt (LSRNt )]
TCL×1 (5.115)

Therefore the whitened channel vector is defined as h̄S = B−1
S hS assuming the

following covariance matrix E{hShHS } = BSBH
S of the zero mean channel vector

of length L :=
∑

µ∈{R1,...,RNt}
(LSµ + 1). As was the case under the DF protocol,

the different equation (5.114) can be re-written to expose the relationship to the

time-domain channel as,

d2(X,X′) = hTSΛh∗S = h̄TS Λ̄h̄∗S (5.116)

where,
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Λ̄ := BTΛB∗ ∈ CL×L (5.117)

Λ :=
Nc−1∑
p=0

Ω(p)∆(p)∆(p)HΩ(p)H ∈ CL×L (5.118)

Ω(p) :=


ωLSR1

(p)

ωLSR2
(p)

. . .

ωLSRNt
(p)

 ∈ CL×Nt (5.119)

Following the same procedure used for the DF protocol in Section 5.4.1 and

evaluating the expected PEP over all possible channel realisation yields,

P (X→ X′) ≤
∣∣∣∣I +

1

4N0

Λ̄

∣∣∣∣−1

(5.120)

=

r(Λ̄)∏
i=1

1

1 + 1
4N0

λi
(5.121)

where λi denotes the ith eigenvalue of Λ̄. This analysis demonstrates that the

diversity gain offered by this network scenario is limited by the dimensionality of

Λ̄ which is upper bounded by the sum of the channel orders between s-MT and

r-MTs, i.e. r(Λ̄) ≤
∑

µ∈{R1,...,RNt}
(LSµ + 1).

As demonstrated in (5.120), increasing the order of receive antenna at the

d-MT has no effect on the diversity gain due to the LoS condition between the r-

MTs and d-MT. To fully appreciate the dependance of the array size at the d-MT

on the achievable coding gain the channels are assumed briefly to be uncorrelated,

B :=


√
γ̃R1

ILSR1 √
γ̃R2

ILSR2

. . .
√
γ̃RNt

ILSRNt

 ∈ CL×L (5.122)

where,
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γ̃µ :=
∑

ν∈{D1,...,DNr}

γ̄Sµγ̄µν(
1 +

∑
µ′∈{R1,...,RNt}

γ̄µ′ν
γ̄Sµ′+N0

) (5.123)

Further insight is gained from reformulating (5.116)-(5.119) by adopting the cod-

ing matrix structures (5.47)-(5.50) presented in Section 5.4.1.2; focuses the PEP

analysis on the diversity and coding gain available via a relaying path and are

repeated here for clarity,

∆′µ :=

 ∆1
µ(0) · · · ∆Nx

µ (0)
...

...

∆1
µ(Nc − 1) · · · ∆Nx

µ (Nc − 1)

 ∈ CNc×Nx (5.124)

∆′ :=


∆′R1

. . .

∆′RNt

 ∈ C(NcNt)×(NtNx) (5.125)

Ω′ :=


Ω′SR1

. . .

Ω′SRNt

 ∈ CL×NcNt (5.126)

where Ω′SR1
is defined previously (5.50). Since the reformulation still evaluates

(5.118) to Λ = Ω′∆′∆′HΩ′H , (5.116) can now be defined as,

d2(X,X′) =
∑

µ∈{R1,...,RNt}

γ̃µh
T
SµΛ

′
µh
∗
Sµ (5.127)

and Λ′µ selects the spatial coding difference matrix associated with the r-MT Rj.

The expected PEP focusing on the spatial dimension is given by,

P (X→ X′) ≤
∏

µ∈{R1,...,RNt}

∣∣∣∣I +
γ̃j

4N0

Λ′µ

∣∣∣∣−1

(5.128)

=
∏

µ∈{R1,...,RNt}

r(Λ′µ)∏
i=1

1

1 + γ̃µ
4N0

λ′µ,i
(5.129)

Assuming that the rank criterion is satisfied r(Λ′µ) ≥ (LSµ + 1), the diversity

gain offered by the MISO fading-channel between the s-MT and VAA in the first

phase of the protocol can be realized,
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P (X→ X′) ≤
∏

µ∈{R1,...,RNt}

LSµ+1∏
i=1

1

1 + γ̃µ
4N0

λ′µ,i
(5.130)

In the high-SNR regime γ̃j/N0 →∞ this can be approximated further,

P (X→ X′) ≤
∏

µ∈{R1,...,RNt}

(
γ̃µ

4N0

)LSµ+1 LSµ+1∏
i=1

1

λ′µ,i
(5.131)

Noticably, in the high-SNR regime and under the assumption that the path-loss

in the first phase is significantly less than that encountered in the second phase

of the relaying protocol, i.e. ESµ >> Eµν ,∀µν, (5.123) tends to,

lim
N0→0

γ̃µ = ESµ
∑

ν∈{D1,...,DNr}

Eµν (5.132)

where the definition (5.111) is used. Interestingly (5.132) encapsulates the effects

of array gain at the d-MT and substituting (5.132) into (5.131) clearly shows

that the array gain offered by multiple antenna at the d-MT is leveraged by the

diversity gain in the channels observed between the s-MT and relaying VAA.

5.5.1.2 Analysis Under Full Fading Conditions

The LoS constraint used to simplify the PEP analysis in the previous section is

relaxed to allow the general case where all the underlying sub-channels observe

frequency-selective fading. To introduce the problem the generic ST representa-

tion (5.15) is extended to derive the signal model under these new AF conditions,

Y(p) = HRD(p) (HSR(p)X(p) + V(p)) + W(p) (5.133)

Again to facilitate PEP analysis the effective noise term U(p) is redefined as

U(p) := HRD(p)V(p) + W(p) with zero mean and variance per element,

E {uνn(p)uν∗n (p)|HRD(p)} = N0

1 +
∑

µ∈{R1,...,RNt}

γ̄µν
γ̄Sµ +N0

|H̃µν(p)|2
 (5.134)
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clearly demonstrating the conditionality on the frequency-selective MIMO chan-

nel in the second protocol phase, where the path-loss effects are isolated from the

fast-fading component of the channel matrix using H̃µν(p) := 1√
γ̄µν
Hµν(p).

As with the limiting fading case (5.109), performing a whitening transform on

(5.133) which has no effect on the SNR observed. Modifying (5.133) by perform-

ing an element-wise multiplication of each row, defined by ν, of the observation

matrix by a noise scaling factor, Ỹν(p) := βνYν(p), where the scaling is associated

with the received noise according to,

βν =

√
1

1 +
∑

µ∈{R1,...,RNt}
γ̄µν

γ̄Sµ+N0
|H̃µν(p)|2

(5.135)

In the full fading case yields a more concise representation signal representation,

Y(p) =
(
E(p)� H̃SD(p)

)
X(p) + Ũ(p) (5.136)

where,

E(p) :=

 ED1R1(p) · · · ED1RNt
(p)

...
...

EDNrR1(p) · · · EDNrRNt (p)

 ∈ CNr×Nt (5.137)

and H̃SD(p) is defined as the normalized end-to-end effective MIMO channel

observed between the s-MT and d-MT defined as,

H̃SD(p) :=

 H̃R1D1(p)H̃SR1(p) · · · H̃RNtD1(p)H̃SRNt
(p)

...
...

H̃R1DNr
(p)H̃SR1(p) · · · H̃RNtDNr

(p)H̃SRNt
(p)

 ∈ CNr×Nt

(5.138)

evaluated at sub-carrier p. The full derivation of Eνµ(p) is presented in Appendix

5.7 (Derivation I), and can be summarized as,

Eνµ(p) =

√√√√√ (γ̄Sµ/N0) γ̄µν
∏

µ′∈{R1,...,RNt},µ′ 6=µ

(
1 +

γ̄Sµ′

N0

)
∏

µ′∈{R1,...,RNt}

(
1 +

γ̄Sµ′

N0

)
+
∑
∀Rj

γ̄Rjν

N0
|HRjν(p)|2

∏
∀µ′ 6=Rj

(
1 +

γ̄Sµ′

N0

)
(5.139)
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The effective noise Ũ(p) ∈ CNr×Nx observed at the d-MT is now i.i.d. with vari-

ance N0/2 per dimension allowing the Chernoff bound to be applied for the calcu-

lation of the PEP. For the evaluation of the PEP the following codeword distance

metric is applicable for the case where all sub-channels experience frequency-

selective fading,

d2(X,X′) =
Nc−1∑
p=0

‖
(
E(p)� H̃SD(p)

)
∆(p)‖2

F (5.140)

At this stage it is worth making several observations before embarking on the

channel avaeraged PEP analysis:

1. The normalization factor (5.139) is conditioned on the instantaneous chan-

nel realizations.

2. The effective MIMO STF channel of the network is formulated as a product

in frequency-domain of the channel coefficients observed at the first and

second phase (5.138).

Specifically referring to the design criteria specified in Section 5.3.3; the main

objective is to maximize diversity gain which is advantageous in the high-SNR

regime. Therefore becauseHRjν(p) is present in (5.139) the channel averaged PEP

analysis is intractable [101]; only the asymptotic case assuming N0 → 0 and per-

fect power control γ̄Sµ >> γ̄µν assuming µ ∈ {R1, . . . , RNt}, ν ∈ {D1, . . . , DNr}
is derived. Under the perfect power control conditions1 (5.139) reduces to,

lim
N0→0

Eνµ(p)|γ̄Sµ>>γ̄µν =
√
γ̄µν (5.141)

Therefore (5.140) can now be expressed with emphasis on contribution from each

relaying branch as,

d2(X,X′) =
Nc−1∑
p=0

‖
(
E(p)� H̃SD(p)

)
∆(p)‖2

F (5.142)

≈
∑

ν∈{D1,...,DNr}

∑
µ∈{R1,...,RNt}

γ̄µν‖H̃′µνH̃′Sµ∆′µ‖2
F (5.143)

1Feasible if participating r-MTs are located much closer to the s-MT than the d-MT to
mitigate path-loss effects.
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where,

H̃′µν := diag
(
H̃µν(0), . . . , H̃µν(Nc − 1)

)
(5.144)

and,

H̃′Sµ := diag
(
H̃Sµ(0), . . . , H̃Sµ(Nc − 1)

)
(5.145)

symbolize the normalized frequency-domain diagonal channel matrices associated

with the relaying path denoted by µν. Each relaying path can now be decoupled

for the purpose of PEP analysis as shown in the Chernoff bound,

P (X→ X′) ≤
∏

ν∈{D1,...,DNrx}

∏
µ∈{R1,...,RNt}

exp

[
−
γ̄µν‖H̃′µνH̃′Sµ∆′µ‖2

F

4N0

]
(5.146)

Each spatial relaying branch can now be evaluated independently under PEP

analysis to extract the distributed code design specifications. Without loss of

generality it is assumed Lµν > LSµ to derive the channel averaged PEP1. The

channel averaged PEP can be determined via the solution ∀µ, ν to the expecta-

tion,

E

{
exp

[
−
γ̄µν‖H̃′µνH̃′Sµ∆′µ‖2

F

4N0

]}
(5.147)

Assuming that the channels in the respective relaying stages are independent

and uncorrelated; [101] demonstrated that the following decoupling can be safely

applied in the high-SNR regime to evaluate (5.147),

E

{
exp

[
−
γ̄µν‖H̃′µνH̃′Sµ∆′µ‖2

F

4N0

]}
≈ E

exp

− γ̄µν
(
‖hµν‖2

2‖H̃′Sµ∆′µ‖2
F

)
4N0


(5.148)

Expanding the Frobenius norm in (5.148),

‖H̃′Sµ∆′µ‖2
F = ‖FH

NcHSµFNc∆
′
µ‖2

F (5.149)

= hTSµΩ
′
Sµ∆

′
µ

(
∆′µ
)H

Ω′HSµh
∗
Sµ (5.150)

1The analysis can be simply repeated by exchanging variables for the case LSµ > Lµν
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exposes the underlying channel vector hSµ. Then without loss of generality it

is further defined that h̄Sµ := UµB
−1
SµhSµ, where BSµ is the channel whitening

matrix and Uµ defines the eigenvector matrix of Ω′Sµ∆
′
µ

(
∆′µ
)H

Ω′HSµ with the

associated eienvectors Λµ = diag
(
λµ,0, . . . , λµ,LSµ

)
. This enables (5.148) to be

redefined as,

E

exp

− γ̄µν
(
‖hµν‖2

2‖Λ
1/2
µ h̄Sµ‖2

2

)
4N0

 (5.151)

Defining the random variables Zµν := XµνYSµ according to Xµν :=
∑Lµν

l=0 |hµν(l)|2,

YSµ :=
∑LSµ

l=0 |h̄Sµ(l)|2λµ,l the Chernoff bound on the error probability can be

defined as,

P (X→ X′) ≤
∏

ν∈{D1,...,DNrx}

∏
µ∈{R1,...,RNt}

E

{
exp

[
− γ̄µνZµν

4N0

]}
(5.152)

=
∏

ν∈{D1,...,DNrx}

∏
µ∈{R1,...,RNt}

φZµν (ω)|
jω=− γ̄µν

4N0

(5.153)

where φZµν is the characteristic function of Zµν . Fortunately φZµν has been eval-

uated in the high-SNR regime in [101] by the analysis of Mheidat et al. and

is included with the corresponding notation in Appendix 5.7 (Derivation II) for

completeness. In the High-SNR regime the channel averaged PEP (5.152) can

now be expressed generically as,

P (X→ X′) ≤
∏

ν∈{D1,...,DNrx}

∏
µ∈{R1,...,RNt}

Kµν

(
γ̄µν
4N0

)−(Lminµν +1) L
min
µν∏
l=0

(λµ (l))−1

(5.154)

where,

Kµν = (Lmaxµν + 1)(L
min
µν +1) Γ(|Lµν − LSµ|+ 1)

Γ(Lmaxµν + 1)
(5.155)

assuming Lmaxµν := max{LSµ, Lµν} and Lminµν := min{LSµ, Lµν} denote the first

and second relaying stage maximum and minimum channel orders respectively.

For the purposes of analyzing the PEP for coding design parameters (5.154) can
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be formulated in terms of coding Gµν,c and diversity gain Gµν,d, as was the case

with the DF protocol (5.34) and repeated here for convenience,

P (X→ X′) ≤ 1

(Gν,c)

(
1

4N0

)−Gν,d
(5.156)

The fundamental difference between coding for the DF and AF protocols is clearly

highlighted in the design metrics,

Gµν,c =
∏

ν∈{D1,...,DNrx}

∏
µ∈{R1,...,RNt}

det(Λµ) (5.157)

Gµν,d =
∑

ν∈{D1,...,DNr}

r(Λµ) (5.158)

≤
∑

µ∈{R1,...,RNt}

∑
ν∈{D1,...,DNr}

(
Lminµν + 1

)
(5.159)

The preceding analysis has illustrated some valuable insights into code design

for cooperative relay networks operating under a AF protocol these are briefly

summarized in the next section.

5.5.1.3 Deployment Guidelines

The following guidelines give a technical summary and guidance of the code design

under AF protocols based on the knowledge gained under PEP analysis. Only

specific points relating to AF protocols are reviewed here.

1. As with DF coding over a single-subcarrier, effectively ST-coding, limits

the achievable rank of the codeword; therefore only spatial (cooperative)

diversity gains can be realized in multi-path channels.

2. To extract full-diversity from the frequency-selective cooperative relay chan-

nel under AF protocols, STF-coding is required over at least as many sub-

carriers as the maximum of the minimum sub-channel orders observed over

the first and second phase of the protocol, i.e. requiring Nc ≥ maxµν{Lminµν +

1}.
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3. Under SF-coding where the codeword is constrained to the space-frequency

dimensions, Nx = 1, it is required that coding be extended by a factor

equalling the number of transmit antennas over that needed for STF-coding,

i.e. Nc ≥ Nt maxµν{Lminµν + 1}.

4. When LoS is observed in the second relaying phase and the channel is

assumed to be Gaussian between the VAA and d-MT, only the channels

observed in the first phase offer diversity gains. However, adopting multiple

antennas at the d-MT was shown to provide array gains.

5.5.2 Multi-Stage Distributed Quasi-Orthogonal Space-Time-

Frequency Code Design

The encoding architecture adopted for use in the DF protocol under the assump-

tion of perfect decoding at the r-MT can now be tailored specifically for an AF

enabled scheme. Specifically the two-stage inner- and outer-coding methodology

used by Giannakis et al. [90] for co-located systems can now be applied dis-

tributively across the various phases of the protocol; extracting diversity where

it is offered by the cooperative relaying channel. The details of the distributed

encoding process are presented in the following sections.

5.5.2.1 Source Node Processing

In the description of the encoding process for the DF protocol detailed in Section

5.4.2; no encoding was performed at the s-MT. In the description that follows

the encoder Ψs specified in Section 5.3 is described.

At the s-MT the symbol stream is then demultiplexed into the group symbol

sg into {sg,i ∈ C(Lg+1)×1, i = 0, . . . , Nxs − 1} where sg := [sTg,0, . . . , s
T
g,Nxs−1]T and

is consistent with the processing performed across the VAA for use in the DF

protocol described in Section 5.4.2. In the AF protocol constellation pre-coding

to extract the available multi-path diversity from the cooperative relay channel

is performed solely at the s-MT. This is again achieved using a square pre-coder

ΘLCF ∈ C(Lg+1)×(Lg+1), discussed in Section 2.4.3.3, to obtain xg,i := ΘLCF sg,i.

As was exposed in Section 5.4.2 the grouped constellation pre-coded symbols to

be mapped onto the full Nc subcarriers,
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xi :=

Ng−1∑
g=0

Φgxg,i ∈ CNc×1 (5.160)

At the source node, the following symbol mapping specific for QOSTBC at

the r-MTs facilitates correct decoding at the d-MT as shown in appendix 5.7

(Derivation III),

x̃ =


x1

−x∗2
−x∗3
x4

 (5.161)

where P is specified in (4.11) and is adopted for use in frequency-selective chan-

nels. To mitigate IBI a CP is inserted using (4.2), where it is assumed that the

CP length is Np ≥ τmax + Lmax + 1 according to,

Lmax = max {Lmaxµν } (5.162)

The s-MT transmitted frames using OFDM can then be neatly expressed in

matrix notation as,

ti = Tcp FH
N x̃i (5.163)

The following description will demonstrate how the encoding at the r-MTs will

complement the constellation pre-coding to extract cooperative diversity in the

presence of four participating r-MTs.

5.5.2.2 Relay Node Processing

Independent of the pre-coding scheme executed at the s-MT the generic process-

ing at individual participating r-MTs is fundamentally the same as previously

illustrated in Figure 4.3 with specific processing for frequency-selective channels

between the s-MT and r-MTs,
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S = βR


rR1

1 ζ(rR2∗
2 ) ζ(rR3∗

3 ) rR4
4

rR1
2 −ζ(rR2∗

1 ) ζ(rR3∗
4 ) −rR4

3

rR1
3 ζ(rR2∗

4 ) −ζ(rR3∗
1 ) −rR4

2

rR1
4 −ζ(rR2∗

3 ) −ζ(rR3∗
2 ) rR4

1


4J ×4

(5.164)

where the received signal power at the r-MT is normalized according to,

βRiµ :=

√
1

γ̄Sµ +N0

(5.165)

It is worth noting that the time-reversal processing denoted by ζ(·) (4.8) are now

applied at individual r-MTs instead of specific time-slots as was the case with

flat-fading schemes (4.7).

5.5.2.3 Destination Node Processing

To preserve brevity, only the subtle differences in the decoding between the AF

and DF protocols shall be examined in this section. It is worth reviewing the

processing steps required to perform decoding at the d-MT:

1. De-mapping onto grouped STF codewords: De-map the group-STF coded

symbols from the received OFDM symbol.

2. ST-component decoding: Perform linear combining via matched filtering

with the effective QOSTBC MIMO channel to decouple the subsystems.

3. Pre-whitening: For each sub-system perform a pre-whitening of the noise

after combining.

4. Sphere-Decoding:Recover the original symbols transmitted by the s-MT

using ML decoding (or the near-optimal sphere decoding algorithm).

At the d-MT the received signal under the AF protocol is derived in Appendix

5.7 (Derivation III). as,


yν1
yν∗2
yν∗3
yν4

 =


H1 H2 H3 H4

−H∗2 H∗1 −H∗4 H∗3
−H∗3 −H∗4 H∗1 H∗2
H4 −H3 −H2 H1




x1

x2

x3

x4

+


uν1
uν∗2
uν∗3
uν4

 (5.166)
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where the effective frequency-domain diagonal channel matrices for a given relay-

ing path are expressed as,

HR1ν = Φτ1FHR1νF
HFHSR1F

H (5.167)

HR2ν = Φτ2FHR2νF
HFPH∗SR2

F (5.168)

HR3ν = Φτ3FHR3νF
HFPH∗SR3

F (5.169)

HR4ν = Φτ4FHR4νF
HFHSR4F

H (5.170)

assuming F denotes an Nc-point unitary DFT matrix and the time-domain chan-

nel matrix Hµν is a circulant matrix. This model allows the flexibility to analyze

the LoS case by substituting the channel gain γ̄Rjν for HRjν . However, the case

where full fading is observed over all the sub-channels is analyzed further since

LoS can without difficulty be determined from the ensuing derivation.

Decoding under the DF protocol involved a transform to reverse the noise

correlation introduced by the combining resulting for ST-component decoding.

In the receiver under AF relaying the forwarded noise from the r-MTs observed

at the d-MT is colored by the frequency-selective channel HRjν ; as observed under

the PEP analysis (5.134). Pre-whitening the observed signal

ỹνi (p) := βν(p)y
ν
i (p)

using (5.135), then allows the same decoding methodology used under the DF

protocol to be applied for AF relaying taking into account the AF channel.

5.5.3 Numerical Simulations

The GSTF consists of an inner and outer code; the inner code is formulated using

a set OSTBCs and QOSTBC to extract the spatial diversity available from the

channel, the outer code is based on LCFC designs. The code implementation

is distributed according to the code design outlined in section 5.5.2, where the

LCFC component is implemented at the s-MT and the ST-component is executed

in a distributed fashion across the r-MTs. To simplify the analysis the case study

focuses on a network configuration where the s-MT and d-MT operate a single

antenna; the virtual antenna array operating under a AF protocol comprises of

a variable number of r-MTs depending on the ST-coding component employed.
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Case Study 32: Depicted in Figure 5.8 is the SER versus SNR assuming OS-

TBC and QOSTBC is adopted for the ST-component coding under the AF relay

protocol. This simulation study enables the verification of the PEP analysis in

Section 5.5.1.1 conducted under the following network scenario. It is assumed

that the sub-channel order for the phase of the protocol are LSµ = 1 and fol-

low a Rayleigh distribution. In the second phase it is assumed that the r-MT

observe a strong LoS with the destination node so a static channel is adopted

hµν = γ̄µν = 1. The simulation were run under with Nc = 64 subcarriers.

Applying the correct constellation pre-coding, as stated in the deployment

guidelines under AF protocols, enables the multi-path gain available from the first

phase of the protocol to be harnessed. Alamouti ST-component coding shown

in Figure 5.8 clearly demonstrates that both multi-path and spatial diversity

is extracted from the frequency-selective channel observed in the first phase of

the protocol. The additional degrees for freedom offered by the higher-order

VAA under QOSTBC component coding demonstrate additional diversity gain

advantage over the full-rate OSTBC despite using the same constellation pre-

coding. Comparing with the DF protocol illustrated in Figure 5.2 it is clear that

the additional noise forwarded from the r-MTs degrades the SER performance

for a given SNR.

Case Study 33: Figure 5.9 extends the previous simulation study to the case

where AF relay protocol is adopted under full frequency-selective fading condi-

tions observed over all the sub-channels and protocol phases, i.e. Lµν = 1, µ ∈
{S,R1, . . . , RNt},∀ν. Again the sub-channels coefficients follow the Rayleigh-

fading distribution and Nc = 64 sub-carriers are used.

Verifying the PEP analysis performed Section 5.5.1.2; Figure 5.9 illustrates

that under the AF protocol the multi-path diversity gains offered by the sub-

channels in the second phase of the protocol cannot be harvested. This is clearly

observed when comparing the gradients for specific ST-component codes with

that demonstrated in Figure 5.8 under the LoS assumption. Additionally there

is a performance degradation in SER for a given SNR introduced because of

the fading process of the channels compared with the Gaussian equivalent model

assumed in the previous simulation study.
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Figure 5.8: Symbol Error Rate vs SNR for distributed-GSTF codes based on

various OSTBCs & QOSTBCs Space-Time component codes under AF relaying

with LoS in second phase
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Figure 5.9: Symbol Error Rate vs SNR for distributed-GSTF codes based on

various OSTBCs & QOSTBCs Space-Time component codes under AF relaying

with full fading

Case Study 34: Depicted in Figure 5.10 are simulation studies when the effec-

tive sub-channel gains are asymmetric between the first and second stage of the

relaying protocol. In this simulation study it is assumed that all the sub-channels

are frequency-selective of order Lµν = 1 and are Rayleigh-distributed. The other

simulation parameters are retained from the previous studies.

In the top plot of Figure 5.10 it is assumed that the sub-channel gains are

asymmetric between the first and second relaying stage according to γ̄Sµ = 1
5

and

γ̄µν = 5. This ensures the effective path via a r-MT to a specific antenna element

on the d-MT is comparable to previous simulation studies, i.e. γ̄Sµγ̄µν = 1. The

bottom plot shows the reciprocal scenario with the relatively larger channel gains

observed in the first stage of the protocol; γ̄Sµ = 5 and γ̄µν = 1
5
. The relative noise

powers applied at the r-MTs and d-MT are not varied with between simulation

studies and were applied assuming γ̄µν = 1.

Interestingly, in the top plot when the first stage has substantially lower sub-

channel gains than that observed in the second stage, the noise incident at the

individual r-MT contributes to a higher noise power at the d-MT resulting in a
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4TX − QOSTBC (R=1)
4TX − QOSTBC (R=1, partial CSI)
4TX − QOSTBC (R=1, full CSI)

Figure 5.10: Symbol Error Rate vs SNR for distributed-GSTF codes based on

various OSTBCs & QOSTBCs Space-Time component codes under AF relaying

with full fading with asymmetric relay-stage sub-channel gains

degradation of SER for a given SNR when compared to the lower plot. In the

lower plot the effective SNR observed at the r-MTs is higher due to the larger

sub-channel gains observed; therefore after normalization at the r-MT to meet a

transmit power constraint the contribution of the relayed noise is less. However,

in the high-SNR asymptotic region the diversity gains offered by the channels are

realized in both network scenarios.

Case Study 35: Depicted in Figure 5.11 are simulation studies when the effec-

tive sub-channel orders observed by nodes participating in first and second phase

of the relaying protocol are asymmetric. It is assumed that equal sub-channel

gains between the first and second phases are restored to isolate the variable of

interest. All further simulation parameters are adopted from previous simulation
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Figure 5.11: Symbol Error Rate vs SNR for distributed-GSTF codes based on

various OSTBCs & QOSTBCs Space-Time component codes under AF relaying

with full fading with asymmetric relay-stage sub-channel orders

studies to again enable direct comparisons to be made.

In the top plot of Figure 5.11 it is assumed that the channel orders in the first

phase of the protocol are frequency-selective LSµ = 1, whilst the second phase

experiences flat-fading channels. The reverse channel orders are applied to the

lower plot.

As predicted in the PEP analysis under AF protocols in Section 5.5.1.2, the

achievable diversity gain available from the channel is limited by the minimum

channel order observed between two nodes on a relaying path. In Figure 5.11

it is demonstrated that applying higher-order channels in the first phase of the

protocol improves error rate performance marginally.

5.6 Conclusions

This chapter extended the novel asynchronous cooperative schemes based on

distributed-QOSTBC developed in the previous chapter for use in broadband
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applications. As a foundation STF codes were adapted for use in a cooperative

wireless networks to extract both cooperative- (spatial) and multi-path diversity

offered by the relay channel. The specific details of the material covered in the

chapter can be summarized as follows.

Adopting the same network architecture as the previous chapter; frequency-

selective sub-channels observed between the participating mobile terminals are

introduced. The cooperative channel deviates from the co-located case by allow-

ing variable channel lengths and delay profiles specifically tailored to individual

sub-channels. The generic processing and signal notations are defined in Section

5.2. The problem formulation with specific design criteria is stated for the code

construction which aims to maximize coding gain whilst achieving the maximal

diversity gain offered by the relay channel.

Section 5.4 specifically analyses distributed-STF coding techniques to be ap-

plied in networks using DF relaying protocol. This assumes that the r-MTs de-

code the data broadcast from the s-MT without errors. With the design criteria

specifically stated in Section 5.3.3; PEP analysis is performed to determine the

diversity and coding gains available under the DF protocol. It is observed that in

order to extract all the diversity from the cooperative channel constellation pre-

coding over a group of sub-carriers is required where the group size is defined by

the maximum sub-channel length observed. The design of the distributed-STF is

then presented with detailed guidelines on the ST-component code and constel-

lation pre-coder design.The design of the quasi-orthogonal ST-component coding

under ideal phase rotations is used to justify the use of existing constellation pre-

coding techniques, namely Linear Complex Field Code (LCFC). The decoding

stages at the d-MT are then fully documented including; ST-component decoding,

whitening transform, ML-decoding. Numerical simulations using Monte-Carlo

techniques then verify the utility of the design under; co-located, distributed and

correlated channel conditions. The simulations also demonstrate the robustness

of the proposed scheme with feedback and under quantization of the feedback

channel.

In Section 5.5 the AF protocol is assumed. Under this assumption the frequency-

selective channel perturbations observed in the first phase of the protocol must

be taken into account when designing cooperative schemes that perform with

an element of transparent relaying. To optimize the coding scheme a PEP was
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performed firstly under the condition that no fading was observed in the second

phase of the protocol; LoS was assumed between the r-MTs and d-MT. This

simplified the analysis by removing the conditionality of the noise forward from

the relays on the channel fading process. The results yielded similar findings to

that of DF with modified noise statistics to include the noise observed at the

r-MTs. In the second stage of analysis fading was introduced on all sub-channels

under specific power control constraints. Specifically it was assumed that av-

eraged received SNR observed at the r-MT would be significantly higher than

that observed at the d-MT. This could be observed in scenarios where the VAA

composing of r-MTs is closer in proximity to the s-MT than the d-MT; therefore

observing significantly less path-loss. This yielded interesting design requirements

for constellation pre-coding. Finally, the section closes with the detailed design

of an asynchronous distributed-STF coding scheme where the two-stage encoding

of the data is performed both at the s-MT and r-MT to meet the design crite-

ria. Again numerical simulation studies verify the utility of the proposed scheme

using the AF protocol under different network scenarios.

5.7 Appendix

5.7.1 Derivation I

It is proven here that,

[E(p)]νµ =

√√√√√ (γ̄Sµ/N0) γ̄µν
∏

µ′∈{R1,...,RNt},µ′ 6=µ

(
1 +

γ̄Sµ′

N0

)
∏

µ′∈{R1,...,RNt}

(
1 +

γ̄Sµ′

N0

)
+
∑
∀Rj

γ̄Rjν

N0
HRjν(p)

∏
∀µ′ 6=Rj

(
1 +

γ̄Sµ′

N0

)
(5.171)

Considering the average receive power at a given r-MT µ is denoted by γ̄Sµ.

After processing the received signal under the AF protocol the normalized power

is denoted,

γ̄Sµ
γ̄Sµ +N0

. (5.172)

The averaged signal power received originonating from the µth r-MT obseved at

the νth antenna of the d-MT is then represented as,
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γ̄Sµγ̄µν
γ̄Sµ +N0

. (5.173)

Scaling the received power to whiten and normalize the noise observed at the

d-MT using β2
µν (5.135) results in,

γ̄Sµγ̄µν

(γ̄Sµ +N0)
(

1 +
∑

µ′∈{R1,...,RNt}
γ̄µ′ν

γ̄Sµ′+N0
|Hµ′ν(p)|2

) (5.174)

which enables the scaling term [E(p)]νµ corresponding to the realying path {µν}
to be re-written as,

[E(p)]νµ =

√√√√ γ̄Sµγ̄µν

(γ̄Sµ +N0)
(

1 +
∑

µ′∈{R1,...,RNt}
γ̄µ′ν

γ̄Sµ′+N0
|Hµ′ν(p)|2

) (5.175)

Multiplying the numerator and denominator of (5.175) by
√∏

µ′∈{R1,...,RNt}
(γ̄Sµ′ +N0)

yields,

[E(p)]νµ =

√√√√ γ̄Sµγ̄µν
∏

µ′∈{R1,...,RNt},µ′ 6=µ
(γ̄Sµ′ +N0)∏

µ′∈{R1,...,RNt}
(γ̄Sµ′ +N0) +

∑
∀Rj γ̄Rjν |HRjν(p)|2

∏
∀µ′ 6=Rj (γ̄Sµ′ +N0)

(5.176)

Finally, multiplying the numerator and denominator of (5.176) by N−Nt0 concludes

the proof.

5.7.2 Derivation II

The following analysis has been adapted from [101, Appendix II] and assumes

Lµν > LSµ; where it has been extended by the author for the case LSµ = Lµν .

According to [102] φZµν can be evaluated as,

φZµν (ω) =

∫ ∞
0

fXµν (xµν)φYSµ(ωySµ)dxµν (5.177)

where fXµν (xµν) is the pdf of Xµν denoted by,

fXµν (xµν) :=
(Lµν + 1)Lµν+1

Γ(Lµν + 1)
x(Lµν)
µν e−xµν(Lµν+1) (5.178)
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and φYSµ(ωySµ) is the characteristic function of YSµ evaluated as,

φYSµ |jω=− γ̄µν
4N0

=

LSµ∏
l=0

(
1 +

γ̄µν
4N0

λµ (l)

)−1

(5.179)

Substituting (5.178) and (5.179) into (5.177); (5.177) can then be expressed as

the solution to the integral,

φZµν |jω=− γ̄µν
4N0

=
(Lµν + 1)Lµν+1

Γ(Lµν + 1)

(
γ̄µν
4N0

)−(LSµ+1)

(5.180)

×
LSµ∏
lSµ=0

(λµ (lSµ))−1

∫ ∞
0

x
Lµν
µν e−xµν(Lµν+1)∏LSµ

lSµ=0

(
1

λµ(lSµ)
γ̄µν
4N0

+ xµν

)dxµν
Assuming high SNR, γ̄µν >> 4N0, the following approximation can be made,

φZµν |jω=− γ̄µν
4N0

=
(Lµν + 1)Lµν+1

Γ(Lµν + 1)

(
γ̄µν
4N0

)−(LSµ+1)

(5.181)

×
LSµ∏
lSµ=0

(λµ (lSµ))−1

∫ ∞
0

xLµν−LSµµν e−xµν(Lµν+1)dxµν

It is well known that the integral in (5.181) can be solved iteratively using inte-

gration by parts to yield,

φZµν |jω=− γ̄µν
4N0

= (Lµν+1)LSµ+1 Γ(Lµν − LSµ + 1)

Γ(Lµν + 1)

(
γ̄µν
4N0

)−(LSµ+1) LSµ∏
lSµ=0

(λµ (lSµ))−1

(5.182)

Interestingly, if Lµν = LSµ then (5.181) resolves to,

φZµν |jω=− γ̄µν
4N0

=
(Lµν + 1)Lµν

Γ(Lµν + 1)

(
γ̄µν
4N0

)−(LSµ+1) LSµ∏
lSµ=0

(λµ (lSµ))−1 (5.183)
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5.7.3 Derivation III

It is proven here for the AF protocol that after initial pre-processing at the d-MT

the received signal at the νth antenna in the frequency-domain can be expressed

as,


yν1
yν∗2
yν∗3
yν4

 =


H1 H2 H3 H4

−H∗2 H∗1 −H∗4 H∗3
−H∗3 −H∗4 H∗1 H∗2
H4 −H3 −H2 H1




x1

x2

x3

x4

+


uν1
uν∗2
uν∗3
uν4

 (5.184)

To define the matrix representation above the following effective channel matrices

in the frequency-domain are defined,

HR1ν = Φτ1FHR1νF
HFHSR1F

H (5.185)

HR2ν = Φτ2FHR2νF
HFPH∗SR2

F (5.186)

HR3ν = Φτ3FHR3νF
HFPH∗SR3

F (5.187)

HR4ν = Φτ4FHR4νF
HFHSR4F

H (5.188)

where F denotes an Nc-point unitary DFT matrix and the time-domain channel

matrix Hµν is a circulant matrix where the first row is defined as,

[αµν [0], 0, . . . , 0, αµν [Lµν ], . . . , αµν [2]] ∈ C1×Nc .

It is worth noting that the conjugation performed in the time-domain on R2

and R3, which is evident in (5.186)-(5.187), requires correction in the form of a

time-reversal P on R2 and R3 as demonstrated in (5.186)-(5.187). The equiva-

lent channel matrices (5.185)-(5.188) now retain a diagonal structure and do not

permutate the transmitted symbols in the frequency-domain. The asynchronicity

of the scheme introduces a phase rotation proportional to the round-trip delay

observed; [Φτj ]k,k := e−j2πkτj/Nc . To simplify the ensuing expressions the noise

terms are omitted for brevity. The equivalent expressions for each frame received

at the d-MT following initial pre-processing are,

yν1 = HR1νx̃1 + HR2νx̃
∗
2 + HR3νx̃

∗
3 + HR4νx̃4 (5.189)
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yν2 = HR1νx̃2 −HR2νx̃
∗
1 + HR3νx̃

∗
4 −HR4νx̃3 (5.190)

yν3 = HR1νx̃3 + HR2νx̃
∗
4 −HR3νx̃

∗
1 −HR4νx̃2 (5.191)

yν4 = HR1νx̃4 −HR2νx̃
∗
3 −HR3νx̃

∗
2 + HR4νx̃1 (5.192)

Conjugating yν2 and yν3 in addition to substituting x (5.161) for x̃ completes the

proof.
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Chapter 6

Concluding Remarks

6.1 Conclusion

This thesis explores the concept of distributed-QOSTBCs implemented across

VAAs to exploit additional spatial diversity gains offered by a wireless relay net-

work. Whilst the analysis and characterization of OSTBCs has been extensively

studied for use in cooperative relay networks, the investigation has not been ex-

haustively undertaken for QOSTBCs. This thesis has attempted to answer some

of the question with regard to theoretical performance and implementation spe-

cific questions for QOSTBCs.

An understanding of the Shannon capacity offered over a relaying-stage adopt-

ing STBC enabled a framework under which to assess the performance of distributed-

QOSTBCs deployed in a VAA. Chapter 3 addressed this question directly by

observing various ST-coding schemes under ergodic and non-ergodic channel con-

ditions. The chosen theoretical performance metric for each channel classifica-

tion is well known to be the Shannon capacity for ergodic channels and outage-

probability for a given communications rate.

Chapter 3 presented novel closed-form expressions for the MIMO capacity

of flat-fading Rayleigh distributed cooperative channels under the constraint of

distributed-QOSTBC. The novel expressions allowed for full effects of distributed

encoding where sub-channel gains may fluctuate due to the observation of differ-

ent shadowing and path-loss characteristics which affect the channel gains. This

enabled comparisons to be made against OSTBC counterparts which inherently
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orthogonalize the MIMO channel and simplify the analysis into a set of parallel

SISO channels with modified channel statistics. Alternatively QOSTBC decou-

ple the MIMO channel, reducing the computational complexity of the detection

problem. Adopting phase rotations on a subset of the r-MTs, based on channel

observations at the d-MT, was demonstrated to orthogonalize fully the MIMO

channel allowing the analytical techniques used for OSTBC to be applied to

QOSTBCs. Relaxing the feedback channel requirements and introducing quanti-

zation, inevitably introduced errors in the applied phase rotations. For the first

time closed-form expressions were derived to evaluate the effects of quantization

on the degradation of the achievable channel capacity.

Following on in a similar manner, Chapter 3 extended the analysis of QOSTBC

for the case of non-ergodic channels. Whilst exact closed-form expression of the

outage-probability for a given SNR and communications rate proved elusive: tight

approximations verified using numerical simulations were derived using the Mellin

transform for flat-fading Rayleigh cooperative channels. Although QOSTBCs

matched or exceeded the capacity of comparable OSTBCs under ergodic channels

the performance gains were far superior in non-ergodic channels. In the case

where perfect phase rotations could be applied to orthogonalize the channel under

QOSTBC exact outage-probability expressions were presented.

The analysis in Chapter 3 demonstrated the applicability of distributed-QOSTBCs

in a range of channel classifications. This provided the motivation to develop

practical implementations for deployment in VAAs, in particular addressing syn-

chronization between the relaying nodes. Chapter 4 addressed specifically timing

synchronization in a relay network architecture comprising of an s-MT, d-MT and

r-MTs under flat-fading Rayleigh channels. It was assumed since there is no direct

communication between the s-MT and d-MT that transmission via a distributed

r-MT incurs some round-trip delay. Without judicious design of the cooperative

scheme ISI at the d-MT is unavoidable since synchronous re-transmission is not

assumed. To compensate a block coding scheme was adopted with pre-coding

implemented at the s-MT. Redundancy, in the form of a CP, introduced only a

marginal loss in the code-rate proportional to the re-transmssion delay-spread.

To provide greater flexibility in deployment asynchronous distributed-QOSTBC

schemes were developed that utilize both single- and multi-carrier transmission.

Specifically, the single-carrier scheme offered an important characteristic that
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minimizes PAPR therefore simplifying the RF specification of the r-MTs. Both

single- and multi-carrier clock based transmission demonstrated decoding com-

plexity comparable to synchronous symbol based implementations. As was the

case with the characterization of the cooperative quasi-orthogonal channel in

Chapter 3; feedback was introduced to orthogonalize the channel. Several time-

and frequency-domain processing techniques to apply the required phase rotation

at the r-MT were illustrated.

With the demand for ever higher data-rates and QoS requirements the asyn-

chronous QOSTBC enabled multi-carrier scheme introduced in Chapter 4 were

modified for use in frequency-selective channels. Although the spatial-diversity

offered by the cooperative channel in flat-fading conditions is well understood

the additional degrees of freedom offered by the cooperative frequency-selective

channel made further analysis an imperative precondition to the code design.

Initially, specific design criteria were formally stated to ensure the code designs

achieve maximal coding and diversity gains. With this in mind a PEP analy-

sis was performed under the assumption of DF and AF protocols. Under DF

the assumption was made that the r-MT detect the data broadcast by the s-MT

without error. This isolated the analysis of the code design to the distributed

processing implemented across the VAA. To further the investigation of the ap-

plicability of QOSTBCs in robust broadband networks; STF coding pioneered

by Giannakis et al. was modified for use in a distributed network. Although

much of the processing at the r-MTs for extracting spatial-diversity is common

for use in DF and AF protocols, the constellation pre-coder was specifically tai-

lored. In DF the constellation pre-coder distributively implemented at the r-MTs

in conjunction with the ST-component code. PEP analysis specifically illustrated

that this approach may not necessarily achieve maximum coding diversity requir-

ing the constellation pre-coder to be implemented at the s-MT. This approach

resulted in a full-distributed asynchronous cooperative-STF coding scheme that

leverages QOSTBC as the ST-component code. Numerical analysis demonstrated

the utility of QOSTBC enabled cooperative-STF coding as a robust solution when

limited feedback is available.
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6.2 Further Research

This thesis has made some early contributions to the development of robust low-

complexity coding schemes that meet some of the requirements for future coop-

erative wireless relay networks. Inevitably more work is needed to fully realize

the potential of cooperative diversity. Based upon the findings in this thesis some

of the many questions that remain unanswered are discussed briefly in the fol-

lowing paragraphs of this section in an attempt to stimulate the ideas of future

researchers.

Quasi-Orthogonal MIMO Channel Characterization: When characteriz-

ing the distributed-Quasi-Orthogonal MIMO channel it was assumed that sub-

channels may experience different shadowing and path-loss effects. To evaluate

various ST-coding schemes it was assumed that all paths originating from a trans-

mitting antenna to a receiver are relatively equal and can be modeled using the

Rayleigh-fading distribution [14]. However, in some environments a direct LoS

is present in the mobile radio channel and is usually approximated with Rician-

fading model. Generally, the Rician fading model is not frequently adopted by re-

searchers due to the mathematical difficulties associated with its pdf [5]. However,

the Rician-distribution can be well approximated with a Nakagami-distribution

[103]. In [5] Dohler extended the characterization of O-MIMO channels in co-

operative relay networks under a Rayleigh-fading distribution to deployments

experiencing Nakagami fading. It is proposed that the framework developed in

Chapter 3 for both ergodic and non-ergodic scenarios could be extended to include

characterization of Quasi-Orthogonal MIMO Channels observing LoS.

QOSTBC Under Flat-Fading Channels: In this thesis both single- and

multi-carrier transmission schemes were developed for cooperative relay networks

deployed in flat-fading channels under both DF and AF protocols. In Chap-

ter 4 an array of equalization and decoding strategies under the classifications

ZF, MMSE and ML were presented for use under DF protocols. Under AF

protocols it was demonstrated that ZF and MMSE techniques offered compa-

rable complexity and decoding performance to that of their DF counterparts.

However, the ISI generating mechanism, examined in Section 4.4.1.2, introduces
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significant interference under certain delay spreads. In [104] some progress was

made in devising frequency-domain pre-processing techniques which made use

of insights used in simplifying the iterative-MMSE equalizers for doubly-selective

channels by Schniter [105]. Devising a low-complex near-ML solution to decoding

distributed-QOSTBCs under AF protocols would be advantageous.

QOSTBC Enabled Distributed-Space-Time-Frequency Coding: Chap-

ter 5 introduced a distributed-STF code design using a ST-component code based

on QOSTBCs. This novel versatile code design for use in asynchronous broad-

band networks was adapted for use under both AF and DF enabled networks.

The various PDP that are encountered in cooperative relay networks, where the

various relaying-paths via r-MTs exhibit path-loss and shadowing effects, requires

resource allocations to optimize the end-to-end throughput and capacity of the

relay channel VAA. Whilst Dohler VAA introduced a methodology based on

closed-form approximations of the capacity and throughput under OSTBC: it

would be beneficial to extend this work to encompass frequency-selective cooper-

ative channels experiencing different channel orders between participating nodes.

Extended-OSTBCs: Extended-OSTBCs (EOSTBCs) have proven potential

to outperform OSTBCs and QOSTBCs through the use of array gain enabled via

a feedback channel [106]. The application of EOSTBCs to cooperative networks

using multi-carrier transmission under AF protocols has already been demon-

strated in [107] and builds upon the work undertaken in the same network con-

figuration for QOSTBCs [108]. Therefore, a fruitful research opportunity exists in

extending the research framework adopted for this thesis in examining QOSTBCs

for use in cooperative relay networks to EOSTBC deployments.
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